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Tin* Swiss Cross (monthly) for June contains
an admirable portrait of Darwin,
carefully engraved from a photograph which bears tlie inscription in Darwin's own handwriting, “I
like this photograph very much better than
any
other which lias been taken of me.M This number contains an interesting illustrated article
on sights in Corea, tbt* hermit kingdom, anti
the usual report* of progress of the Agassiz*
Association. Price £l.o<) per year; club of six,
£(».
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Free Traders and the Fishermen.

The fact that- the salt bait used bv our Hank
fishermen has been a partial failure'this season
and that Rome of the schooner are taking out
licenses and buying bait in Newfoundland under
the modus viveudl immensely pleases doughface
Administration organs like tlie New York livening
Post. Not since the Northern Copperheads rejoiced at Fnion defeats has the nation seen anything
like this spectacle of Cleveland free traders gloat
ing over the misfortunes of their countrymen.
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dren. During the process of teething its value is : ino puzzles, ami others more or less diflleult.
husbands
and
wives
that
it
lifts
of
the
them
“beat
raft to shelter fifteen sailors.
;
testify
him, damn him, heat him,” and insisted this is not proved. The State* of Maine once aids to the cook in
;
preparing perfect and wholeincalculable. It relieves the child from pain,cures sufficient to whet the wits of the young people
above the monotony of daily cares, and young on counting the ballot when it was so notori- had a license
law and it was repealed und the some food. While those are to be obtained of
for wiiotn they are designed. The solutions of
and dtarrluca, griping in the bowels, and
arc glad to receive its guidance iti their
dysentery
The peculiar purifying and building up powers
stuffed
Chairman
people
that
the
of
i
the
ously
law
substituted
delegafor
the
prohibitory
wind-colic. JJy giving health to the child it rests
the puzzles in the May number are all given.
very rea- well-established reputation, like the Koval, of
of Hood's Sarsaparilla make it the very best medireading. So the good work goes on and circles tion, Mr. Black, did not have the courage to son that it did not
the mother. Price 25c. a bottle.
operate as an effective re- whose purity there has never been a question,
Price $1.20 per year.
Iyr48
cine to take at this season.
arc multiplying with each year.
J. L. II.
count it, and a second ballot was necessary.
straint on the liquor traffic.
it is proper to avoid all others.
I
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Political Points.

1 iiKnuiM. Farmers are nearly done
In an interview (Jen. Untler says he favors
planting....
Leprosy is spreading at a dreadful rate in Sherman
for President.
Russia.
| Mr. Clark of Vroostook Co. is to open a stove and
tin shop in town-Dr. .John Stevenson has found
Iloth branches of tin- Massa« liu-etl- l.rai-Ia- !
The M assachusetts legislature has been pro'»'rv do arable rent in the house of < harles Went
ture have passed a measure providim; for the
rogued.
Australian system of votiiu.
north.... We are verv sorry to lose our pleasant
The (Jueen of Italy is an artist, and has just
Peedoddles is u new word of >oiithrrn origin neighbors, the family of II W. Murray_The
designed a charming lamp.
for the "blues.'* Tin* bemoeratie partv "ill
family of Kdgar Keen have moved to Water
Russia proposes to build a railway from her have a bad attack of pcedoddh s next Novem- ville
D. II. Johnson has an evellent supply of
lines
to
the
ber.
Luropean
Pacific Ocean!
n»‘\v. fresh grooories at the (irange store.i omleal
Hi’own gave an entertainment at the ti range
Teenier beat (Gaudaur three lengths in an exA reason has been found \v hv the third part v
hibition boat race at the Point of Pines.
Hall Thursday eve, .June 7th. lie was acoompanied
is called prohibition: because it is worked 1*r
the purpose of prohibiting real tenijierancc re:• Mi-' Marguerite Ilragdou. vv lio is said to be one
Rev. S. IL Ilalliday, for many years assistant
formers from eleetiiu their ticket.
ot the sweetest
singersof the age, and Mr. Dunbar,
pastor of Plymouth Church, has resigned.
The National Prohibition convention nomi- an eminent >asso.
Mr. Carnegie says that Mr. Maine ought ?o
nated by acclamation (Jetiernl Clinton It. Kiske,
K
.lohn I. m aster has just added to
have accepted the Presidential nomination.
of New Jersey. for President, ami John
V.
his express line a line matehed-pair of colts.
Since isi'd the (Government has paid to retir- Itrooks. of Massachusetts, for \ ice President.
Mr I’alj h F -*taple~ and Miss Mabel l>. IVned army officers the total sum of $lf>,r>.‘in,nno.
Chaumvv M. bep. w i r«--r1 it tin brand
dlet n were married dune :»rd. and
left on
Armv of tin |{. public memorial exercises in
'The house in
Mondav's boat for Westboio, Mass....Mr. Kd.
yyliieh (General (Grant was born tin*
is now on exhibition in Cincinnati under canra
House
and
made
a
*tirMetropolitan Op*
Harriman started for his home in Iowa, last week.
vas.
iiiiT political speech. *n which lie said
would,
"• I* Ames ami
s. staples also left on saute
if necessarv. nail the hloodv -l;irt to tie- mastWalt Whitman has entered upon his Toth head.
'.l’enobseof I.edge of (Jood Templars
lie is badly paralyzed, but in cheerful
year,
are t,»
have a sociable in a few weeks.
Immediately after the liepublican National 1
spirits.
^
vmll is out again; also Capt.
eonvention. a number of leaduu statesmen in
tieorge
(George William Curtis has been r ••elected
Moulton... Mr. K. II. Denslow arrived in town
Washington will be invited to take the
president of the National civ il .service reform in Maine. Senator l ve will extend thestump
inviI ue-day. the .'»tli.The Sunday selool meets in
league.
tations at his disen lion, in behalf of the Kenub- the l
niversalist elmi' li during the summer. All
liean State committee.
The campaign vviil he
An attachment lias boon placed on tin*
are invited ...(apt. Win. MeDoiiahl was reecutlv
proper- made short and
sharp hv tin liepuhliean<.
ly of tltc Security Mining Company of W*e-t
ki> ked l-y a horse and injured i|iiile
badly. Dr.
ciitr, coi.
.Mr. bana. editor of the New York Sun. was
I. A. l'ierec dressed the wound.
in Pittsburg, Monday, and wa> asked this
quesSheridan’s children, three girls and a boy
I’Kosri
Perhaps a little estimate of the
the latter known as Little Phil. Jr., are’all tion :
"bo you think Cleveland can he elected on a
mile- tra xe’.cd by farmers a- they
average in town
young.
free trade plat form?*'
in getting in the spring crops would look
large to
I In two British yachts Yarana and lYtron"No, never,”* was the ivp
"ih-couldn't
!ty people, but t!.c fair axe rage walking in a day
illa are attracting nmeli attention
New 'l ‘>rk.
I suppos*. tin* convention at [
among Pub- carry
*v 1'•
Jo
miles
on
the
soft
certainly
lish yachtsmen.
>t. Louis vviil l»e a tame a flair.
plowed
All th lu-migr.
:.d, besides in the spring's hurry tlie farmer
nations will he made in a dav.
(Governor Ames, of Massachusetts, has
"Will a tree trade plank he inserted in the -"l‘s b» the barn, fodders his cattle, and -pends an
approved the bill passed by the Legislature to 1 lemoeratie plat form?"
hour before breakfa-f, making at least J miles
create a naval reserve.
"1 don’t know. I hope no*. And as to night and
morning. The \tremes of a farmer
whether
Cleveland
could
consM.-ntlv
run
on
1 he purchase of bonds by the
'Treasury any other basis, that is all nonsense. vVhaf traveling in getting in grain is at least in mile- to
has
thus far effected a saving of
department
bdlow a good team the whole day.
docs he care about civil -erviee reform oj- free
When that
more than seven millions in interest.
trade? lie want- to h< re-elected, and he is vo- ui-tanee t- traveled a
>od man is ready and will
Secretary Fairchild has appointed ( apt. Bur- im.; to trv to amt there somehow* or oilier. :ug to rest.Mi-s (i.-aeie l.ibby is teaching the
Mills and ( arlisleare ca-ilv appeased. 1 oip- village -ehool. Mi-s Maud
gess of Boston, the yacht designer, to be Presi;,oidd is progressing
dent of the Board of Life Saving Appliances.
pose the platform W ill be something like the one
lim iy with her tir-t seh<■«d in the (,eorge District
of iss.p when they had eiiouaii protection to
.'v (
About eight hundred huvers. representing -atisfv the
Mathews wa- m town recently from
protectionists ami eiiomji free l* ade
houses all the wav to San Francisco, attended
Mount hphraim. 1
to please the free trader-.
1 bcliev* in eternal
religious meetings are
the auction sale of llannels in New York,
i:■
salvation a- a ivmedv for eternal damnalmn
Fhe Huberts selio
is ful
Sun
recently.
for the wicked.*’
\ Sunday -ehool was organized with some
da;
Tin1 Chicago city council has adopted an orI" scholars present and uiueli iut. iv.-t in the -ehool
I'm (iront t ie votami from Buifn!...
dinance prohibiting saloons from within *Jim)
i- o.au: t e-ted.
I le:nl tin- leailei's, l ho» the Mm*\v;
\ vote of th:ml. was extended to
feet of churches and schools, and closing all
The!'»•*> one of ine.
the "a1 -bath school scholars of
sear-port for tin*
saloons on Sunday.
There’s t liou>aniK

<

dourester Men in the l nited

t'ommi'sion," says of

a

Journal

Mates

correspond

cut

M
A
l’». \ lex a inter, of this city, w ho has served
the
s. Fish <'ommi"ion sell.
<>rampus since
-lie went into eommission in the
spring of Issil, has
been detached and ordered to join the Fish Com
mi'sion steamer Albatross, at'San Francisco, a*
fishery expert. The ship is now titling fora cruise
to \lasUau waters, to
investigate the fisheries and
fishing grounds of that region. She will sail June
h>. Mr. Alexander left home for Washington, en
fou e to the Pacific, on Wednesday, and will make
only a brief stay in the capital city. It is credit
aide to him, and speaks well for our New Knglaud
fishermen, that, entering the service, as a seaman,
he w as promoted to the position of “ship’s writer”
on hoard the tdampus, and Is now honored with a
second promotion to a more
responsible position,
and one which opens (•> him a wide and important
field of work and investigation, wherein it is
hoped he may do honor to himself and succeed In
benefiting the fisheries of our country.
Mr. Alexander is a native of Camden, in this

on

stall*, and has passed the larger portion of Ids life
in the (iloucester fisheries, lie is a young man of

ability,

and practical experience, and merits the
promotion he has won. Ills letters to the Journal
have been universally read, widely copied, and
favorably commented upon. Mr. Alexander will
continue to favor the Journal with correspondence
from the Pacific.

The Murder

on

a

Postal Car.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

terrible tragedy occurred in Bancor Saturday night, resulting in the death of Jerry <i.
Sinclair, of Ossipec, N. II.. postal clerk on the
Bangor and Boston night run. lie had just
finished piling the mail bags in the ear and
tin- signal was given t<> start, when the conducA
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ordered the train to stop, which was done
aiier moving the length of two ears.
It was
*aid a man in the postal ear was taken with
and
be
must
taken
oil'.
Persons
hemorrhage
rushed into the car and found .Sinclair lying on
a pile of
bags in a pool of blood. He was taken
into an omnibus and carried to the Penobscot
Kwhangc. where he boarded, and was found
to be dead.
He was supposed to be dead from
the time he was put in the omnibus. He was
taken to undertaker Hunt's to be prepared for
burial, when it was found, instead of hemorrhagc, lii* death resulted from a wound in the
breastmade by some sharp instrument, apparently double-edged, cutting through his jumper
and shirt, penetrating the breast just below the
left collar bone to the depth of four inches,
severing a large artery, and death must have
ensued almost immediately, as shown by an

tor

*»i

mi-:

ah ki>i:kki»
atks.
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community.

Hon. EDWIN C.
OF

BURLEIGH,

BANGOR.

F«»k Presidential Electors:
For
HORACE II.
SAMUEL N.

Electors at Large.

SHAW, of Portland.
CAMPBELL, of Cherry Held.

First District—MARK M. WENTWORTH.
Second District—T. R. SIMONTOX.
Third District—ALBERT W. CUSHM AN.
Fourth District—LAMBERT SANDS.
Fou Representative to Congress:
First District—THOMAS B. HELD.
Second District—N LI.SON DIN'D LEY, Jit.
Third District—SETH L. M1I.I.1KLN.
Fourth District—CHARLES A. Bol'TEI.l.L.

Our Candidate for Governor.
Hon. L. < Burleigh, the Republican candidate
for (iovernor of Maine, needs no introduction
to the people, and nowhere lias he more devoted friends ami admirers than in Waldo county.
Without disparagement to the other candidates
it may be said that he was the choice of three-

fourths of the Republicans of this county, and
as elsewhere, the hearty and
unanimous support of his party. !t i> :» point
in his favor that while the contest was pending
he will have here,

the Democratic press

generally

all it could

ro BON KB’S

IN^t'KST.

ocratic feeling against Mr. Cleveland is deep,
extensive, not demonstrative, but bitter and
irreconcilable. Every day I meet some Democrat, not a prominent man but an average
citizen, who will not vote for Cleveland. His
enemies are not making any great noise about
it, but their number is legion."
The truth of these statements is apparent,
look in what direction you will. We find the
mugwump papers booming Mrs. Cleveland and

putting her foremost in the campaign, with
poor old Thurman, a dyed-in-the-wool but decayed Bourbon, bringing up the rear. Mrs.
loveland is no doubt a very estimable woman,
and it i* an outrage to drag her into the mudt

dy pool of politics. The Bridgeport, Ct., Standard says: **No Republican journal of repute
would connect Mrs. Cleveland with her husband’s canvass for a second term and if the independent and mugwump journals have any

says a word about bis character or his fitness for the office which he hopes
to obtain.
He is a Republican, a gentleman,
and a man of powerful personal magnetism,
which has greatly helped him in the caucuses
throughout the State."

set

No

one

Mr. Burleigh was born in Amu.-took. and as
the Aroostook Pioneer says: ••He was cradled
and nurtured here, drinking in at his mother’s
knee those lessons of sterling honesty and integrity that in after life have developed into
the ripe, rich fruits of true manhood, already
greatly honored by the people, who value true
worth.
“In I->72 Mr. Burleigh removed from hi- native county to Bangor, since which time his
residence has been in that cit\. The history of
his official career i- well known. He wa> State
Land Agent during the administration of Gov.
Connor in i*7u-7-* and his reports from that

department stand to-day

as

complete epitomes

of the most relial.de and valuable information
the subject of our public
lands. He was also assistant clerk of the
Maine House of Representative.- in 1*7<>-7-s.
to

be obtained

on

clerk in 1**0
and entered tin Treasurer's t. dice as clerk. He
was fleeted State Treasurer bv the Legislature
of 1 ss.'i, and in January next will have tilled
the constitutional limit in holding the place.
“Mr. Burleigh i- but forty-four years of age,
I!*-

resigned the office

of assistant

keenly in sympathy with the hopes, ambitions
and prospect- of the younger element of the
party; not a college graduate, he is tin. true
and genuine product of our common schools,

j

on

against Mr. Burleigh, but of him personally it
could not say one word in disparagement. For
example, the Boston (Hobo, which has conspicuously championed another candidate, said
editorially in it< issue of Tuesday last: "State
Treasurer Burleigh is a man without personal
blemish.

|

The Cleveland administrarecord as the foe of the American fishermen,
farmers, manufacturers, lumbermen, shipbuilders, ship owners aud the men
who go down to the sea in ships, and the result ot the election in Oregon is an indication
of it* standing with the American
people.
The nomination of Mr. Thurman is an attempt
to win popularity for the ticket, which the
bead of it cannot commaud. As Senator Platt
of Connecticut said the other day : “The Demtion is now

the people's popular seminaries of learning.
He is a practical business man, as -liown by
the rich yield of his own private bu-inc-- enterpri.-cs. He is of unblemished character ami
-potles.- n putation, untrammeled by the dictations of rings; in spirit and purpose
Republican of the advanced and progressive type,
and a consistent temperance man w ho ha- ala

ways adhered to total ab-tinenee."

The News from

Oregon.

Whcu the first telegraphic n porfs gave the
Republican majority in Oregon as 4.n>)0. we
An inquest was held Monday morning at thought it not unlikely that fuller details might
which the foregoing fads wen* testilied to by
later reseveral witnesses. The afternoon session was somewhat reduce the figures. Hut
taken up in bearing the story of postal clerk turns increased the majority to nearly 7.000 and
I laves, who said that a few minutes before- the
gave the Republicans a majority in the Legislatime for the train to start, while lie was in the
ture ou joint ballot of 00. These figures, howrear of the car engaged in his duties he heard
Sinclair say that he would not again throw off' ever, do not shew' the real magnitude of the
Midi a large mail at Waterville w ithout help. victory. It i* understood at Washington that
>ellun .-aid “You will.” Sinclair replied “I
the campaign was made squarely on the is>ue
will not by -.” Sellon answered “You will
bastard, or I’ll make you.” Upon of protection again.-1 the Cleveland-Milis tariff
you
Till:

We rather anticipated the proceedings of the
Democratic National Convention last week,
but ticket and platform were as then reported. A Kangaroo ticket, Thurman's admirers
call it, while the platform straddles the tariff
question in such a way that it threatens to split
the party up to its paper collar. The endorsement of the Mills bill now pendiug in
Congress
fully commits the party to free trade, however, and that is an issue the Republican party

heartily welcomes.

S A VS.

In regard to thi matter Mr. K. If. Waterhouse. chief Herk of tin* railway mail service,
said: “All three of the men were exceedingly
line clcrk>. and were liked and respected by
those who knew them. The} were Republicans.
If they ha 1 not been good clerks they
would not haw been retained so long. These
men constituted the only Republican throughline railway postal crew in Maine. Sellon lives
in Massachusetts, and is married and has a
number of children. He also has relatives in
Bangor. He is about forty-live year" old, and
lias been in the service eight years. Hayes is
about thirtv-two years old, lives at Milton. N.
11., and has been in the service live years, lie
is a mod* rate man, but a smart, active clerk,
lie has a wife-, but 1 think he has no children.
I examined the ear. which was very bloody,
i don’t think that Mr. Sinclair was a man that
would commit filicide.
I regard the suicide
theory rather wild. In my opinion Mr. Sinclair was murdered, and 1 regard the affair as
one of the worst in the history of our railway
mail service. Mr. Sinclair lost his wife a short
time ago. and two children survive him.
lie
has been seventeen years in the service.
So
far as I know there had been
no
trouble
among the men that would haul to murder.
They got along together as well as any crew,
and a good deal better than some crews that
are composed of Republicans and Ih-moerats.
1 am not at liberty to state the inference drawn
from an examination of the car. or whether,
in my opinion, the murder was committed by
one of tiie clerk".
Roth Sellon and Hayes have
been arrested and arc now in custody, and I
have appointed a crew to take their places.”
The deceased was much liked by all.
He
was not known to have an enemy and his associates in the service.stand high as any in the
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The only persons known to be with the deceased in the ear were postal clerks A. (L .Sellon. of Massachusetts, and *■». Lyman Hayes, of
New Hampshire, who have run for years with
Sinclair, the latter having been on the road
some fourteen years.
The train started otV directly, taking the postal clerks. A despatch
was sent
in Augusta requesting their arrest
and Marshal Morse and officer Breen of that
place accordingly proceeded to the mail ear
where tin men were found attending to their
duties. W in n the marshal read the despatch
tc them and told them to prepare for departure
as they were under arrest, both appeared perfectly calm and collected, and did as ordered,
sellon wore a sort of a duster, and this was
spattered with blood in a sickening manner,
while the end of the car in which the men
were at work was abo bloody, blood being
found on the floor and mail sacks. Sellon said
he should not change his clothes, but took off
his outer coat and hung it up in the car, where
it remained when tin* train left the station.
Not even a partiule of blood was found upon
I lav cs' person, but he changed his clothes after arriving at the marshal's ollicc. where both
of tlie men were la’d until the arrival of the
morning Pullman 11 a n ca*t, when they were
taken to Bangor in custody of <Uficer Breen.
Sellon would not talk much. Hayes said at
first that they found Sinclair in a bleeding condition on reaching the ear to commence work,
and afterwards varied bis story, relating sev eral
ditVerent accounts and saving that the three
were in the car together when tin; man was
taken with a hemorrhage.
There was no
trouble, they said. They both talked in a perfcctiv unconcerned v\av about the presidential
candidates and their prospects, and other matter*. Sellon had been in the service some fourteen vears. Hayes four and >inclair ten. They
bad alway* occupied tin same ear together,
nmninir between Bangor and Boston, and there
bad never been any dilficulty between them as
known, sellon, who
about fifty years of
age. i* a rather surly, ill r. a lured man. so a
i* believed he comclerk
and
it
postal
says,
mitted the crime, while Have* witnessed it, refusing to relate what he knew from fear of
Sellon.
\\ HA
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The Democratic Ticket and Platform.

consideration for her

they

will refrain from

themselves.** As to Cleveland’s unput it mildly—in this State, ask
editors Bunker, Drisko and Rust; ask the
would-be candidates for Gubernatorial honors,

doing

so

popularity—to

aside at the President’s command for a
candidate identified with the Administration
crusade against our fishermen; ask William
Henry Clifford, whose face has been turned to
the wall; and ask the horde of hungry officeseeker* whose appetite has gone unappeased.
There are scores and hundreds and thousands
of Democrats who will decline to train under
tbe red bandanna, displayed as it is under free

trade colors of the Cleveland Administration.
But while these hostile Democrats will make
open movement another element is preparing for action. The Irish American anti-Cleveland Protective League was organized Thursday in Clarendon Hall, New York. Michael
no

Broin presided. A set of resolutions ottered
by John Devore and seconded by J. P. Ryan
was adopted.
The resolutions denounce the
Democratic convention for renominating Cleveland and approving his free trade message,and
declare that his re-election would inflict a lasting injury on the industrial life of the nation.

They further state:
While reserving to ourselves entire freedom
of action in local affairs, we pledge to the Republican party our hearty and energetic sup-

port in the Presidential contest if its convention shall adopt a platform advocating protection to American industry and labor, and shall
select a candidate known to be a sound protectionist, who will furthermore aim to make
A merit an idea*, American influence and American industry dominate on this continent, instead
of. like the present administration, yielding to
the intrigues and weakly imitating the methods
of eflVte European tnonarehs.
It i*« designed to extend the organization
throughout the doubtful States of New York,
New Jersey. Connecticut and Indiana.
Another class to whom the present Administration has not commended itself, is composed
In
of the Lnion veterans and their families.
his vetoes of pension bills the President has
added in-n!t to injury, sparing not even the
widows of those who laid down their lives in
the

of liberty. Cleveland and Thurman
free trade platform is a ticket that ought
to be defeated, and judging from the recent
elections in Rhode Island and Oregon it will
cause

on a

be.
The acquittal and release of the Boothbay
fishing schooner which has been detained at
St.
Johns. Newfoundland, on a charge of sellj
ing bait to French fishermen, is a good deal
be tter than a line or condemnation, but the detention of the vessel for so many days to the
j probable failure of her voyage is a pretty ser| ious matter to her crew anil owners. The case
thoroughly demonstrates that the vaunted
“modus vivendi*- is of no avail in protecting
New Fugland fishermen from the malicious interference of Provincials. [Bostou Journal.

this Sinclair made some exclamation and start- bill. The further facts that Smith M. Weed of
It is adding insult to injury to ask the people
ed tor Sellon. When Hayes looked up SinNew York and John 1\ Irish of Iowa were of Maine to vote for a candidate for Governor
clair had Sellon doubled hack over tier projection in front of the letter rack, and lie started sent out to Oregon more than a month ago to who is in part responsible for this condition of
out to get some help to separate the men, hut take charge of the Administration’s interests affairs.
Yet a vote for W. L. Putnam will be
before- leaving be looked around and saw Sin- and to ret urn a
good majority in favor of Cleve- an endorsement of the fishery policy ot the Adclair walking dow n the car toward* him. He
stopped and walked haek to Sinclair, meeting land and tariff reform, and that secret circulars ministration,. a policy designed in the interest
him in the* middle of the car. He asked him were sent out instructing each postmaster in of free trade and Canadian producers and
how he felt, ami Sinclair replied that befell tile State to
“get three votes outside of his manufacturers.
faint. He then told him to go to the sink,
when he bathed Sinclair’s head, and then see- own party" for the Democratic ticket, serve to
< ol.W. It.
Foglcr. of this city, the Waldo counThe
ing' that he- w as getting fainter said he- would make the result the more significant.
go ami get something for him to drink.
When Democrat* were lighting for a big stake, and ty member of the State Committee notified his
h«- came back with Whitehouse. the baggage
although they resorted io desperate mean* friends last, summer that lie could not in justice
master, they found Sinclair lying upon some
to himself and to the party retain the position
oinpty mail‘bags in the rear of the car. bleed- they Were handsomely defeated. The Legislaing profti"« iy. Whitehouse tried to raise him ture ju>t elected will elect a successor to Sena- through another campaign, and his resignation
ami gi\c him "ome brandy, but found that he
March
lssp, was accordingly tendered before the meeting
could not take- it. >< lion approached ami asked tor Dolph, whose term expires
what the- matter was, ami Hayes noticed that and the election of a Democratic Senator in of tile Mate Convention. The Republicans of
while regretting the loss of bis services
there wa> blood upon his coat. White-house
Oregon would give the control of the National ] Waldo,
-aid that Sinclair was a very sick man and that
in this capacity, will not forget the good work he
he- must be put into a coach and sent to his Senate to the Democratic party. Now Senator
has done. Hon. W. H. Hunt, of Liberty, chosen
hotel. White-house and others lifted him to Dolph will be his own successor or some oilier
to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of
the omnibus. Neither lie (Hayes) or Sellon
will
be
elected.
good Republican
assisted in carrying or moving him. Sellon
Col. Foglcr, is an excellent representative of
news the wire- carried to
This
was
the
went to the- front of the car, and began wiping
the Republicans of Waldo county and their
up the- blood with a large cloth, and Haves Grover in Washington and to the Democrats in
continued sorting the- mail. Hayes missed "iris National convention assembled at St. Louis. interests will be well eared for in his hands.
knife and asked Sellon if he* had seen it. Sellon
It must have been the reverse of inspiring to
It is said that Belfast Democrats intend to
replied that he had it as he had lost his own.
I he- knives are used for cutting twine in
doing the President and his free trade followers. lay in a stock of red bandannas. If they do
letter
ami
are
in
up
the car. Different tidings were expected and predicted.
packages,
kept
not get a bottle of brandy and a box of snull
SellonV knife was a jack-knife with a long thin
blade, kept very sharp all of the- time. Sellon The Democratic corruption fund was. large with each handkerchief they will know that
kept the knifeof Hayes all the w ay to Augusta, and the head was knocked out of the barrel. they have not received the genuine article.
where it was taken from him when arrested.
TlieAdministrution manipulators were experts, The Thurman
brand is spotted with snuff and
In the latter part of his testimony. Hayes in reand one of them brings up unsavory reminis- scented
with brandy.
sponse to a question, said that lie- had known
of but one quarrel between Sinclair and Sellon cences of Tilden’s attempt to steal the needed
Sonic of the newspapers are advocating the
previous to the one of Saturday evening, ami electoral vote in Oregon. Hut ’tvvas all in vain.
that was two years ago in Boston, when the
adoption of Hie Mayflower as the national
two men would have come to blows if he had The State that two years ago went Democratic
flower of this eolmtry. The Province of Nova
m-t separated them. They did not
speak for now stands solidly in the Republican column,
about three days, hut linally got over tile dif- the
of American Interests and Amer- Scotia adopted tile Mayflower long since, with
defender
ficulty ami were on good terms. Hayes said ican
the motto “We bloom amid the snow.” Why
principles.
that lif- knew of no trouble between them since
not adopt the sunflower?
that time.
When President Cleveland formed his adThe story of the witness was told in a
The papers say that “the President was
straightforward manner and corresponded in ministration an effort was made to secure for
culm when he received the news of his
every particular with that which lie told Mar- Mr. Thurman, of
very
a
in
the
Cabinet.
Ohio,
place
shal \\hitncy on Sunday.
His examination
reuoiiiination.” It is surprising that the sudlasted over three hours. At the conclusion of Although then aud now one of the ablest men
the testimony the jurv held a deliberation and in the Democratic party, and for years 011c of den shock on realizing that he had renominatthen, at about six o'clock, brought in the ver- the ideal candidates of that
party for the Presi- ed himself was not too much for him.
dict, which was as follows:
his claims were contemptuously’ ignordency,
An inquisition held at Bangor within tlie countv
Packing a Republican caucus with Demool Penobscot, tlie llth day ol .June in the year 1SSS, ed and he has had no recognition from the
crats was not very profitable to those who enbefore George W. Whitney, one of Die Coroners of White House.
Now, despite his age and insaid County of Penobscot, upon view of the
gaged in it two years ago. and the recent
body
ol .Fern G. Sinclair, there
lying dead, by the oath firmities, lie D placed on the ticket with Cleverepetition of the performance lias not yielded
of Charles K. Williams, Charles W. Coflih, Charles land,
with tlie hope that Ills name may arouse
!■-• Getchell, Milas I). Jones, Kdward Conners, ami
big returns.
an enthusiasm which is not felt for his associJob Collett, good and lawful men, who,
being
charged and sworn to inquire for the State, when, ate. Tire red bandanna is to be the
“After years of trimming we have the vital
campaign
how, and by what in ;ans tin* said .Jerry G. Sinflag, and though first on the ticket it is easy to issue, free trade or protection, before the
clair came to his death, upon their oaths
say That
from the evidence before us, the said
Jerry'‘G. Sin- sec that Cleveland hold* the second place in ! American people, for them to decide,”
clair came to his death, on the evening of the nth
says the
day of June, lsssf*t Bangor, on board United States the affections of the Democracy, while he is the New York Press of the Democratic platform.
Mail Car, No. 701., from the effects of a stab in the
candidate of the Mugwumps ami the HritUh
breast, made bv a sharp instrument in the hand of
The Democratic papers generally managed
A. G. Sellon. In testimony whereof the said Cor- free traders.
oner iyid the Jurors of the Inquest have hereunto
to give their readers all the points of the
set their hands and seals the dav and vear above
The Augusta Democrats blew the whistles Cleveland scandal, as a choice sensation.
saidAt the close of tin inquest Sellon, was taken ami rung the hells on Cleveland's nomination,
The Democratic convention was appropriateto the jail and placed in the cell next adjoining which moves lien Bunker to say: “They are
to the tune of Dixie, and should
that of Stain.
fellows for celebrating, but when ly opened
grand
good
The remains of tlie murdered man were sent
have closed to “Rod Save the Queen.”
it
to
let
the
elect
ion
comes
voting
they
to his home in Ossipee, X. II., Mondav evengoby
default.” Wc do not hear of any celebration
An excellent synopsis of Senator
ing.
Frye’s
Sellon has confessed the killing and claims to in
was
to
the speech on the fishery treaty will lie found on
but that
owing
Bangor,
probably
have acted in self-defence.
Sellon was arraigned Tuesday lx*fore Judge presence of Bro. Bass in St. Louis. If he had the first page.
Brett, pleaded not guilty, anil was held in been at home he would no doubt have rang the
That “corner stone” did not get there after
**.000 bail for the August term of Court. Sel- nearest church beil and set oil' a hunch of lire
lon furnished bail and is now at liberty. Iluves
ail. It was found to he rotten clear through.
has recognized n £500 for his appearance'as crackers.
a witness.
Rood morning, Rovcrnor llurlelgh.
The New York Tribune says of Mr. Cleveland: “Morally he is weak. Intellectually he
In Brief. Mr. Blaine has engaged passage
for himself and family to return to the Cnited is weak. In executive blunders, in the selecM Templar*.
Slates on the steamer Trave of the German tion of hail men for
office, even when be knew
sail
to
from
The
line,
exercises
of
the celebration of the thirtieth
l-loyd
Southampton July lit them to lie had, he is weak. In his hypocritical
.Reports from Dakota and Michigan show
of the introduction of Good Templars
anniversary
of
which
his
whole
course
professions
reform,
great damage hv storms Saturday. In Dakota
into Maine were held at City Hall, Portland, Tuesa mindier of persons were
killed', and in .Mich- as President has contradicted, he is weak.”
igan many houses were swept away and rail- But then he is the Cobden Club candidate for day night. There was a good attendance. Grand
Chancellor S. S. Knight, presided, music was furroad travel stopped.Lord Stanley, the new
Governor-General of Canada, and suite arrived the Presidency, and British manufacturers and nished by Chandler’s Hand, and addresses by Neal
at Ottawa on Sunday morning. The hour of their agents ill this country will supply the
Dour, Grand Secretary George K. Brackett, Past
his arrival not licing known, there was no
pub- sinews of war.
Bight Worthy Grand Templar, J. II. Oroc, Col. II.
lic reception and only a few spectators were at
II. Burbank, Hon. Sidney Perliam,
Capt. H. A.
the station.James Freeman Clarke, Un\Vc print on the first page this week a see- shorey, Hon. T. It. Slmouton, Rev. I). 1). Randall
distinguished Boston clergyman, died Friday,
and others. Wednesday there was an excursion to
of a complication of diseases. He had been oud instalment of Congressman Millikcn's Peak's Island,
with speeches and a dnncc.
sick two years, dangerously- onlv a few weeks.
speech on the Mills hill, in which the evils of
.The nomination for Chief Justice remains
Union
Labor State loavratlea.
that mcasnre and the had effects it must have,
uncontirmed.Gen. Sheridan’s condition is
about the same, and the physicians do not re- if enacted, on Maine interests, are clearly
The Union Labor State Convention was lichl
gard his ease as hopeless.
pointed out. The remainder of the speech at Watcrvillc Tuesdny, with F. A. Howard, of
will lie printed next week.
Belfast, President, and A. F. Mosher, of RockCalifornia's WoaSrrfnl Winter Cliaalo.
land, secretary. They adopted resolutions favorthe greenback,
ing
Cleveland’s renomination was the signal Tor
A gentleman who passed a short time in Passapostal banks, government telegraphs and railroad service, pensions. Income tax,
deua, Cal., during the last winter says lie thought a newspaper deal which leaves the Administra- secret ballot, homestead laws,
denouncing unjust
laws, importation of labor and fusion with other
the mornings seemed pretty cold, but. as there tion without an organ in Washington, and the
parties. W. H. Simmons, of Rockland, was nomiwas a rosebush in full bloom under his window he
situation is such that it is hardly possible to nated for Governor, C. E.
Halllday, N. G. Willett,
concluded he was mistaken. As the bush was pro•I. M. Cummings and A. W. Smith, far Electors.
tected from vandal hands by a strong barbed wire establish one. It seems that where Cleveland’s The
Convention also chose a State Committee and
fence, he was unable to secure a rose. But one Administration is best known it Is least liked. effected a
thorough organization.
evening he lowered himself from his window and
found the bush, roses and all, were Imitation and
The
Wldsw’s reasleaa.
N.
Dover,
II., Democrat (Item.) is unmanufactured from paper. [Eastern State.
kind enough to say that "the course of the
The President lias approved the act of Congrats
Maiue Democrats on the temperance question
It Mean Free Trade.
providing that pensions heretofore or hereafter
was characteristic of shirkers and
dodgers.” granted to widows of soldiers of the war of the reFor four years the country baa wondered what
bellion shall commence at the date of the death of
the Democratic platform of 1884 meant. The Ben Bunker’s Democrat and the I’rog. Age
their husbands. This legislation favorably affect*
Demur sMentatforro of 1888 Interprets It as mean- seem to l>e of the same opinion.
all
claims of widows which have been Hied In the
ing free trade. Thanks. [X. V. Press.
office on or after July 1, ISM, and which
pension
have
been claimed to commence from date of the
has
of
heard
Everybody
Emery powder.
Hill hFeeti Blaine’s Namlaalloa.
tiling of their claims, but It will not favorably affect
That is what the Democratic candidate fur tlie
cases of such widows as were died before
July
Mtlllken of Maine still thinks that Blaine will be
in the First district will be reduced to 1, MM, and which have been allowed pensions,
nominated.
[Washington Special nth to Boston Congress
already been granted In these cases from
having
Journal.
when Tom ltecd runs against him.
the date of their husbands’ death.
_

The Republican State Convention.
A

About Candidates for County Oflces.

LARGE AND ENTHUSIASTIC GATHERING. BLAINE’S
NAME GREETED WITH CHEER AFTER CHEER.
BURLEIGH NOMINATED ON THE FIRST BALLOT.
A RINGING PLATFORM ADOPTED.
The Republican State convention met in City

To tiie

Editor

the Journal:
“Republican” lias fairly

respondent

News of Belfast and

Your

cor-

opened

the

of

A paper is in circulation for establishing a tribe
of the Improved Order of lied Mon in this city.

ball in

regard to discussing the qualideations and
requirements of some of the proposed candidates
for Waldo county oflices. It is a good idea. Trot
’em out and let us voters see who they are and
whether we like or want them,before the day of

Hall, Portland Tuesday. At II a. m. Hon. Jos. 11.
Manley, chairman of the State Committee, called
the convention to order ami Rev. A.K.P. Small
offered prayer. The following temporary organiz-

nominating

convention arrives.

then

candidates and

Aroostook—Charles 1\ Allen.
Cumberland—Fred N. Dow.
Franklin—J. C. Holman.
Hancock—H. H. Saunders.
Kennebee—J. H. Mauley.
Knox—Charles E. Littlelicld.
Lincoln—U. S. Partridge.
Oxford—II. M. Pearce.
Penobscot—John L. Cutler.
Piscataquis—J. F. Sprague.
Sagadahoc—8. W. Carr.
Somerset—William Thompson.
Waldo—W. II. Hunt.
Washington—L. b. Downes.
York—Charles F. Holden.
The Committee on Credentials reported that of
the 1,448 delegates entitled to seats 1,44*2 were
present. This is the largest State Convention ever
held.
On motion the temporary organization was made
the permanent organization of the convention.
PRESENTING TIIE CANDIDATES.

not stand

candidacy.
being discussed

any

position. But let

one

thing—tlie

tion

on our

and

order,

MIS.

us as

Republicans
coining

To the Editor of the Jocknal.
1 noticed in the last Journal that my
used as a candidate for sheriff. Please

in the Journal that my name was mentioned without my knowledge or consent, and that 1 am rot,
and shall not he, a candidate in any caucus or conYours

Another attempt was made to take an hour’s recess hut It was cried down and the introduction of
candidates began.
Mr. it. S. Partridge was the first to catch the
Chairman’s eye. lie rose to present Gov. Marble’s
name.
This nomination was seconded by lion.
Herbert M. Heath, of Augusta, in a speech that
caused a good deal of enthusiasm.
Hon. J. W. Symonds,of Portland, in an eloquent
speech, presented the name of Henry P. Cleaves.
J. J. Hoyt, of Farmington, and L. T. Carleton,
of Winthrop, seconded the nomination of Mr.

Respectfully,

A. It. Sparrow.

Tliorndlke-thasc.

To-day at noon, in the New old South, occurred
the nuptials of one of Boston’s favorite musicians,
Edward o. Thorndike, to Miss Ida M. Chase,
daughter of Henry F. Chase. The pastor of the
church, Dr. Gordon, performed the ceremony, and
joined with the large number of invited guests in
wishing the newly-made couple all good things.
A large number of invitations had been issued,
both to the ceremony at the church and to the reCleaves.
ception that followed at the Vendome, and the
Fred A. Powers, of lloulton, presented the name friends who saw the knot tied were not a few.
of Hon. E. C. Purleigh. Mr. Morrison,of Phillips, i
Mr. Thorndike is a well known teacher of voice
seconded the nomination of Mr. Purleigh, and the culture, having recently returned from
Europe,
Convention proceeded to ballot.
and among those present were many of his musical
friends. >ome of the friends of the bride and
BURLEIGH NOMINATED ON THE FIRST BALLOT.
groom noticed were: Dr. and Mrs. M. 1.. ChamThe whole number of votes was.1,438
berlain, Mr. and Mrs. \V. S. Blanchard, Hon. and
Necessarv for a choice. 7*20 Mrs. II. M.
Blackstonc, Hon. and Mrs. K. S. RisPurleigh.77.7
teen, Congressman and Mrs. Frederick Elv, Mr.
Cleaves. .173
and Mrs. O. R. Chase, Judge and Mrs. fcdwiu
Marble.liio
Wright, Colonel and Mrs. Horace Boynton, Dr. J.
E. Rankin, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
The vote by counties was as follows:
(good, Mr.
and Mrs. Wakefield G. Frye, Rev- James M. Gray,
Counties.
Purleigh. Cleaves. Marble. Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
17
*2
Androscoggin..78
Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. F. Alcoit Pratt, W. A. J.
Aroostook.14o
Claus, William F. Dana, Stacy Tolman, Miss
Cumberland. 13
104
11
Rrimhlceom, A. P. Schmidt, Mrs. Averv Plumer,
::
Franklin.3.7
14
Miss Hattie Plumer, Miss Margaret Blanchard
Hancock. Hi
42
and Miss Cora Boynton.
Kennebec.u>7
is
<;
Miss Louisa Bigelow, of Boston, was maid of
Knox. 2o
*22
12
honor, and the bridesmaids were Misses Gertrude
Lincoln. .7
1
40
of Boston, and Charlotte 1’. Sibley, of BelJacobs,
Oxford.
17
3s
32
fast, Me. Fred T. Chase, of Belfast, Me., olliciated
.7
Penobscot.14:»
12
as best man. The ushers were Dr. W. IL Prescott,
ll
7
Piscataquis. .2.7
H. L. Chase, Frank Hopewell, of Cambridge,
12
24
Sagadahoc.. lo
Llewellyn Humphreys, of Cambridge, William
Somerset.
8
71
il
Barrett,*of Concord, Dr. E. C. Blaisdell, of PortsWaldo.4.7
H
lo
N. II., and W. B. Washburn, of Belfast,
mouth,
.77
31
7
Washington
Me.
York.
13
0.7
17
The ln ide wore a rich costume of white, heavy
corded silk, with duehesse lace llounees, made en
Totals.77.7
473
100
train, V-shaped corsage and beautiful bouquet of
THE NOMINATION MADE UNANIMOUS.
nephitos roses and maiden hair fern. The bridesOn motion of Hon. George I). Pishce In behalf maids were costumed in white lace and each wore
a
of Gov. Marble, seconded by Hon. I. II. Drumbouquet of Catherine Mcrmet roses.
Florist Clark decorated tin* church altar and the
mond in bcimlfjof Mr. Cleaves, the nomination
room at the Vendome very
reception
was made unanimous.
handsomely.
The decorations at the church consisted of hydraiiThe committee on resolutions then reported the
in full bloom arranged across the platgia
plants
platform as follows:
form with palms and foliage plants of rare vaTill: JrLATFOltM.
riety. The pulpit and chandeliers were festooned
Resolved, That free trade as taught by the with Fermosa fern and simlax. A profusion of
British Cohden Club and supported by Grover tropical plants and hydrangeas in bloom adorned
Cleveland and the Democratic party is'hostilo to the reception-room at the Vendome. Over the
the industrial and business interests of the ridled bridal couple in the centre of tin? bnv window
States and that the Mills tariff’ bill should he op- hung a large basket of roses with festoons of
posed by ail the honorable and effective influences laurel, and large palms and foliage plants in the
which the friends of American labor can exert, background. The chandeliers were trimmed with
Fermosa fern, intertwined with bright pinks, in
both in Congress and among the people.
Resolved, That it is the duty of Congress to re- the different corners of the room were arranged
duce the national revenues to aii amount which shall clusters of foliage plants.
Mr. and Mrs. Thorndike leave this afternoon for
equal as nearly as possible the annual expendia trip of several weeks among the mountains and
tures of the Government, including therein liberal
lakes
of Maine. They go by train to Belfast, the
provisions for our veteran soldiers and proper I
home of Mr. Thorndike, and from there by train
means of National defence, and that this should be
to
Moosehead
and other lakes. Early in August
done in a way not to impair our protective system,
which lias proved of inestimable value to Ameri- they will again make their home in Boston. | Boston
June •!.
Globe,
Evening
can labor ami our home markets.
Resolved, That for its surrender of American
The Hast Maine Conference Seminary.
rights and interests in the recently negotiated fishery treaty the present national administration
deserves the emphatic censure of all patriotic
The Commencement exercises at tile K. M. C.
Americans and that the Maine Senators are entitled to the thanks of their countrymen for their Seminary, Bucksport, began Sunday with the llacable and effective efforts against its'ratifleation.
calaure.de Sermon Iiy Principal Chase. Monday
Resolved, That the abandonment of the principles of civil service reform by the Democratic Ad- evening tlie exiiihition of the Department of Klonotion took place, in which the following students
ministration together with its utter failure to keep
the promises under which they came into power, from this
vicinity participated l.izzie I,.
is a conspicuous example of insincerity and hypocrisy, aud merits the condemnation of all good Winterport; Mary K. Ware, Union; Clement W.
citizens.
Wcstcott, Knox; Maud hi. Muzzy, Searsmont;
Resolved, That our Senators and Representatives James A. Leach, Arthur A. Buck, Plicbe J.
Hoopin Congress arc deserving of the warmest thanks
of tliis convention for the conspicuous ability, en- er, Bucksport; Klhridgc S. Fernald, Winterport.
ergy and fidelity with which they are discharging
Music was furnished by the Music Department of
their duties at Washington, especially for their rethe Seminary. The annual address was delivered
sistance to the bad measures of
Ad-

liai

the'Xationa!

ministration.

Resolved, That tlie prohibitory law against the
terrible evils of the liquor traffic after many years
of trial, lias become the fixed policy of the state to
which the Republicans of Maine are flrmlv pledged, and we demand that its provisions shall be
faithfully enforced according to their terms.
Resolved, That in the recent death of Joseph R.
Bod well, the citizens of Maine suffered the loss of
an able and faithful Chief Magistrate, an influential and valuable citizen, and the Republican partv
an energetic and patriotic member.
Resolved, That the Republicans of Maine send
greetings to the Republicans of Oregon and rejoice
with them in the splendid victory tliev have just
won over the supporters of Grover Cleveland and
for the cause of American labor and the principles
of sound government.
Resolved, That this convention sends across the
sea words of good cheer to lion. James G. Blaine
and express the earnest hope that he will soon return to his country to give the weight of his name
and the force of his commanding influence in aid
of the Republican cause in the pending
political
campaign.

After the nomination lor Governor was made
the platform was adopted, and the Convention ad-

journed.

Next

Our

Governor

Serenaded.

friends and neighbors of Hon. K. C. 15mlelgh serenaded him at his residence in Augusta
Tuesday evening. He was greeted with cheers
for‘‘Hon. E. C. Hurleigh, our next Governor,” and
spoke briefly, fully endorsing and accepting the
platform adopted that day in Portland, and closing
The

follows: “Let the Republicans of Maine at
once close up their ranks.
At no distant day our
great leader will eome home to us from beyond
the sea and his presence and voice
among us will
be more than a power of strength; thov will inspire union, courage and enthusiasm and be the
sure omen of a splendid
victory.”
The large assemblage was invited into the house
and shook hands with the nominee for Governer.
The procession re-formed and marched
through
the illuminated streets to the residence of Chairman Manley, of the State Committee.
Mr. Manic v
addressed the assemblage in a ringing speech, rejoicing with them over the result of the Convention, and predicting a splendid victory in November, with an old fashioued Republican
as

majority.

Transfers In Ileal Kstulc.
The

following

are the transfers in real
estate, in
county, for the week ending June lJtli:
Fred Bryant, Uncolnville, to W. II.
Sylvester,
same town.
Fred lv. llradstreet. Freedom, to
William Ilussey, same town. Daniel Davis .V
als.,
Freedom, to William Hussey, same tow n. Charles
I.. Fogg, Monroe, to Albion P. Fogg, Monroe. W.
H. Goodell, by attorney,.Scarsjiort, to .1. It. Twom-

Waldo

Tuesday evening Iiy

Kev. D. II.

graduating xerciscs of the senior class
occurred Thursday w itli tlie following programme:
Progress of the Nineteenth Century.
.Vernon
Wasgatt
Dill’ Hanking System.Cyrus G. Nichols
The Human Mind.Herbert I,. McCann
The Advantage of Defeat.Kmilie C.
Gray
The Love of Liberty.Kdmund I). Scarfs
Novels and Novel Beading.I.. Walter lladlev
Patent Bight..Horace F. Green
Music.lulia It. LowOriginal Bight to tlie Soil.Harry K. Gordon
Suffrage.Alice J. Davis
Forethought.Herbert It. Roberts
National Aid to Kduealioii.Maud K. Muzzy
The Shipping Interest.Arthur A. Buck
Helen Hunt Jackson.Mabel A. I.. Devereux
Neutrality.Charles F. Ttllork.
Our Debt to tlie Sixteenth Century.
..Murv F. Bolton
Party Spirit.Homer It. Blodgett
Woman’s Wages.Ida A. Bowler
The Mormon Problem.Ethridge S. Fernald
The New south.Lcnora A. White
(>ur Fislieries.Rodney s. Green
Discussion—shall Immigration lie Restricted?
I Affirmative, Maud A. Ilodgdon
•••.(
Negative, Mary 10. Ware
Hie l-uture of the Anglo-Saxon.
.Charles N. Higgins
Tlie

t

•••

..

Conferring Diplomas.

Awarding

Prizes.

Benediction. Kev. Dr. Stowers of Minneapolis
Tlie following prizes were awarded : For excellence in botany, Maud K. Muzzy of Searsmont;
moral science class, divided between
Mary E.
Ware and Ida G. Bow ler; essay on "The Christian
Sabbath,” Charles N. Higgins, liar Harbor.
There are :if> graduates from tlie institution tlds
year: Seven, classical course; four, academic;
seven, Latin seientilic; 17, commercial. There was

reunion of the alumni and friends of the institution in tlie Methodist vestry Thursday evening.
This has been tlie most successful year in tlie
history of tlie seminary. The attendance lor tlie
year aggregates 4ss. The number this term is Jos.
Tlie full hoard of instruction was re elected for
the coming year.
The following gentlemen were elected to till
vacancies in tlie Board of Trustees: Kev. o. II.
Fernald and <). F. Fellows, Esq. of
Bucksport, F.
L. Carney of .-Slicepseot Bridge, Rev. A. A. I.ewis
of Brewer and E. M.Tibbittsof Dexter.
a

Koitriii’OUT. Mr. M C. Ilill, of this town, has
gone into the nursery business ami now has 10,000
trees in stock. Mr. Hill raises his own

seedlings

and then

grafts them into lirst class fruit. lie has
added 2,.r»00 this season and disposed of l,ooo. It is
his intention to have one of the best nurseries in

tbe State.Mr. .1. T. Pottle has modernized and
otherwise improved the cottage of Col. W. 11.
Fog
leronthe North Shore and the painters will now
complete the work of renovation....The
of

bly, Monroe. Paul It. llazcltine, Scarsmont, to
Mary E. Moody, same town. Estate of I. W.
Havener, Searsport, to Jane S. Closson, same Dr. P. E. Luce, of Belfast,
town. William Hussey, Albion, to Frank X.
Syl- cottage on the Camp Ground

vester, Freedom. Same to Alice M. Downer, FreeI,. II. Jackson, Jr. Waldo, to
Willey A.
Doe, Belfast. E. A. Mauslield, Honlton, to Albert
Feruald, trustee, Winterport. Sarah E. Meservey,
Belfast, to Frank I,. Gray, same town. I.uey X.
Merrill, Winterport, to Caura A. Stokcli & als.
same town.
Georgia A. Pease, Belmont, to Catharine Jordan, same town. Albert M. Plummer,
Montvillc, to James B. Sylvester, Freedom. Morgianna Bobbins, Belfast, to Etta F. Dodge, same
town. Zenas Stephenson, Swanvillc, to Win. E.
Mitchell, Belfast. Inie.ra A. stokell A als. winterport, to I.uey N. Morrill, same town. Judith 1*.
Weymouth & al. Troy, to Augustus Stevens, same
dom.

town.

Whereas,

It hath seemed meet to the Alhvisc to
from this life our brother ami friend, Henry M. Mudgett, whose death occurred on the :ilst,
ultimo. In hisdeath Belfast Division, No. s, fidformed Bank Knights of Pythias, of which he was
a worthy and distinguished member lias sustained
an irreparable loss, and the members thereof have
been deprived of a zealous co-worker, a valiant
Sir Knight and a courteous and genial friend.
Itesolveil. That we tender our heartfelt sympathy
and condolence to his family and friends in this
their great bereavement.
Elmek Small,
j
F. J. Stephenson,
.Belfast
Dn lslon
K. E.
remove

IlKAlllll'ltV,

J
j
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Flab ani Flaking.
FiBh Commissioners Stlhvcll and
Stanley have
furnished Mr. J. M. Blacklngton, of Bockland, *20,-

fry from
he placed In

000 salmon

the

hatching

works at Bucks-

Alfonl Lake, Hope. Fisldng
port, to
Alford Lake Is from this date prohibited for five

In

years to

give

the

fry a chance

to grow.

Portland mackerel fishermen are very hopeful
that there will be plenty of mackerel on the Maine
coast tills

road
Shore

season.

Newspaper Nates.
Portland Express reports that Mr. Calvert,
of the Lewiston tiaiettc has in mind the establishment of a dally edition of his paper, and
says:
"There would appear to lie a good field for a Democratic dally in that city.”
The

The New York Iterahl has been libelled for
•Mi,000 by Jooeph H. Beall, president of a mining
company recently written up by the paper.

family
occupying a

are now

for the

season

...The

leading from the main road to the North
cottages is to be put in lirst class condition.

Mrs. W. A. Holmes and children and Mrs. Win.
George and children, of East Boston, have taken
the Gorham cottage at North port Camp Ground for
the season.Mrs. Luther Cutter, of Bangor, has
already occupied her cottage, “Sunny Side.”
—

Knox. It has been a splendid week for all kinds
of .farm work and the farmers have just improved

it, working early and late. Some are through,
arc light in the nrddlc of their work.
Hired help is very scarce and any kind of a man
or boy commands good
wages-Things in general
seem to be booming at the Stream. The Church
people and good Templars are agitating the ques-

others

tion of

Resolutions or Respect.

Eia, D. I)., of

Chelsea, Mass.

building

a new

hall to

serve

the double

purpose of
to be

meeting house and hull. The boom
strong with a good prospect of success....Oliver Bowen was quite severely hurt by a
kick from one of bis eolts while leading him to
water, both feet striking him in the chest. He
narrowly escaped serious injury, but in justice to
seems

the colt we will say it was done in
play, as tbe
animal is not vicious but very kind and playful.
Mohuii.l.

Mr.

Ellery Payson

was

in town last

week making a visit to his parents....Mrs. Maud
Daggett and Oscar Storer also arrived last week
after several months absence.

The former

came

her husband from Boston; the latter came via
Bucksport where he joined his sister and classmates ...lte vs. Rich Pearson and Wesley Wlggin
were in the village recently, visiting relatives ami
friends. The latter, as well as Mr. Norman Pearson from Bucksport Seminary, was present at
church service last Sunday
Mr. William Adams
and wife have lately returned from Connecticut
....We arc glad to see Mrs. R. L. Daggettt out
again, after her severe illness ...Church service
held by Rev. Mr. Burrows. Text, 2 Corinthians
with

...

tlie school houses

on

$435. Twelve water closets will be put in.

Mr. L. F. Hanson, of this city, lost $25 on Main
street, Saturday afternoon. The money was found
by a son of Mr. Mark Woods and returned to the
•

Bangor friends sent to Gen. Russel H.
Alger, of Michigan, last week,a Penobscot salmon
weighing 35 pounds. The fish was caught at sandy
Sonic

Point.
The Boston

large deck

packet K. 1,. Warren brought down

load of old seines and nets to be

eon-

verted into leather board at Sherman A: Co.’s
Hast Belfast.

mill,

a

The

Belfast

ending

city schools close during the week
graduating class in the high

June 23d. The

school is very small and the exercises will take
place in the high school room, instead of the < >pera

House

as

formerly.

A

party of rumsellors driving up Alain street
last Thursday evening hailed a member of their

fraternity
have

the sidewalk with

on

drink.

a

And

night.”

going

We’re

to

“Come

along and

pack the

caucus to-

they did.

one

it should be attended

at

t«»

Kaler,
Joseph
city, says he will
grind the usual amount of plaster this season, although he is out of rock at the present time. Mr.

Sunday

on

Kaler does not grind

tin* Dominion of Canada. It seems lie doubled on
the oHirers when they pursued towards Roollihuy,
pushed Sunday on Long Island, where he held re
Sigioiis services, and on Monday sailed forCampo
hello with his father. lie can be arrested there for
bigatuv. j Portland Press.

of this

so

years, other fertilizers
eral use.

much

having

plaster
come

In former

as

into

more

gen

Governor Marble and the various state ollicials
are in receipt of invitations to the ceremonies of

j dedication at Coburn Ha’s, state College, Orono,
Tuesday, June 20th, at 2 o'clock. Hon. I. C Libby,
of

Burnham, is to deliver
tory addresses.

of the

one

congratula-

Brown Brothers, of Monroe, are meeting with
good success in introducing their turbine wheel.
During a week past they have received orders for
their .‘>4 inch wheel from (ieorge W. Young, I.In
eolnviile; Leroy Mariner, Searsmont; I.. W. Luce,
Searsmont; A. *B. lliplev, Scarf mont; Ceorgc Malay, Appleton; W in. Besscy, I'nion ; Lenfest A:
(jrillin, I'nion, and 11. H. Pay son, South Hope. [In-

The

exercises at Kent's Hill

commencement

Thursday.

held

large

A

audience

were

present.
Music was furnished by the Philharmonic Club,
and the program included the following students
from this section: Woman in the War, Eva (ireeley, Palermo Centre; “Keep Your Powder Dry,”
Harry Learned Shepherd, Belfast; Anthem,“Praise
the Lord,” William Emery Baeheller, I’nion.
was

The Mt. Waldo (iranite

Works, Frankfort, were
lowest bidders for cut granite for ha.sement
and front walls of the western portion of the Congressional Library building at Washington, D. C
Their bid was $;{;{,up.*; and the bid of the Maine
(iranite and Improvement Co. C. •). Ilall, of Belfast and others), $.T.»,Sn;.:>o. There were other bids,
the highest that of a Cincinnati company, $!».;,:>I
the

Died in Orono, .June ;»th, of apoa few hours illness, Mrs. Mary A.

Oijitijakv.

plexy,

only

after

Stewart, wife of Oren (>. Stewart, formerly of
Cnion, and daughter of Capt. .John 1*. Bobbins,
late of Cnion, aged 0‘.) years. She was an affection
ate wife, a kind mother and a Christian woman.
Site leaves two daughters,Mrs. Klla A. Spearen, of
(>rono, and Mrs. Ada (J. Garland, to mourn her
New

ii.imiiM,

Wentworth, of
manufactory in
I lay ford Block.

Factoid.

Mr.

Gsear

c.

this

city, has opened a clothing
the brick building in the rear of
Mr. Wentworth has had experience in the business, has excellent machinery, and
starts with a good lot of orders. There are now
eight clothing establishments in Belfast, and all
are doing a good business and employing a large
number of people.
The Si'UiNki.Kit.

sprinkler

The

standpipe

has been erected

on

for

tilling the

Main street at the

junction of the Government lot and the hotel lot.
The
and
the

standpipe

large pipe which tops the main
stands about eight feet high. An elbow turns
pipe which projects out several feet ending
is

a

with

a section of hose. A valve regulates the w ater.
sprinkling tub is driven to the standpipe, the
hose placed in the top of the tub, and in ninety
seconds the tub is tilled. A second pipe will be

The

erected

over

Primrose Hill

Kdward .Johnson.

beyond

the house of

sprinkler began its rounds
Friday, and Mr. Shuman is doing the work well.
House Talk.

The

Otis &

<.f Boston, have sent
very promising Hambletonian stallion to their
stock farm in this city. The animal arrived on
Friday....Mr. Samuel BarklilV, of this city, has
a

sold liis horse with the silver inane to Bar J[arbor
parties....At the W. 1\ Baleti sale of blooded
family and trotting horses in Boston last week,
Mr. A. G. Hunt bought a black horse, 5 yt ars old,
that

about 1100

weighs
lbs.,
horse of eight or nine miles an hour

of this

city, has sold his
ter, of Bockport. The
saddle and

and is

a

...

Texas broncho
horse

was

good
Mr. Delano,

road

t<>

Mr. Fos-

broken

the

to

of the best of the lot sold hen;
last summer.Bex. Geo. !•;. Tufts, of thi& citx,
was one

recently bought a horse and carriage ami

has

a

nice

Ancient Oudku

or

('sited Wokkmia.

Bucksport,

came

Mr.

to Belfast last

Thursday

for the purpose of obtaining charter
a lodge of the Ancient Order of Tinted Workmen. The society is the oldest assessment

members for

life insurance

society

in the Tnited States, having
twenty years ago. Members are
insured for $2,000, and are assessed .si each to pay
the death claims. It has the reputation of being
been instituted

one

try.

of the best institutions of the kind in tin-counMr. Barker Spollbrd, of Bucksport, is the

second officer in the Grand Jurisdiction. Mr. Snow
obtained thirty-one signatures by Saturday night,
when he went

home, returning Monday, when he
increased the list to betxvcen f>0 and tin. The Lodge
will be instituted next week.
Bkusonal.

Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Thorndike

ar-

trip.

The Journal’s

planning
has

our \ears ago Mr. Parker participated ill the
Republican campaign in Maine, -peaking in Belfast, Winterport, and other towns in this vicinity.
He was su tiering from a severe cold while here

heard

ability

marked

and

Mrs. Martha

his best.

at

He

very cfleet ive

a

Knight Palmer,

teacher

a

v,

of

business

man of
alais some years ago, and a sisof Miss Louise C. Knight (now Mrs. J. Harvey
cling; for some year-a member of the editorial
corps of the Boston 1L raid. They are both nater

1

tives of this State, and have relatives and many
friends in thi- city. Mrs. Palmer will be at the
Brooks House after

morning's train.

Philadelphia,
return

make the

Boston

to

They will visit New York and

by

trip up the Hudson ami
the Hoosac tunnel route, ami

expect to be absent about three weeks ...Thotrax
erse

jury

of Tie T.

s.

Court in session

at

Bangor,

includes Fred B. Page,of Bucksport; A. L. Tornald,
Winterport, supernuincrary ...The Tniversalist
convention at Li wlston re-elected Henry Lord, of
Bangor, president, and J. W. Knoxvlton, of Belfast, one of the vice presidents—The ( Union
correspondent of the Pittslield Advertiser, says:
“Northport is talked of by some of the young
ladies here. Among the number that intend to take
of

injured by ice that it could

so

visit to his old home....Mr. J. A. Green leaf, a
builder, of Auburn, arrived in Belfast on Saturday. lie wants to bid on the new odd Follows
building....Mrs. William Clark, of liar Harbor,
was in Belfast last week on her
way to Appleton,

a

her former home ...Dr. 11. II.

Johnson, of this
city, returns home from Portland to-day_Mrs.
E.
George
Brackett, of this city, went to Portland
last Thursday, and Monday Mr. Brackett followed.

They attended the Maine anniversary of Good Tern
Mr. Geo. Perrigo, formerly of Belfast,

plarism

not

'.M

at

1

tin*

to;

ater Co.
P. M. to

is railed

—

law

li\ the number and elect directors

ami the

trade

systems in that city in the inhere.

movement

will la* interested in their

to-day’s Journal, and should

not

fail to look

selecting an\thing

their stock before

ing line. Mr. Andrew's gi\cboy’s suit.

a

i

I*.vr .Mai.'

ill

\

»n

spring,
1

and

to

look

ing

t"

raise funds
of

vast amount

Capitol,

Siui'i’iMi

I

were

cargoes

painted...

Ferguson has

chartered to load staves at Bangor for Fddyville,
New York ...Sell. Flora Condon, has chartered to
load lumber

at Bangor for New York at $‘*.50 per
Capt. French, although improving, is
vessel, and
yet
Capt. Chapman of Nortliport is in charge... .Capt.

thousand.
not

able to take command of hi.-,

Burgess,

in the

packet

B. M. Bonnie made

a

very

quick trip last week. lie left Belfast Friday at 0
a. Vi. for Carver’s Harbor, discharged a full cargo
at that place and'arrived at Belfast Sunday noon
the return trip....Seh. Lillian sailed front this
port Wednesday witli a cargo of paving stone for
New York. The paving was furnished by the Oak
Hill granite company.
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oil
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arry

sired b\

wa-

Pobcrl Wilke.-

Ilvla-is the site
and <d‘Susie s., w ith a tw .i

dark room, grappled with the alleged ghost, and
dragged him out by the heels. The crowd await
ing the result had their laugh, hut it was at the
expense of the ghost, ami the young man set up
the cigars, lie says the next time lie represents
the ghost lie will know more about tin other fel

heat of 2 20.

llyla*- 2d.

W

INI i.iM'MK I.

M..

passed

Iasi
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A
j.,
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mi

[from

Lane's

w

harf and lauded

a

load of

stone

w hieh occasion there will be an
exchange of pel
pits between Bev. W. Baldwin and Lev. \. |.i
Marsh, of Searsport. The iptarteily cmic-.me
will be held in the ve.-'ry on Friday evemin m ,|
lb*v. F. II. O-geod, IV I.
w ill be
present
.Ignite
a number of our
people attended the emnuicnei
ment tit
la-:
week,
Bucksport >eiuinary
’j’lu y
were very much phased with a l the vxcrei-»s
and especially with the nvoimMe manner in
which Mr. Lldridge > lernald, the oil. mie
f
our scholars who graduated this tetm.
acquitted

Daniel Lane looked

on with much interest.
He
well remember those blocks or granite
when they were laid in 1S3.V’
Capt. Webber
thinks it will take about six weeks to rebuild the

said

“I

monument.

Hack said that if tin*

pastor urged all to choose
In the evening the memof tills city, is at home from Lasscll
seminary.... bers of the Sunday school, under the direction of
Emery, son of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Cottrell, is at J>r. A. (). Stoddard, the superintendent, gave a
8_
home on a visit....Mr. James W. Clark, of Rockconcert, with recitations, which was very successFouktii OF JULT. What would a Fourth of
July be without lire works? As an lnsplrer of land, is in Belfast on a visit fora few days_II. ful, reflecting great credit upon all the particiIn the rising generation, nothing can M. Bean, Esq., of Camden, was in Belfast
patriotism
Tuesday pants. ...The following students from the llangor
be more suggestive of the “rocket’s red glare and ....Messrs. W. E. Rice
and W. 1*. Anderson, of Theological
tombs bursting in air” as seen bv the defenders
Seminary are supplying CongregationEawcrence, Mass., the latter the paymaster of the al churches for the summer in this vicinity as folof our liberties. For many years the firm of Masten & Wells, of Boston, have givcu
attenPacific
Mills, will arrive here Saturday morning, lows: D. Evans, Frankfort; T. S. Lewis, Jackson;
special
tion to the manufacture of these goods, and they
for a few days visit and have engaged rooms at | E. C.
Brown, North Belfast ; J. M. Watlien, Sandy
claim that their assortment provided for the presthe
Brooks
House.Mr. W. F. Bean, of Kansas ; Point....Rev. Geo. E. Tufts will
ent season is “just splendid.” Towns and indipreach at Morrill
viduals should send for their cataloguf, ami see City, Mo., arrived here Tuesday morning for n. next
Sunday morning at half past ten....The Conthe economical manner in which they1 make up short visit
to his former home....Mr. James li.
“Collections,” and save purchasers express or
gregational County Conference was heldjthls week—
freight changes. For particulars, see advertise- Greer, of Taunton, Mass., formerly of Belfast, Is Tuesday’ and Wednesday—in Freedom. The Belment In another column.
in tow n on a visit.
fast delegates returned home last evening.
downward path, ami the
the right and follow it.

lt.

h,

emits
park,
t,«
Ingraham, proprietor_It is reported ti.a*
of capitalists have in view the
building
wav up Mt
Megunti.-ook, similar p. {|„•

which had been taken up from Steele’s ledge at
the base of the monument. As the big blocks of
granite were swung ashore by the derrick. Mr.

sermon was

Hinds, formerly of this city, was Golden Gate of California. From this double line
recently stricken with paralysis and has gone to of hoys and girls were to come the future rulers
California for Ids health....Mr. Win. M. Bust, edi- of the country, its distinguished men and women,
tor of the Progressive Age, is
seriously ill at his its millionaires, and also its criminals and paupers
home.W. E. Hilworth, of Belfast, is pitch- and occupants of reformatories and almshouses,
ing for the Haverhill club and the Haverhill Ga- lie asked the children in which class they would
zette says that lie is doing better work than ever he found. Disobedience to
parents and .Sabbath
before....Mr. Ralph Parker, of this city, lias rebreaking were spoken of as the first steps in the
..Ucv. Joint W.

town

ith

w

proprietor claims the right

out his part of the nrogramiue as was expected,
ami instead of being frightened, rushed into the

came to

less

they would extend twice
Kustport, Maine, to the

A

vi:k.

attlu-H-

»•,»'

a

and

mu-t enter

aeeount

Adnii'-mn

punished by expul-ion.
x

ill l.«

_

country under fourteen years of

stood in line

<-ne.

,|
e--iui

a

\ ( aille, o| Frank!'• rt
Mu :t
.1, |
Mystic Lodge, Ilamp.h
!-i -j
( Lodges were present. An elegant -upper v.
The contract for rebuilding die granite monuser\ed in tiie dining room of t nion H.di
ment on Steele’s ledge, Belfast harbor, lias been straw berries and a
variety of fruits, rake.
th e,
awarded to Louis l. Lnnt, of Portland, for £1.Don.
.V*- were provided in abundance, and tb* 1 ,1.
scow
A sloopamt
arrived Sunday and Monday the decorated with beautiful
botupiet-, pre-cut. d
work was begun. The sloop, the Amelia, < apt. (
vejy tempting appearance ...Tie- |;.i
is
G. Webber,
well equipped for the work. Sip- ( o w liielt i- about to make the lour
01 Maim
w
has a steam engine and derrick for hoisting stone,
present “The Two Vagabond-' at
i.ion j|;,;|
carries a diver's apparatus, and is manned by six
Friday -v. uing, June J_M. This i- -ai,| p» l,,people. Mr. l nnt, the contractor, was in the city
very Hue company and ha.- in addition
;jm.
the first of the week, but lias returned to Portland, chorus
I he music a ill be under the «i 1 r.-.-t <n f
leaving the work in charge of < apt. Webber. The Mr. F >
Davenport, organist «.t >t .i, '.,
specifications call for rebuilding the monument <'hutch, Bangor.(Quarterly meeting -eiv.eej as it was before the accident. Tuesday the \n.clia will be held at the M. L. ehim h next sund.i mi
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the continent from
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low

interesting i
those of older growth. In his j

remarks Mr.

children of this
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lint tile aforesaid Verdant did

room.
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took his text from
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Main

if enforced
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per cent, and live per cut. mis: ...
ny the nomination in all eases. All cutj:<
be made to (,. It. Ingraham on n h,-f..re .h ne

y».ung
-topping
appealing a little verdant
would
have
boy thought they
some fun with him.
One \ouiig man rigged him
self up as a ghost and armed with
piece of gas
pipe secreted himselt in a dark room. > peaking
the
v
througii
gas pipe in a
gln*>tly manner
Mr. \ erdant was solemnly warned to leave the

Day at the North Church. On the wall
pulpit were the words, in evergreen,
“Love One Another,” and a wreath and harp of
the same material. The platform, pulpit nud communion talde were decorated with potted plants
and cut-llowers. The pastor. Rev. R. T. Hack,
rear

a

which
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\.< do <bl>\
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M

trot
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the hotel in

ished her cargo at Mr. Fred < i. White’s. She has lime
below and hay above, is bound for st. Augustine,

II,

s=::n to ;;
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now
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and £20 to Ith.
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weather permitting
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Coal for next winter’s eon
to arrive in Belfast. Two
received last week, one for Swan A
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ai•

used for a reading room, while tin* others
fitted for athletic exercises and contain Indian
clubs, dumh hells, boxing gloves, sand -bag-, lively
a
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being
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Mus
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Inethe lightning struck a cart bod} N Fir ,_r ad
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following is the seventeenth by law “id■ mlding ol
anv description is strictly prohibited and intoxi

•Sibley Bros, by sell. St. Johns, and one for Mr.
Fred C. White, by sell. Alpine.Sell. Milford,
( apt- Haskell, came from Rockland Friday, and fin-

cleaned and

clothing store,
three well furnished

make the association

he made full notes

.Sell. Geo. B.

are

laws has been

and ha- abundant material for many lectures.

sumption has
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old home and friends here..
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are

that direction. Mr. Tufts will continue hi- talks
as
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wild
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until all were
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There

pe/.e and
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at

carry on the work and what a
good the money might accoinpli.-h

is editor and

turned home from school at Kent's Hill.Miss
MaudE. Mathews, daughter of Mr.S. II. Mathews,

Mr.
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about the National
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I.. Thoiup- e lo-t a w »o I
Tin -pni.ir, s«»
stoppage
lar, has been cold and barkward. m i planting is
late, but grass is looking well, and :
proim-es

bruised about the head.

Till. A

a

»s“t'i

at.

Athletics has been formed in this

.,uii«•

t..

horse hist week from

mont, and was thrown on the crossing between the
Masonic corner and Howes corner. The young
man was taken to the drug store of If. ii Moody.

$'.100,0011,000 in bonds
in one pile. The latter

and

the

starting back, Mr. Conant’s middle linger of the
left hand was caught in the hight of the chain and
pulled through the ring, so crushing an 1 breaking
it between the first and second joints that the linger
was subsequently amputated ...Mr. (b •rge ba
ton, of this < ily, while riding a bicycle Monday,

was

it h

the

and they took frignt and
embankment, and threw t!,. 1
|.
I;. F. Foster, II I. 1 “a
ground
|; ,\
and < harle.- Firry attend the coment :• n
p..n.
land this week as delegates from thi- tow n
The
ladies sewing circle wili meet will Mr- l ;. .»
Hall, .litm* 2ot.li.Most of the taruu rs.iu .j.
planting although the season wa< \. r\ baehuaid

ii»i.n s.
Mr. lb-ward K. (,'onunt, employed
the lioston steamer’s wharf in this city, reeeii

He

great

the

shore from the steamer, with a chain, the bight
of which was passed through a ring. The .-tallion

*t

Set* what be -ays

P,clfa-t, offer.-

n

rundown

ami Mrs.

collided with tin* team of Mr. F. L. liean,

;i

little -on of Martin \\
..a disc hat row re. » ntl\ ;• ioi
The
injured.
harrowing was bring

Hodgdou, in ti.i«

ladl>
w

on

Mr. Tufts

few hour- time

conclusion arrived

s

where

annex,

Mr-.

throw

wa**

a very painful wound Friday,
lie was hitching
the stallion of Otis A: ( o.’s, which had just come

growing more beautiful
paid a high compliment to
I.. .Miilikeu, of this city, and said he
was one of the har le.-t working members of the
House. Mr. Tufts’ account of the reports of the
missionaries and their labors were very interesting,
as were bis descriptions of the Smithsonian Institute, National Museum, Treasury department, Ac.
At the latter place Mr. Tufts said he was privileged
a

some

factory

daughter,

• vii

wi re

not to art

the shoe

:it

of their livi-s with their

\ears

Abner

had.

decided

was

n-iinl

coat makers wanted.
Plent
lie also has for sal" machim

all.

lor

fixtures

last

there.

pushing
through planting and

any dealer in Wa Ido

lark, Helfa-t, ad\erii.-e- for machii.e

(

do-eph T. and F'■flier 11. Neale}, wln> pa>-ed

Tho.-e present were in
tiie matter. Many of tie. commit-

was

ni'.uni.
bat will

Turn. Col. ,\. Ii. Neale}, of I .• w istoi., !
t
been in town and creeled a beautiful granin- tab
let in memory of his father and mother. tin- !ai.

ed

George K. Tults. of this city, leetured Mmday evening at the Bapti.-t rhttreh, on what he sawin Washington while attending the Bapti-t anniversaries. When the meetings were not in session Mr.
Tufts was busy about the capitol and departments,

in

saw

(

bargains in watelie-. el-., k-, and all kin.!v,
< >. I >«»dge, Uelfa>t. want- good \. -:
i,d
pants makers and liid-ber--, to whom the b.-t
prices will it gi en.

A<
on

Kev.

each year.
Hon. seth

C.Thompson,

i...\

dry-11.

apparatus will not eo-t so much as iir-t
announced. Another meeting will he held at the
Court House, in this city, next Saturday at 2 p. m.
when it is hoped there will be a full attendance

Maloneys' best programme,
the manv good ones that haw preeed

handsome

Mrs.

beat b

\.

P.

summer-Imc-

tor

person can go into busine--.
about it ...Calvin » Ilervey.

pusi-
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(hum

w
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factory.

spring

with

some one

the badness in

realized.

r sdoo

be bard

present. The expense incident to starting has been
regarded as somew hat id' an ob.-tacle but it is found

The K.llsworth Amer-

one

shoe

are not

attend and it
Fri-

.< fine
performance given b\ the Bat
Maloney Co. last evening. From the vocal efforts
opening scene, through the w ittieisms of the
comedians, the delicious strains of melody from
the -axoplmne and cornet, the superb hurtuonv of
I he numerous novel specialties, and the laughable
burlesque, all wn- highly enjoyable. It was in
deed an evening of pleasure, and will always be

iio says Washington icities on the giohe and

excellent

an

spkinu.

and tells of what lie

favor of

in liie

edit.

a

hoped

keep

Ilelfast, |notes prices

UKKAMKUY.

ill.

tee

ican says:
That was

as

demand.

formal action

day evening ;a the Belfast Opera li<-use, the Bat
Maloney ompany will present a varied and attraetiw- programme, in whieh music, drama, vo
calism. dancing and Imrle.-que will have a part.
The manager aims to have only the very best and
purest specialties In every department, and we
judge l.y the press notices that he is eminently
successful in this direction.

Minium,

into

collection

A

o\«

attractive

Saturday afternoon several «*i'
the creamery committee met in this city, but no

bat and lad 1 with

T'linonuu

>i!<>\\.

shop

It is to be

town.

ill take lmld and

next two weeks A
P Man-ticld. of ildill make a speeialty of Indie-' hosiery at i istore in Masonic
Temple. Mr. Man-lieid b;i- a
full line, and he proposes to make this feature an

Sullivan, of Belfast, are among those who
testify to it' medicinal <|ualities. An agency i' to
he opened in this city in charge of Mr. Ito'cntield.
• Mir Prospect
eorresponde-nt recently vi.-ited tin-

ev» r\

.;:e,

shoe that -ells

a

I-or the

ill follow

w

"

eity.

The work i' well done.

of the Stockton Mineral

create a

over

a stork company to imp..lie has been working on a-mall -<

making

leave

ami

■Jerry

in the cloth

s

\

raise

to

hu-incss.

sion.

tiiird page w ill be read with interest. This enter
prise is in the hands of men of wealth and standing and will be pushed to success. The water
commends itself, and has only to he introduced to

advertisement In

new

h:

(ierrish, of Portland, formerly pa~tor ol'jilu* Me b«
city. India state r.invention
the death ol M:\ iierrish was fedin.gl’ .-.iluded to
lie was an old soldier, ami it was am .mt ced t
oil account of a veto
by lic-ident ( IcmI.imI Idwidow would get nothing in tlie way ..( a
pi

Several orders have been tilled

their

convert

stuck tun
ment

The weather last month Mas so intensely disagreeable and unpleasant that trade of all kinds
has been greatly retarded, and especially has this
been the ease in the clothing line. The present
purchasers will receive the benefit of an immense
mark down for to-day’s sales at Mark Andrews,
the clothier, 11 Phoenix Row. !•> momical buyers

ho

w

lor s.mmt. m

odist church in this

A:

this firm will he in

cease

tlon to

light shine at no distant day. Thomas A. Robinson, of Boston, an electrical engineer, arrived in
Belfast, in the interest of the enterprise.

FiePast,

city

land, lie wa* taken to the Kahnoiith Hotel ami
medical assistance procured, but he died
shortly
Jitter. Mi (ierrish is a brother ot Uev. The lore

tin*

goods shipped.

The Messrs. Pierce

have the water power, the capital and the enterprise, and we hope they will let their Vlectrh

Kimwlton,

William (ierrish, of Oaklieid, one of the Per
It-*if?I* delegate.-, was stricken with apoplexy as la
tv a s getting off tl»e train
Monday night at Port

Slippers have had a run of several years and the
demand has not yet abated, should the slipper

Boston last week Mr. H. L. Pierce looked into the
various electric light

appreciated.

pleasant but quiet wedding took place

their homes.

to

Waylaid

tcyinir

tal

stimpson
Stephenslipper factory in this city has made a good
now
and
is
wot
beginning,
king fifteen people in
the shop and employ ing others vv ho take the work

move lor an electric light system in this city
progressing and Mr. Percy Pierce says lie hopes
have i. well underway in two Meeks. While in

terest of the

be

j

trip

son’s

The
to

to

The

summer.

Tin; sumaj F.utokv.

rustling year.

will remain here with her parents, Capt.and Mrs.o.
W. French, for several weeks, but Mr. F. will leave
this week on Ids return to Michigan. Mr. Fletcher

proprietor of the Alpena Pioneer, an
excellent weekly newspaper, which has
greatly
improved under his management.Mr. Frank
Chase, of Monroe, is in Belfast, working at his
trade as house joiner. Mr. C. has long been one of
the Journal’s excellent corps of
correspondents.

The little

Lake.

this

i'.-'.i, the first seventhunder storm of the season was experienced in
this section. The thunder was very heavy and the
lightning struck in this vicinity hut no serious
damage was done. The st e m was very destructive at the westward.
In some places build
ings were blown down and in others they
were struck by lightning and burned.
Portland
had a hail storm Thursday noon. The rain fall
here and elsewhere w as unite large.

in Portland .tune

to meet

he taken

Wednesday evening,

two the

fast W

to

kept busy

The best wishes of many friends
Newton, Mass. .Journal.

rose.

lie used.

Mr.

1

excursions to Swan

verv

them.

a day
pipe will he relaid so Unit the supply
may be drawn from that source. Work on the
main dam M ill begin soon. A meeting of the Bel-

in town last week.

Mr. Perrigo has left the
and will preach, having joined the Baptist denomination. He has been preachingat Isleshoro_
Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Fletcher, of Alpena, Michigan, arrived in Belfast last week. Mrs. Fletcher
was

Sw an

Hickey was married to Bev. J. L. Ilannalord, of
Melrose, Mass. The ceremony was performed b\
Bev.
11. Ilannalord, of Spencer. a-.-lstcd by
Bev. Fayette Nichols, of this city, ami ttu* happy
couple took their departure at nine on their wed
ding trip. < >n their return lin y w ill reside in Mel

The Cold Brook dam has been rebuilt and in
or

only

A

their outings there are May o. Gctchell, Nellie
Fla., and sailed Tuesday-The St. Johns w ill load
Baker, ltosa Abbott and Mrs. Kate Boss ...At the ice at this port for Jacksonville.V the repairs on
annual meeting of the Maine Woolen Manufactur- seh Fannie A. (iorhani are quite extensive two other
ers Club, held In Sanford
Friday, Albert Johnson, I vessels were put on the railway ahead of her—sells.
Camden, was elected a member of the executive J>aniel M. French and st. Johns. Tin* Haniel M.
committee....Rev. Theodore II. Murphy, of ibis French was re-calked and otherwise repaired and
city, who has been ill for some time, lias so far re- she was launched Monday. The st. John's was
covered as to attend to business, although not
able to preach. He has gone to Bar Harbor and
will canvass for the People’s Encyclopedia.
Frank Colley,of Brookline, Mass., is in Belfast on

of

Thursday JuneTthat the residence ni 11. .1. W oo<i",
1 banning street, when his sister. Mrs. >. L.

When the dam across Cold Brook was carried
winter the pipe leading to the pumping
way
station of the Belfast Water W orks at Little River

march and drill in

to

readily, and i- eon
can make money if he could enlarge
Lake and tin* j
his operations for which he re«|Hires capital. Mr.

on

a

you how

approved style. II you want a reserved
you can get it by pay ing ten cert- ext: a.
Tickets to he found at Kilgore A Wil-ot

but i-

Tiik IIotkj, TO hi: lit II.I. At an adjourned
meeting of the directors of the Bell'a-t Hotel Co.
held last Friday evening it u as decided to begin
work on the new hotel. Mr. I. W. Parker, who
has looked over the plan.", thinks the building can
be erected for $24,000, exclusive of the lot. It was
voted to make another assessment of lil'ty per
cent, and begin work at once. Another meeting
will be held .1 uly loth.

July .‘id.

Mr. Freeman Littlefield, of Winterport, has leased the Oakes' factory in Brewer, and M ill start a
pants manufactory there. He commenced business yesterday, but it will
be some days before
they get into solid work at the factory. The full
capacity will be loon pairs of pants per week. Mr.
Littl lield is one of the best known munufarturerof ready made clothing in Maine, having been in
the bu.-iness for about twenty years.
He is
thmoughly familiar with it anil has employed
hundreds of hands. Brewer people are very fortunate to have >o enterprising a business'’man
commence operations there.
Bangor Conmicr

Mas

|

merly and that this is owing to the e(Torts of tin
propagate them.

the

will show

manufactured shoes in thi-

government to

elsewhere, is
a
prominent

we

most

!

price will hardly be lower, our mar
ketmen tnink the lish are more plentiful than for-

of

and

the

>cat

and the

public speaker.

hose advertisement appears
daughter of Joel Knight, Ks»p,

piano,

was a man

>.

M., which plies upon its waters, Kimwlton has had offers to
locate elsew hcie, !
widely read last week. Already parties are j ISelfast cannot afford to let
any of its indi.-trie-

was

money,—$.')0u,:loo.ooo
Thursday from Boston and left Friday
was government bonds held in reserve to secure
noon fora carriage trip to Mooschead Lake.
An
the circulation id' National banks. Mr. Tufts said
account of their wedding is published in another
when be gazed on this enormous piie of wealth he
column-Mr. and Mrs. A. <’. Sibley and Ma.-tcr
of t!i«- 1 ii'orts the missionaries were makSibley, of this city, left lor Boston bv Monday thought
rived here

description

Melissa

steamer

the port b\ Gen. Grant, died simdav

was not

July

vinred that lie

There has been a good run of salmon of late and
the li.-h retail in our markets at 20 and 2d rents per
pound. The catch it- probably at its height now

and

j

cleared up, making a decided rhange in the up
pea ranee of that part of the dock.

surveyor

even among

Bichard snow, of

Mr. D. W. Dyer is removing the rocks and other
obstructions from ids shore and will have a line
beach on which to lay vessels for repairs. Tin* old
railway has been entirely removed and the yard

The Rescue arrived here

night.

remembered

turnout.

requests a settlement. We are asked to say that
all accounts not settled by July loth will lie left
u ith an attorney for collection.

steamer will be

is
A

carriage house is

John M. G Barker, of Lowell, Mass., who was
appointed postmaster of New Orleans upon its
capture by Butler, and afterwards was appointed
of

-••inn

u
is again called to the advertisement of i
Ha/eltine, on the fourth page, in which j can go this, Thursday evening, June It, to ( ooinbs
Kink
wliere
there will be about sixty of us in line
he announces the sale of his business here, and
j

Deputy Despcax notified Sheriff Webb Saturday
that Doughty, the bigamist, was at Campohello, in

dustrial Journal.

Pensions have been granted as follows : < >riginal,
invalid, Israel Creen, Yinalhaven; reissue, Henry
C. Barlow, Freedom; increase, David K*. Black.
North Brooksville; Edward U. Park man, I'nity;
Jolin C. Ford, Belfast; reissue and increase, Albert K. Ward, China; reissue, Augusta S. i’bilbrook, Belfast; increase, Isaac Mason, swanville.

her first

propo

■

Mr. lien

Rockland. The Rescue is a handsome little vessel
and both fast and able.
It is hoped the venture
one.

.1

“W here are v«ui going my prettv maid:"
“I'm going a milking, >ii', she -aid.
“May 1 go with you my pretty maid:
Ves.it you have2’»cents to pay for a ticket

Attention

matter

once.

(apt. Quinn, .>f Eagle Isle, in the schooner
Rescue, will e.-tahlish a packet line between this
city and Isle an Hunt in connection with a line to

successful

put

will he held

finished.

good

of the Belfast Coliseum Com

building, owned by the Morison estate, and occu
pied bv Mr. Dutch. The idea is to bin the proper
ty to protect the light on that >ide of the 1 oli-etim
building. The annual meeting of the ( ompany

Lancaster, of this city, says he will

the

special meeting

A

building on the remaining portion of his
land on High street, extend;ng from his proposed
carriage house to the Howes building. The founda
as soon as

in

t.ik•

not

Opera House la-t

puny is called for next Thursday, to act on
sition to huv the property adjoining- the <

a

in

did

>

travelling
play was presented in a manner to which no c\
eeption could betaken. The entertainment was
deserving of a more liberal patronage.

George A. Perrigo lectured last evening at
Baptist church in this city, on “Kcvelation.”
Mr. Perrigo has delivered the lecture several times
and it is highly spoken of. Mr. Perrigo preached
at Knox last
Sunday.

tion will be

at

Company

of

Mr.

II has been suggested that we have a display of
the water works in this city July till, and that
fire companies from abroad he invited to come

the third page.

on

Those wh
the Belfast

.'

a
treat. The Arthur
ranks mueh above the average
organizations, and a side splitting

Kelian

the

Mr. II. N.

advertisement

an

Saturday evening missed

it leaves the branch.

erect

on

“A Nkiiit <>i
“A Night Off”

Maine Central railroad lias put on a refrigcar which will make one trip per week between Belfast and Boston, leaving this
city every
Monday morning. The ear will not he opened after

slipper patented by Mr. Lc\ i Mcrrithcw,
formerly of this city, is being manufactured at tin*
factory at Bangor, and is said to give great satisfaction. The Bangor people have made an oiler
for the right to manufacture tin* slipper.

a

say in

The

The

are

Co.,bakers of this city,have made
their home made bread, which
sells as fast as they can turn it out. Their bakery
is well supplied with
everything and they are iv
eciving well deserved patronage, lb-ad what they

erator

system of that city and obtained much valuable
information.

and his schools

K. A. .Tones &

attention.

eek he examined into the

calling

up in his
successful.

great strike

a

for

Mr. Fred If. Francis, of this city, has his pet
Florida alligator and Georgia terrapin in a tank in
one of his show windows where
they attract much

Brown is chairman of the committee
sewerage of the Belfast city government, and

compete for a prize. The idea is
and if any thing is to be done in tin*

Cushing, prohibition candidate

B.

Maine, will speak at Pierce’s Parlor
Theatre, in this city, next Saturday evening.

Mr. A. I.

here and

always

Governor of

west.

w

fessor is

!

his

\olney

party left Belfast Tuesa two days' trip down
the bay. Green’s Lauding, Deer Isle, will be visited.
On Mr. Morison’s return lie will leave for the

a

II.

improvements Mr. O. 11. Webster has made
yacht, launched last year, have greatly improved her sailing qualities.

4th. See notice in another column.

may be

Mr.

The

Mr. W. K. Morison and a
day in yacht Jennette for

hile in Portland this

There will be a meeting of the Council of Koval
Arcanum, of this city, at Knights of Labor Hall

Hayford Block, supplying

on

preached by the Jim Jam party.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Belfast and Moosehead Lake railroad company
will be held at the Court House, in this city, on

on

j

David Pierce will introduce city water Into I this (Thursday) evening.
I'rof. .J. C. Whitten, of this city, will open an
every tenant.
The Masonic Journal for June, published
by afternoon dancing school at IMeivc’s Parlor TheaSmith & Sale, of Portland, has a cut and sketch of
tre, Saturday afternoon, .Tune *2;» at i o'clock local.
The school is for Misses and Masters. Tin* Prothe Masonic Temple, in this city.

as

Wednesday, July

County commissioners will hold an adjourncity Tuesday, June 19th.

Mr.

the

Drunkenness is on U12 increase in this city and
drunkards go about the streets insulting people.
This is the full realization of “personal liberty”

w

owner.

j

Haley,

plumbing

lias been awarded to Mr. R. I’. Stick-

common

ncy for

|
Dear sir j
announce

Castine.

the

remember

name was

on

The contract for

county ticket must be in favor of law
they w ill fail of an election.
Another Republican.

Freedom, June 11, ISss.

work

Mr. P. L. Strout lias begun to deliver bricks for
the Government on W. C. Marshall’s wharf. The
U. S. steamer Myrtle will soon arrive for them.

State elec-

DECLINES TO HE A CANDIDATE.

Moore, of this city, is doing the
the house of Hon. G. M. Warren,

King Solomon Council, of Masons, of this city,
1ms suspended its meetings until the first Tuesday
in September.

or

vention.

page.

of

The person w ho canis hardly qualified for

nominees for the

SI'AISKOW

Desert.
K. P.

The

ed session in this

Some

Mr. C. J. Hall has shipped a steam engine to bo
used at his granite works at Somes Sound, Mt.

mason

parties are so eyenly divided in Waldo
county it may be laid down as a primary requirement that the strongest and cleanest men must be
nominated to have a fair show for an election. It
won’t do to put in nomination a list of place seekers or old frost bitten
candidates—the voters
Convention.
don’t want ’em and won't support them—and it
REMARKS OF JUDGE WISWELL.
is rigid they shouldn't.
Judge Wiswell spoke of the record of the ReThere are a plenty of nieu—clean, able, strong
publican party and its great work for Lite salvation
of the
A large part of his speech was I men, in the Republican party in Waldo who ought
country.
devoted to criticising the action of the President to be induced to
accept these nominations, and I
In not sustaining his Civil Service Reform theories
and in his failure to meet the fishery question. I believe would do so if they could be made to
The President's free trade message was adversely 1 properly understand the necessities of the case. A
commented on and compared with the action of ; score of
names lit for the position of sheriff, for inMr. Blaine, whose outspoken utterances were
commended by the speaker. He said that Maine stance, could he given by any one having a generwas largely interested in the tariff bill, which
Besides the
| al acquaintance through the county.
would disastrously affect the lumber interest of
the State. The people have had enough of three gentleman named by your correspondent for sheryears of Democratic administration with its blund- iff there occurs to me the names of A. K. Nickerers ami they now wanted a President who would
son, of Swanville; John R. Hurd, of North port;
protect Americans on land or sea. That man was Fred E.
Palmer, of Monroe, etc etc., cither of
J. G. Blaine, but if they could not have him, the
Republicans of Maine would follow with unbroken whom would honor the position.
ranks the leadership of the Chicago nominee.
How, for instance, w ould a county ticket like the
APPLAUSE GREETS THE NAME OF BLAINE.
following take, made up as it is of worthy, reThe allusions in his speech to Mr. Blaine were
and clean men
For Sheriff, A. E. Nickreceived with storms of applause, repeated again sponsible
and again. Hats were thrown into the air and the > erson, or John R. Hard; Senators, J. <J. Nickels, of
Kennebec placard was waved for several minutes.
Searsport, and Wm. II. Hunt, of Liberty; County
A MOTION FOR A RECESS DEFEATED.
Attorney, W. T. C. Runnclls, of Searsport; Judge
When the collection hail been taken, ex Goverof Probate, M. J. I)ow, of Brooks: Co. Commisnor Robie moved a recess till two o’clock.
This
sioner, Fred L. Palmer, of Monroe; Treasurer,
was opposed by the Aroostook delegation, who
Wm. M. Wood, Belfast.
were solid for Burleigh, and the motion was withdrawn.
The Convention then proceeded to the
So nun h for a slate. A dozen others as good
election of a .State Committee. The following
can he named, perhaps, but no better.
Let’s have
were chosen
’em. Only good can come of such discussion of
Androscoggin—N. W. Dutton.
was

Mr. Eil. Dunbar, of this city, on
Monday sent a
twenty-three pound salmon to his father-in-law,
Mr. M. E. Dodge, at Plymouth, Mass.

county correspondence and other local
matter will be found on the first page, and an orl
ginal poem by Mrs. Helen N. Packard on the fourth

Mr. A.

The two

announced: Chairman, Hon. A. P.
Wiswell, Ellsworth; Secretaries, F. E. Mason, Augusta, Geo. L. Barrows, Portland, E. P. Boutellc,
Bangor, A. L. T. Cummings, liiddcford, Jas. C.
Chiicott, Ellsworth, 11. E. Andrews, Lewiston, and
A. T. Rogers, Wells.
Mr. Wiswell stepped forward and addressed the
ation

Vicinity.

1

Sti:\mi:ij Notks.

The Boston boats have entered

■

daily trips, arriving here from Boston
every morning except Monday, and lea\ing for
Boston every day except Sunday
The Penobscot,
Katahdin and Lewiston are doing the work and
are till in line order and well ofliecrcd.
With the
upon their

lie graduated with high honor and on
Friday look the examinations for Bo-ton 1 Diversity. M interport has sent tpiite a large ti 111111 or of
pupil.- to Bucksport Seminar*, and the tcueheis
there spt ak in very high terms..! nearly allof them.
of
the
between
Rockland
and
daily trips
Bangor
The Winterport Juniors went to Frankfort
Rockland, and the two trips daily of the Klecta J
Sat ml ray, Mar 2t;th, to play Mg,mc..f ball wiih the
across the bay to Castine and Islcsboro, the travel
Frank fort Juniors. They walked a distance of
ling public arc well accommodated_The repairs more than :» miles, heat
by a -core of •_><; h. and
on the steamboat w harf are progressing,hut as all
walked home again, arriving tired in
body but
of the front of the w harf, except a space of about
highly elated in mind ...Mrs. Flora Files of Fair
twenty feet, is up it requires good engineering to Held and her children are
her
i.-iting
parents Mr.
handle the freight, with six arrivals ami depart
and Mrs. Jennison Cram.Mr. and
Mrs. John
ures of boats daily. Deer Isle parties are
Stokell are visiting at l xeter. V II ...Mrs. Nellie
negotiating for the steamer Mabel Bird owned in Thomas has gone to Boston for a short visit.
Portland, with a view to establishing a steam Mr. t.eorge Fcrnald is
visiting friends in liermou.
packet line between Green’s Landing and Rock...Miss (lark, Art teacher at
Bucksport, was the
the
new
tow guest of Mrs.
land.The Bismarck,
splendid
L. B. Lord on Saturday and Sunday.
Howell’s lici
himself,

>

boat to be added to Ross A

t, will be

powerful tugboat
and great things are expected

the most

ever on

river
lias Itecn built

the l>elaware

the Penobscot
from her. She

by Charles Hillman A Co.,
receiving
finishing touches
at Xeafle A Levy’s, who have put in the machinery
and boilers. The hull is wood, 103 feet long,
feet beam, and 10 feet depth of hold, and she has
compound engines with cylinders 30 and fw inches
on

and Is

In diameter

by 30

her

Inches stroke.

J

...

Mr. Moses A. Snow is

soon to

go to Canada

as

Supt. of a marble quarry. His son Arthur will
accompany him... .Quite a delegation from (ieorge
l'ratt Lodge visited Lebanon Lodge on
Saturday
evening. They report a very pleasant time.
The house belonging to Capt. John Atwood of
Boston and recently occupied by Mrs. Finmn Curtis has been sold to Mr. Harlow of
Chicago.
M iss Hattie Clement has returned from Augusta
and the rest of the family will follow soon.

Searsport Locals.

Monroe. A. F. Brown has been pushing the
sale of his Improved mill wheel and is meeting

Hugh li. ltlethen spent last Sunday in town.
At a recent orchestral concert at St. Paul, Minn.,
Miss V. Hichborn, of Searsport, played first violin.

no

oi

only

it

It is not

tin

and family, who arc spendhere, reside at the captain’s old

Nichols

season

as

year

homestead.

Capt. William II. West made a Hying visit home
Monday to join Ids vessel again

teacher and

she well deserves the

Ilaugor,

came

of is to

Milton .1. Kneeland. w ho
and bought a farm in

obliged
The

night.
The

parties who let off the reserved water above
the mill privilege of Mr. Herbert ttlaek for the
purport* of li-hing. reeently, did him great damage,
and In* proposes, it In* learns who the parties
were, to a-certain his rights by law.
lio have been

arc

favorable for

an

i

I

!

throwing

stones at the

|

June7,sell. Alpine, Marshall, New York; Lillian,
Uolerson, Boston.
June 8, sch. Milford, Haskell, Rockland.
I
June 10, sch. Flora Condon, Chapman, Boston;
E. L. Warren, Colson, do; G. B. Ferguson, Fergu-

|

do.
June II, sell.

son,

i.

Leonessa, Pattershall, Bangor.
SAILED.

June s, sell. James Holmes, Ryan, Boston
Juneii, sell. Alpine, Marshall, ltangor.
June lo, sch. Milford, Haskell, Jacksonville.
June 11, sch. G. It. Ferguson, Ferguson, Bangor;
Flora ondon,Chapman,do; Leonessa, Patershall,

Philadelphia.
June 12, sch. Lillian, Uolerson, New York.
AMERICAN

j

Don't Complain of Hard Times,
Co to Work !

The importance of purifying tlic blood cannot Im overestimated, for without
pure
blood you cannot enjoy good health.
At this season nearly
every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
the blood, and Hood's Sarsaparilla is
worthy
it is peculiar in that it
your confidence,
and
builds
Strengthens
up the system, creates
an appetite, and tones the
digestion, while
it eradicates disease. Give it a trial.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists,
l’repared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

known,

are

For the

Masonic

Temple,
Attention

Special

FOR

the Post

-inert. ,\-

«•

does

never

anything by halves

they have ,-ecmvd the services of the Arhuckleiic. ia n « hib of Bangor which have so delighted
Bangio audience- the past winter.
"

arc

firm

t

gon. for
s;i--!

a

an

c.

indcl.ted to Mr. Fred X. Pendleton, of
t Biitfinn A Pendleton, of Portland, Orecopy of the May number of tiie West
illustrated western magazine. This mini

contains

large supplement colored pictures
1’ortland, the metropolis of the northwest, and
the i:\po-ition Pavilion during llio fair of the In
or

•in Hi
ii

to

11*• *•

"ii

i'l

elation.

\--

i>e

«I•

two

lim-iy kept

-.

Tin*

.i

store

hi"

city, with beautiful resiand

ns

level and

shady

of AIc->r-. Butfmn A Pendleton

prominently shown among the il-

i-

-licet

The view of Portland shows

beautiful

a most

lu-t rations.

i:»>

:>1.served

was

.! hvn‘s

the

at

Cong, church

The 11 oral

as

display
very beuuarranged. The sermon in the

day.
: il and tastefully
w;;- preached by Rev. Charles Harbutt,
•:’‘ ltim*tuat•
Bangor Seminary. The floral
in tin
evt niug, conducted
by llev. It. G.
Ilai! ttt, a-sisted b\ a large elioir, with responses
D" ‘biM.cn \.*:v \.-r\ entertaining. Notalde
.•
t
Aar.
«.f ;ii> » \ei ■:-*.- were a s<do by Miss
Bl
w.ta organ accompaniment, a recitation
Mi-- I
••!«**• Pi
k, and gong responses by a
n-:-;iiig «.f Miss Blet hen, Miss Carver,
: M
1
xa w } er and Sargent, and tho tine
u:
nts throughout of the organist, Miss

<

was

«•

••

<

••

Mathews.
Atkin-**!

'I hi

ad t!a-ir
Maim-

! iiu-iin

town-man

D'

Co., having decided to
along the coast of
r. hn-.i been prevailed upon by our
K I’, smith, a prominent memberof
and

‘C.iijian;

t

o,»k

»

summer

vacation

proent while

u

pice

v.\
and “Tin
•'

or

Marble Heart."

aicd b\

1

here two of their

Beyond

the

Rockies,”

of the former

as

per-

thi>eonipat:\
opera House,
the spring liold Republican
"ia-ingticld. Ma1’ia Atkinson and Cook Co. appeared at
tin-op.-ra House l t evening in the melodrama,
I i\ cry character in the play was finely
/•'Tl
r«
lend; indeed we do not remember having seen
ben- a
longer company in all its parts than that
a
'•
holding the boaid- at the Opera House.’*
>rt i- truly indebted to Mr. Smith for ar
.:
a a
the appearance of the company here,
w
only play during tin* season in the very
at

Gilmore's

1

l .rgc i cities in the
il mac* I later.

Tic.* dates will be

state.

an-

Baltimore, June 7. Arrived sell. Daylight, llodgdon, Boston; 8th, cleared sells. Zacli Sherman,
Coombs, Boston: Daylight, Hodgdon, do.
Bangor, June 7. Cleared sells. Raven, Small,
New York; Mark Pendleton, Hatch, do; Jesse
Lena, Rose, Charleston; 8th, cleared seh. Lizzie
Poor.

Dickey,

I Remedy was Ever More Popslar
BELL’S

own

city

than

It is safe to say that liundivds of citizens of Bangor have been benefited by this medicine in the
Park, New York.
past four years. Mr. J. D. Hatfield, a mechanic reSaco, June 8. Arrived sell. Paragon, Wood,
Perth Amboy.
siding on Kim St., says: “I have been troubled
Bucksville, S. C., June 4. Arrived sell. Hattie with a tired, sleepy feeling, caused
by indigestion,
Met; Buck, Putnam, New York.
but have been entirely cured with Bell’s .SarsaMarblehead. June 4.
Arrived seh. Sarah L.
parilla.” Do not fail to try it yourself. aOcts. per
Davis, Burgess, Hoboken.
Arrived sell. Penob- bottle.
Vineyard Haven, June
scot, Carter, Belfast for Jacksonville.
Mobile, June <». Cleared seh. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell, Boston.
San Francisco, June .*>.
Arrived barks Fred P.
Litchfield, Young, Hong Kong; C. D. Bryant,
In
Honolulu;
Dryehurg,
portJIst, ships Iroquois,
Nichols, tor New York (with mdse.); A. J. Fuller,
Carver, for do (w ith sugar); St. Mark, Nichols, j
lias been found.thc most speedy and certain Cure
for Pisagun. to load nitrate for Hampton Roads
for orders; June 2, arrived ship State of Maine, of Coughs of any preparation in use, curing
Coughs and Colds in a few hours. Also speedilv
Tacoma.
Nickels,
relieving Hoarseness, Soreness of the Throat and
Fall River, May «'». Arrived sch. King Philip,
Cain amt Tightness across the Chest, the
Lungs,
Norfolk.
Coombs,
Arrived sch. Palatka. Cough in Pleurisy, and
of the Lungs,
Jacksonville, June 4.
Ilrom'hitis.
Relieving Asthma and Catarrh, Whooparrived
sell.
Ferguson, Belfast; iU.li,
Charley Bucki,
“Hr. I). P. Ording Cough, Cron ft. and aided
French, Point-a-Pitre; sailed from Fort George,
way’s Celebrated Handmade Piasters” will cure
8th sell.-. < barbate T. Sibley, Bartlett, Philadelphia.
many of the advanced cases of Consumption.
San Pedro. June 7th. Arrived ship P. M. Whit
more, Whitmore, .7J days from Sydney, NSW.
Bottle, 25 Cts.
Portland, o June I. Arrived bark Column, Try it. Price,
Ni'u>, Hong Kong; Oth, arrived ship James Drum
—AT—
mol d, Curtis,
New York, 110 days passage—the
0. Poor
Sou’s
quickest on record; 10th, sailed sell. A. W. Ellis,
Coast w ise.
Feb 2, 1S8S.—.'it f
Portsmouth, N. II., June 7. Arrived sch. Fannie
A: Edith, Ryder, Rouudout for Dover; iHh sailed
sch. Y'ale, Simpson, Baltimore.
IS/! ARRIED.
Norfolk, June 1*.
Sailed seh. Carrie A. Lane,
Dyer, Portland.
hi this city, .lime 13, bv Rev. 15. C. Wentworth,
New Haven, June 7. Arrived seh. Kit Carson,
Mr. Charles M. Wallace of Belfast and Miss
Mary
Smith, Turks Island.
•I. Simmons of Waldo.
FOHKKiN TOUTS.
In Searsport. June 10, by Bov. R. G. Harhutt,
Havre, June 4. Arrived ship Cora, Kay, New Alfred 15. Pendleton and Miss Clara K. Parse, both
of Searsport.
< Mlcans.
in Liberty, June 7, by CL II. Cargill,
Turks 1-land, .May 21. Cleared sell. Kit Carson,
Esq., RobSmith, from Bermuda for New Haven. In port ert L. Howes, of Liberty, and Mrs. Eliza J. Bowler. <d' Palermo.
June 4th. Brig llarry Stewart, Blake, from st.
In Lineolnvilie, June
Edwin P. Bowker, of
I. oui-. Senegal, arrived 2d, for NewBurg N. Y., to
Brookline, Mass., and Miss Carrie M. Howe, of
sail <>th.
Lineolnvilie.
Matanzas, May :JI. Sailed sell. Herald, Hcagan,
In South Beer Isle, May 23, George McFarland,
Delaware Breakwater; June 1, arrived Brig John
of Roekport, and Hannah Parris, of So. Beer Isle*.
II. Crandon, Pierce, Havana.
In Mercer. June
Rev. Herbert G. Mank, forDigWy, N. s., June 2. Sailed sch. Nellie F. Sawmerly of Cnion, and Georgianna Wells, of Mercer.
yer, A rev, Cardenas.
In Cnion. June
Br. Martin P. Judkins ami
Cienfuegos, May tin. In port Bark Megunticook, Mertic
E. Robbins, both of Cnion.
Hemingway, Idg. sugar.
In Rockland, June 2. Gorham L. Black and Mrs.
st. Thomas, May :*»(».
Sailed Brig Hon Jacinto,
il.irriman, for st. Croix to load sugar for N. Y.: Sarah M Chaples, of Rockland.
In Vinalhaveu, May 27, Goodwin Smith and LizMay ::i, sailed Brig L. Staples, Stowers, lor Arzie Durham*, both id Vinalhaveu.
royo to load for N. of llatteras.
In Warren, May 20, Alonzo B. Bay is, of Warren,
Anjicr, April :tu. Passed ship C. C Cliapman, and
Flora A. Hart, of Cnion.
IlichBorn. New York for Shanghne.
In
Rockland. May 22, Edward I.. Stover amt
ColomBo, May 12. Sailed sliip Lurv A. Nickels,
Laura E. Reynolds, both of Rockland.
Nichols, New York.
In
June 2, Fred A. Harvev, of Bar
Ellsworth.
Manila, April 2*;. Arrived ship John 1L Kellev,
Harbor and Miss Nellie M. Walls,of Trenton.
(liBBons, San Franci-eo.
Havana, June
Arrived sch. Lena IL Storer,
Perth Ainbov, June •>. Cleared sell. Hannibal,
Pendleton, saeo; 7th, arrived bark Carrie E. Long,

Cough Syrup
Inflammation
by

Large

Wm.

&

and R, H.

SALE.

s.-arsporl sportsmen

WATER

-OF-

SHOE FACTORY ANNEX.

Jugs, Demijohns,

Bent and power very reasonable. Rim by me as a
Pants Factory past 8 months. Used as a Pants
Factory past 5 years. Business established. Everything in complete running order. Will furnish

t3T*Call

etc.

ordered.-

Maine.

Men’s Canvas Lace Boots,
Men’s Rubber Sole Tennis
Shoes.
Boys’ Rubber Sole Tennis

75

Shoes,

■

Style

tlie

]>rext

l
shall

make

this

depart-

05
Slip-

50
be brat either for stjle

or

wear.

not fail to be pleased both with

ASSORTMENT & PRICE

COLBURN, A. P.
McClintock

MANSFIELD,

Main

Street,_Belfast,

(Successors to Fernald liras.)

CEMETERY WORK!

SPRING STYLES.

MONUMENTS

Shapes

& Colors

& SOFT HATS,

W.

Scott, A. F.ugcne and Frank

Nickerson arrived home from Kent’s Hill last
>. and F. K. linislied the eomincreial
oit -c :.nd cam*' home in
possession of their diplo-

I

cl..

t--Dr. Gould left for
!.i\

morning,

Brmiswi.-k via.

lame-

o.

Brunswick, Me.. Mon
Patterson also left for

Portland, Monday. Tlu* object of

trip i to have bis eyes treated ...Hon. A. K.
Nick<■ r-«*11 ami Mr. ( lark M. Marden,
delegates,
d arted for Portland
Monday to attend the
i:

Repub-

■

an

convention ...The Ladies' Aid
Mrs. A. F. Nickerson

Society will
Thursday, June

ct with

on

-1'’.M*'->:'-. Marias and Frank Stevens are
'•"i'lgtlic ;■ in-work on the bam cellar of D. W.

Billing-.
INjutFs

Mii.i>.

Our

quiet neighborhood has

uldcm <1

by-the death of two of our friends
thirty six hours. Mr. James
evening, June 2, after an illne
of nine hours. Mr. Frost was a quiet, indusPious man. with a kind word and pleasant smile
b'cn

in the brit f space of
Frost din! Satmday
—

for every

Mrs. Maria Bayson died
Monday
duue 1, after an illness of several weeks.
one.

morning,
Mrs. Bay .-on lias resided in Belfast twenty-seven
years ami has

always

been

highly

esteemed as a
she was a mem

good neighbor and kind friend,
b* r of I qiiity Grange and of the Ladies' Sewing
<

irch of Poor'- ^iills.
tliere

We shall miss her.

will be

Wlien

vacant

place that will
never be* tilled.
We .sympathize with the lonely
on<
in the homes made desolate by death and
C u~t they will find comfort in the
thought that in
a few short
years they will join their loved ones,
where parting is unknown—Grass is backward
ami badly killed in many places. Planting is done,
and now comes the much dreaded job of
working
But with willing hands and road
on the roads.
w<*

meet

machines the work will

a

la* done_Rev. B.
able sermon Sunday

soon

preached an
afternoon from John 1st, 20th. The house was
well filled....Children's Day will be observed at
Poor’s Mills m xt Sunday, the exercises beginning
(

at

Wentworth

1».30

a. m.

Pkositct.

Litters have been received from

the young folks that went to California from the
Mark settlement. There are now eight from that

district, young
out the town if

men and women that would help
they had settled here_The Stockton Mineral Spring Water Company has actually
begun work, in earnest. We called at the works
last week. They have two buildings finished, with
all the improved machinery for handling a large
amount of water. About 100 bbls. were in the store
house and 100 eases of 25 bottles each and 100 of
50 bottles, with four men employed most of the
time, bottling and preparing the barrels for shipping. From a large store house in Hoston, HI Commercial St, the water will be shipped to ail parts
of the country. Some 75 visitors were at the
spring
one day last week and many are
trying the medic-

inal virtues of the water In

kidney

and

nervous

complaints, and with success.F. F. Libby's new
have arrived.The United

Tiger Horse-rakes
Fellowship Lodge

is

increasing

In Stockton.

A

large numl>cr of the Lodge are residents of Prospect... .Ilosea It. Littlefield has lost his yearling
colt. A number of colts have died in this section....
Sunday’s meeting at the Roberts school house was

crowded.

Among the number from a distance,
who took part in the meeting, were the two Simmons brothers from Poor’s Mills, Messrs. Wentworth, Clements, Colcord, Webber, Woods am!
Ward from Searsport, Capt. Robert Hichborn,
Stockton, Young, Ward and Donover of Prospect,
and many others. The sabbath school is making
a good start.
Some 40 scholars were present.
Scholars from any district in the section am Invited to attend.

Boston

Produce

Market.

Boston, June 12. The butter market opened
with a decidedly tinner tone yesterday, owing to
the country dispatches which re polled sales at
about I cent higher than a week ago. Holders
were not willing to sell Northern creamery under
'll cents, and *20 to *21 cents was the asking rate for
finest Western. Buyers were not prepared to pay
over *20 cents, and were surprised at the sudden
advance. Sales were light.
Cheese lias also taken a sharp turn upward.
Lots that were freely offered last week at s to s'*
cents arc now held at s** to 1) cents, and under the
influence of the rise in the country receivers are
indifferent about selling much at 0 cents.
Lggs were steady at 15 to 10 cents for best eastern and 15 to 15*, cents per dozen for Northern
and Western.
Potatoes were dull and easy, and the best grades
were hard to sell at over oo cents
j>er bushel.
Provincial plentiful at 50 cents.
Beans were quiet and steady. Hay and straw in
demand at full prices.
BELFAST
Produce Market.

PRICE

CURRENT.

BROWN BREAD A BEANS, &c,

line as any In town. Try them. Thinking
Ihe people for the liberal patronage the past year,
we hope by the ronilauanre of the same and strlet
attention lo business to Improve the Baking business In Ibis city the next year as much as we have
—the past.—
are

CALL AXJ> SEE

POWDER
powder never varies. A marvel of puritv,
strength and wholesonioness. More economical
ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in competition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Solti only in
ran.<.
Koval Making I’owlku Co., 10G Wall St.,
New York.-pit 10

Belfast, June 13,24

ALL

Irish

AND

Co.

Comedy
ENTITLED,

to

Ladies' White Cotton

the Centennial!

!)>

BUNDER-CLOTHING

The best made and at LO WE 11 PRICE

-AND TIIK-

other market.

than ever

MALONEY!-

APPEARING IN EVERY PERFORMANC E

IN 1IIS

SONGS, DANCES,
A N EC DC >TES, OR ATION8,
AND ODDITIES.

What He is Going to do to Amuse You !
IIE

WILL

APPEAR IN HIS

GREAT

Irhh Character Impersonations, Songs, Danees,
Keels, Jigs, Stories and (Tajon Drawings.
As an Irish Dialectician,
HE IS THE BEST!
IIE IS ELEGANT!
As an Irish Singer,
As an Irish Dancer,
IIE IS WONDERFUL!
Asa Funny Cartoon Artist,
HE IS REMARKABLE!

sale

now

at

City Drug Store.

Belfast ai Mooseleail Lake
RAILROAD COMPANY.
ci.euk’8 Office,
(
Belfast, June ll, l«88. \
VfOTICH is hereby given that the annual meeting
II of this corporation will he held at the Court
House iu Belfast, on Wfiftfftdfty, July 4, 1888, at
10 o’eloflu A. M., for the following purposes, viz:
1st. To hear and act upon the reports of the Directors and Treasurer.
2d. To elect nine Directors for the ensuing year.
3d. To act upon any other business that* may
3w23
legally come Indore said meeting.
l’er Order.
JOHN H. QUIAIBV, Clerk.

~

CreafflT Jersey Crsain!
lias. K. W. RICH

furnish cream to
III customers, tn ITiiiTteil quantities, varying from
line-half pint to two quarts; PORT I CKNTM PKK
•DIRT. None ilellvcred after five p. M. None dcllrcred upon the Sabbath, except it be ordered
u|ion

Saturday.

or

any

will

llelfast, May 96,1888.—3w22»

l^FURNISHiNG GOODS'

$ .37 GARMENTS FOR $ .25.
“

.75
1.00
1.12
1.25
2.00

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

Vlease yive

vs a

call

before

you

.50.
.75.
.88.
l.OO.
1.50.

buy.

B. F. WELLS.

®

-

AT PIERCES PARLOR THEATRE.
Mr. J.

C. WHITTEN

-WILL HAVE A GRAND FREE OPENING-

Saturday, June 23, at 2 P. M., Local,
of bis Dancing School for MISSES and MASTERS.
A term of twelve afternoon leasoaa will be given.

JS'tientccl deportment

a

specialty.
J. C. WHITTEN.

Belfast, June 14, 1888—2w21

FEE® T.

Graduate
AT

lllram

Dwight P. Palmer,

THE

Chase

GHASEr
Optician,

8TOBE OP

«0 Son, Jewelers,

SS Mala 81., Beirut.

(imSla

Estimates and
furnished

SELLING--

Boots and Shoes
prices than any other store In Belfast, and fur the simple reason that the enormous quantities of goods that they handle
enable them to Bl V CHEAPER. That Is as evident as that twice two Is four, and ir you have
a desire to buy your kntwcar at the VERT
LOWEST PRICKS possible for good wearing
shoes, a rail on them w ill font tore you of Ihe
-truth of THE ABOVE STATEMENT.-

Elegant French
Prom P. 00X &

None

SI.00

Mutsoiiie Temple.
MAINE.

FOR JULY 4th,
3,000 Cases Assorted

on

At

End

Designs!

of Shoe

We ftlake

Grand

a

Regular $3.00 Roots. Selling at
$2.00 a pair. Would like for every lady In this
to
took
al
thrm.
rity
They arr certainly the nicest
and best bool for Ihe money that ever was sold.

FIREWORKS
ready

to the

delivery

purchaser who orders any one of the Collcc'
tious, and remits the price wc name lielow, viz for
No. I
,30 contain’,? 30 pieces, assort’d kinds
St.
3
*1.00
"
3
53
3.00
03
4
3.00
.
3
5.00
73
tl

...

0.00

T

13.00
70
(t
33.00
73
.
SO
V
33.00
03
10
30.00
..
II 100.00
••
110
A 300.00
These easts eooteiu from a Toy Exhibit to s City’s Exhibition, and will he
found Immensely superior to any similar collections, being Aiade lu Imitation of them, liy rival

pyrotechnists.

arc

acknowledged

Factory,

Selling
*2.00
pair. In Rulton. Lace, or
I'ongress. The most near for (he money on
earlh. Just right for store and shop wear,
and ihey make a nice dress shoe. Dee them.
at

a

Men's All Solid Bals
*1.00 a pair (sold In this city at (1.25) a
bargain. Roys of the same for 00 cents, just
—right for everyday and school near.-

At

Girls' Bntton Mool Boots!
At 04 reals. They have sold these boots for two
years and they always prove satisfactory.

early.

New

LADIES' SL1PPERS£TC.

Address

Don't fail when intending to
purchase any kind of footwear
to call on

Manufacturer*, Etc.,
18

Hawlej, near Milk Street.
2w24
BOSTON, MASS,

WANTED.

71 MAIN STREET.
Belfast, May 2, ItW.—5inl8

Good Vest Makers. Pants Makers ONE TON OF THAT
nml

FINISHERS !

To whom the best work and liest prices will lie
given. The goods will lie delivered lo any part
of Waldo County, Apply to

H. O. DODGE.
Belfast, May 14,1888.—tf20.

30 CENT TEA!
JUST

HBCEIVED

Howes

BY

db Co.

July 4th

AT Pit ICES NEVE it PECO HE HEAR]) OE!
limited spare prevent' our meiitioiiiiijr luit vrr> few of the htUKaiii lots oliere.l, hut we
J'liitrantre from now until July 4th (iHliA i'KST iiAUtl AIN'S in

Our

Ready Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods,

Fine

HATS

tfc

CAPS!

EOT XO. 1.

We offer 25 Children's Suits.

Strictly

3 to 12 years, at

only

all wool. Short Pants, age
$3 a Suit.

25 Dark Check All Wool Suits, age 4 to 14,
This would bo

n

Bargain

at

only S3.50

per Suit.

$5.09.

25

Sailor

Suits

only SI. 19 Each.

Former

S2.00.

Price

,,,statnvKHY,PL«VpSr^l?,M

Strictly

AM Woo! Suits at

only $5.00 per Suit.

EOT XO. 5.

Men's

sizes 34 to

Check,

lot. xo. a.

V

44, at only $7.00 per Suit. ^Tioioo'1—

Men's All Wool Suits and Latest

Styles,

at

only $7,00

per

Suit.

Also Choice Patterns at $0, $10, $11 anil $12.50 per Suit.
Train

now

July

until

Your
OR

-tth I shall yier away with every Hoys' Suit

PLEASE

-—

CALL BEFORE

a

Hal ,1- llnll fn

e

of rhuryr-

^PURCHASING.-

‘Wife,

(IF NOT MARRIED)

11

Phoenix

Row,

Ucliast,

Me.

THE LARGEST WHOLESALE ,C- RETAIL CLOTH I .VO HOUSE IX WALDO CO

[.•YOUR. BEST G1RH
•

ride, don’t

use an

old

dilapidated top-buggy,

cheap break neck that can be bought for sixty
seventy dollars, and run the risk of being indicted lor wilful murder, when you can buy one of

or a

SUMMER

mmm stock, Piano
ECLIPSING ALL OTHERS IN

Hanson's M Reliable Carriages
Quantity, Quality
LOW PRICE they

for the

are

being sold for.

REPOSITORY if you want to

Come to niy

see a

FINE STOCK !

It is Full from Top to Bottom!
I'can give you MORE STYLE, WEAR, and in
short, MOKE CARRIAGE than ever before for
-the
I

same

money.-

beyond competition, as you can see at once.
man selling two or three dozen carriages can

We

arc

prepared to

show

and Price!

startling bargains

in

Mens & Boys’ Clothing
—AND-

j GEN I S' * FURNISHING
-ltcyond question

No

compete with

me.

I have sold the last two years

FOUR HUNDREO AND SEVENTY!
can

sell for
A

or

GOODS I

LARGE STOCK OF

F. HANSON.

Belfast, May 15, 1888.—>o

player,

doubt the-

Millinery!

AsNortiiient

-OF-

tlmt will be offered in this
you will hut

market.
don’t buy before visiting

ID. L.
Old Stand, 119
April 5,

lissois in Belfast,

<*f Wm. II. S’mrwood f years, also of Mine.
Schiller and Karl Kliudworth, Berlin, fiermanv.
Mrs. Palmer teaches Hr. Sherwood's method,
giving special attention to developing ti singing
quality of touch; a flexible wrist f«»r all styles of
octave practice ami a taste for fine classical ami
modern music. Mrs. Palmer will he in the city
about July 1st, and will arrange to give a course
of in private lessons in 5 weeks, in class (of three)
lessons in r» weeks, or a graded list of studies
and pieces adapted for each
given after
personal examination, covering the ground of 10
lessons<for home study.
2w2i

NOW OFEN ALL THE

Latest Styles and Finest Qualities

what other dealers buy for.-

Whips, Mats, & Dusters, Low.

f.

Finest

COURSE

Mrs. Martha K. Palmer, of Boston,

am

Styles In

MASTEN & WELLS,
Offioe

Our Entire Wholesale Stock to be Closed out at Retail before

Youths'

-and

make.

A Aired erAer lo os, aavea the port baser 30 pr r
retail prices, freight aoA express charges
also.
Send for descriptive Catalogue, and get your

eeot. oo

order In

Opportunity of Special Importance to
Cash Buyers Throughout Waldo Co.!

LOT xo. :t.

or

to lie of the

highest grade, su|ici1or in finish, perfect in detail,
safe to use. (Wc do not make or sell cheap Fireworks.)
No other goods compare with their excellence in
original combinations, artistic designs, duration of
color and variety of material. Thousands of cus 1
tomers In New England have endorsed their merit
since our first introduction of Ilium in 1870. For the
Season of 1888 they nre “Just splendid,” the best
wc can

Mmk Andrews' Rlothinc House !

EOT XO. 1.

Out to

GENUINE

Belfast.

St.,

ALSO CHOICE STYLES IN NORFOLK SUITS !

Ladies’ Imitation

Soft and tiler.

Call

BURKETT,

Block 81 & 83 Main

City

Y.

FRENCH KIH BDTTON!

Display cf Parasols, Selling

«§>-Do not miss these BARGAINS.
early and avoid the rush.

EOT XO. 2.

A. L. MUDGETT.

U Beets

00., Eochester, N.

Close the Lot.

-CHEAP!-

Pleasant St., lielfast. Me.

J. F. FERNALD.

Price to

PARASOLS!

PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.

West

Silks!

Jackets !

Great Reduction in

a

short notice.

nicer made and they are selling them at
a pair less than the same .roods retail Cor
-la Boston.—--

MEIN’S

Uur manufactures

Dancing SchooP

Faille

Ladies9

us to sell our work for I.E^S
can be alVordcd elsewhere.
It is no
trouble for us to show our work.

First-Class Goods!-

for free

1-30.

$1.23, sold at $1.50.

At

prices than

At lower

-ME TV’S-

Now

m AFTERNOON

Friilay Evening, June 1*5.
PRICES 60 AND 36 CENTS.
on

in this

Belfast, April 12,188S.—3ml5

You Smile When You See Him!
You Laugh When He Sing*!
You Hoar When He Tall:*!
Yon Shout When He Dance*!
You Applaud to Sec Him Again!

Scats

before offered

IRISHMAN IRVING,

-PAT

my"

the money

April 12,1888.—lyrlS

IRISH
IRISH DANCERS,
IRISH SINGERS,
IRISH COMEDIANS,
IRISH BELL PLAYERS,
FUNNIEST

for

BELFAST,

-OF-

PRESENTING THE JOLLIEST, THE FUNNIEST IRISH COMEDY EVER PRODUCED,

Tr p
McGinty’s
PIPERS,

The bent Suit

-in the city.-

KINDS

MALONEY’S

NEW SHOW

line.

-Low Prices!

than the

PAT

-ARE
Don't buy one till you hone examined

US.

F. A. JONES ft Go.

Absolutely Pare.

This

& SON

Respectfully,

Price Pant Producer!■

Apple* ¥ Inish
504100 Ilay ¥ ton,
s.oog 13.00
dried ¥ ft,
5§7 Hides ¥ f!»,
4)445
Bcuiis.pen,? lm, 2.75§:l.OO Lamb ¥ lb,
14§10
medium,
50 §1.50
2.2532.50 Lamb Skins,
ye I lo w -eye *, 2.250 2.50 Mutton ¥ R»
«§7
Butter ¥ ft,
14§18 Oats ¥ bush, '.VI lt> 45§48
Beef ¥ ft,
5 §7 Potatoes,
55 §oo
Barley ¥ huali, 00 31.00 Hound Hog ¥ B
7§7)4
Cheese? ft,
8010 Straw ¥ ton,
ti.00g7.00
Chicken ? ft,
OfiO Turkey ¥ B>,
0§ft
Calf Skins ¥ ft,
0 §7
8010 Veal fib,
Duck ¥ ft.
030 Wool, washed 48 It,, 27 §28
15 Wool, unwashed, 20«2I
Eggs ¥ do/..,
Fowl? 1b,
10412 Wood, hard,
4.00§5.00
Geese? ft,
030 Wood, soft,
3.0043.50
Retail Market.
Retail Market.
7n8 Lime ¥ bid.,
Beef, corned, ? ft,
1.00§ 1.05
Blitter Salt, ¥ box,
If Oat Meal fib,
I‘,u5
Corn ? bush.,
74 Onions ¥ lb,
5g7
Cracked Corn finish., 74 Oil,kerosene,f gal.,10 f 12
Corn Meal ? bush.,
74 Pollock f*,
3* §4
Cheese? ft,
12 §14 Pork fib,
agio
Cotton Seed ¥ cwt., 1245 Plaster ¥ bid., 1.00$ 1.10
Codfish, dry, ¥ ft,
5§7 ttye Meal ¥ #•,
3)*'
1.35
Crantierries9*-. >»12 Shorts ¥ e wt.,
Sugar ¥ Bi,
I
45
Halt, T. 1., ¥ bnsli.,
Sweet Potatoes ¥ ft, ogo
Wheat Meal ¥ 4, 3«g4

as

Granite,

Polishing
by Steam Power!
enables
Which

Cookies, Pies, Cakes,

■

shown in Eastern Maine. We are the
only
linn in this section that does (iranite and Marble work and do

..

in collision with an unknown bark off Block
Island at half-past one Friday morning.
The
mate of the schooner, Henry Brown, of
Brooklyn,
was knocked overboard and drowned.
The Hart
was on the starboard tack, heading
WSW, with
fresh wind blowing from the N. The barkentine
vva-beading about SF on the port tack and moving
very fast, she struck the Hart on the starboard
quarter just abaft the mi/zeu rigging. Damage
estimated at $1,200.
FitEKfHTs. The Freight Circular of Snow &
Burgess, New York, reports for the week ending
June Uth In the lines of Deals, Tohaecoand Naval
Stores no movement of special interest has occurred, shipments of the two latter being principally
bv the regular lines. Inquiry is yet noticed for
tonnage to load general cargo hence and lumber at
the south for the Kiver Plate, and the quoted rates
are characterized by considerable
strength, asuitablc vessels are not abundant.
Freight to
Brazil continues to go forward chiefly By the steam
lines, sail tonnage receiving little attention. Cuba
sugar freights are exceedingly dull, and in the absence of important interest rates are nominal.
Some few orders for the Wind wan l are
yet iu the
market, but shippers And suitable tonnage scarce,
and rates in consequence are linn. For coastwise
lumber tonnage there is a moderate demand
only,
but prev ious rates indicate no special variation.
Local Charters: Sells. Stella M. Kenyon and Lester
A. Lewis, from Port Jo hr. son to Boston, Coal, 80
cents and discharge. Sehs. Maggie Mtilvey and
Charles Heath, from Port Johnson to Salem,'Coal,
80 cents and discharge.
St.li. Sallie POn, from l'ernandina to New York, Lumber, $<>—free wharfage.
Ship Governor Kobie, from Japan to New York,
general cargo, priv ate terms. Ship Win. II. Connor, from Slianghae and lloiig Kong to the Cnited
states, general cargo, private terms. Sch. Daylight, from Baltimore to Boston, Coal, $1.10 aiid
discharge. Bark Penobscot, 40,000 cases Be lined
to Anjcr, f. o. to Penang or Singapore, 27 cents.
Bark J. W. Dresser, from Philadelphia to Matnnzas, Coal, $1.35. Schr Bcnj Fabcns, New York to
Bio Janeiro, general cargo, $5,150. Schr Austin D
Knight, SatiHa Kiver to New York, lumber, $5.80
and wharfage.

French

evei

-.

We tan give you sli kinds of Bread If you wish A
bul ike HOME MADE Is Ike BOSS. Our

er

Monuments, Tablets & Headstones

Ihe

HOME MADE!

Shade),

An

Should call and see our fine show of work on
hand at our yard. Here you will lind all erected, the ItKST CUI.I.KCTION of

SILK HATS!

St.

Marble

Mm,

FINEST BREAD- ever
rooked In Waldo County, call for
want

Corsets (Ecru

Splendid

TABLETS, UnapproacMla Bargain! ta Close tka Season!

Dr

Headstones,

-IK-—

CITYBAKERY! STIFF
74 Main

WANT OF-

-ANY ONK IN

hen roost, Mister Jolin-

Woodbury’s

Cambrics!

Me.

MANll' H'Tl BKRS AM) DKALKR.N IN ALL KINDS OF

All the Latest

Dress

l-2c., at only 8c. per yard.

C. W.

Indigestion quicker and

will send a box of Dr. Mark It.
Dyspepsia Killers by mail, to any part of the r. S., on
receipt of 50 cents, or a trial box for 25 cents.

worth 37 l-2c.

07

Temple.

water-brash, Sam, they

a

Satteens !

Kcirust, June 14,1888.—21

WOODBURY’S DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;
your heartburn immediately at once,
they efwill cure
and
suffer from
will

sing.—tiood day.
Doolittle tV Smith, 24 and 20 TremontSt., Boston,

1 Case

-THAT-

“H’ way, Sam Joltnsing, cose 1 isn’t.”
“Sho’ ’Tilda, don’t say dat, for my heart burns”—
“Hold on Mister Johnslng, ef you has the heartburn, jest yo go and git a box er'them

D. K.’S

only 33 1-20. per yard.

Foulard

Worth 12

City.

Clothing House,

“Mertilda, is you in lub with me?”

will cure Dyspepsia and
[•leaner than you can rob

Cases

& Men’s Hats!

Did You Know ATTENTION!

Hlock, High St,

“But, ’Tilda, it aint that kind.”
“Never you mind, Sam; if must he indigestion
then what makes you look so glum, and the

Coats and Vests!

Alpaca

Boys

1

xw vnv ti.t.i:.

Sawyer

Waterman’s Waldo

Belfast, June 14, 1888.—8m 19

Masonic

at

Only I7c.,

Suits «r>d?"

You cannot "ford to buy a doilar's Worth of CLOTHING or FUJtNIiSUING GOODS until you See our Stork and prices, as we prove every article just as
represented, and are compelled to yive you the \EIIY BEST VALUE, as the price is plainly marked on every
garment, so yon are sure to get the 1.0 WEST prices without
at

_77

T.

l-2c.,

French

bantering,

#1.T5.
GALL AND SEE OUB GOODS.

IT WANS’T THAT KIND.

&

The Best Assortment of PAMTS in the
can

Calf Boots,

Wearing

Light Homespuns

Ail the Novelties in

lb EXTRA ROOD VALVES.

yon

7tH,-

Iloys.

-MEN’S WHITE AND FANCY SHIRTS !-

and think all customers

Worth 62

GOOD BALL!

Dl'CHH XLti» the

Men’s Seersucker Flannel and

90

Men's $‘i «C $3 Calf, Congress,
Lace <6 Hutton Hoots,

If

JUNE

MEN’S SPRING OVERCOATS in all shades!

Ladies’ $2.00 & $2.50 Kid Boots,

x

Counters-

on our

-THIS ASSORTMENT OF-

S-U-I-T-!

Hoys' Sailor Suits, ago 4 to II, prices from.§1.25 to § 3.00
Hoys’ Suits with Knee Hants, age 4 to 14, prices from_* l 50 to
5.50
“
Hoys’Suits with Long Hants, age 10 to 1!),
3.1KI to
10.00
“
Men’s Husiness Suits, all sizes,
5.00 to
12.00
“
«
Men’s Fine Dress Suits,
y.ny to 15.00

-ment a-

-OUR-

■

Accepted.

was

-We Shall Place

We tan an Endless Variety of Soils io all Stiles & Colors. 2

l

| |5

Fancy Bow,
Kid House

For

| QQ

pers,

cue

Which

EXCELLENT^

So Como in sinil

$1.25

Button

Ladies’ Kid Oxfords, Patent Leather Tips,
Ladies’ Kid Opera Slip-

you
that too.”

-1 CASE FRENCH SATTEENS I-

Spring Go.,

HARD WOOD BAT AND A

We

Boots,

very much digat tin* Bangor sal-

per Gallon.

WALDO

^AN

t75

Shoes,

are

Springs, Fifteen Cts.

Mineral

B-O-Y-S-’

75

Men’s Genuine Calf Low

W.

be filled at the

-A.ISTID-

v-WE WILL GIVE WITH EVERY^

W. T. Colburns:

Men’s Good

Offer of 81,000 for

75 Pcs; AS W°E Press Roods

ft Bis am Boil (o Pi Ball!

CLARK.

Good

an

—THURSDAY,

-AT-

ran’t

good order.
Per Galloa without Jug.25
Bp the Blass, FREE, at the Springs.

ALL—

SUMMER SHOES

pers,

good order.
la Carboys, 13 Galloas. 3 25
$2.00 allowed for Carboys returned in
returned in

COUNTY, MAINE.
J\jYSICUXS, CHEMISTS, 1'UAItMACl.STS, &c., INVITED TO 1XVESTIGA TE.

Bargains T

Ladies’

brought, will

STOCKTON,

14, 1888.—4w24

s

Ac

Stockton
—OF

lloliuNt,

Men

returned in good order.
24 Qnart Bottles la Case. j.oo
$1.00 allowed for Case anil Bottles when

Write for Particulars.

or

W. A.
June

We Made

LIST:
SO Quart Bottles la Case.
.$a.0O
$1.30 allowed for Case and Bottles when

-ADDRESS.-

work to pay for machinery. No bonus. Reason
for selling plenty of room at the High St. building; business all together. Engine, boiler, nia'

-chinery,

UNEXCELLED.-

USING ACCOMPANY THE PACKAGES.

...

-CONTAINED IN THE-

Moody’s. Ladies’ Garnet Oxford Tics

Dutch, Pascagoula.
U>! t-LJ
1‘ort Spain, June
Arrived Bark Kaehel Finery,
iii-iit d with their treatment
Wyman, Boston, 17 days.
In
N.
s.
I
Stamford,
WJune
Conn.,
11. Arrived (ship Ala
May 30, Hester A., wife of
Sidney,
acn pool.
Thev emi-blerthe charge of ten dollars
Lewis Gatuagc, and daughter of Capt. Ralph Bevmedu, Chapman, San Francisco.
for the pri\ i:cge of standing a ti.-!i pole in the club
ereaux, id Searsport, Me., aged 30 years.
MAUITIMJ' MISCEl.LAXY
!u C»»md*m, .lune 2, Chauneey ilodge, aged /is
ic aa few minutes and
.-teppingashore on the
Bark John Watt, recently Bought By tlie Morses, years and 4 months.
ach t -r the purpose of landing their salmon dur- an ived at Bath
June 4, and was docked to Be alter
Li Camden, June 4, John I!. Voting,
aged so
one <lay's fishing.
-lundd they be so fortunate cd into a coal Barge.
years, s months and 13 davs.
June 4, the I ma.-tcd sch Calv in B Orcut,
In Lineolnvilie, May i:>, James If.
a
Bailey,
exorbitant, and when fully adverChurchill,aged
get out
lull Bath for New York. Capt. Bailey will return
10 years and 1 months.
t.
I they believe it will he strong inducement for to Bath as soon as
In On.no, June 3, Mary A., wife of Oren o. Stewpossible and have a duplicate*
-porfsnn-n to seek other held* t»f operation, and Ot hi- -Hi built. Both vessels will engage in the art, daughter of the late Capt. John P. Robbins, of
business
l
from
granite
Penobscot
nien.
Kiver
to
carrying
aged 00 years.
-ad drawback to the patronage of vvliat might be
\ovv Y ork.
!n Rockland, June I, Mary A., widow of Edmund
‘•aide tie- most popular fishing grounds in the
Banpie John II IVar-on, at Philadelphia from Bernier, aged 74 years and II months.
In Thomaston, June 3, Hon. Albert P. G<»ul<|,
naif}. When it is taken into consideration that Cienfuegos, reports May .">1, encountered squaliv
weather, wind from s's W, strong, shipped a aged 00 years, o months ami 4 days.
the state not only stocks the river at tin* state's
In Rockland, June 2, Emma F. Taylor,
heavy sea, which stove forecastle doors and Hoodaged 27
ed forecast le. JuncO, lat :>7, loll 74 passed a set tend
i’ i• -• but pays wardens to watch the pool day
Tears, s months and 23 davs.
of sperm whales.
In Appleton, June 2. I.ela Maud, daughter of
;-nd niglp, it is not to be wondered at that citizens
Barque Andrea Lovico, now at l’angor, after dis- Robert and Rachel Riplev, aged 2 vears, I month
ii.
state feel aggrieved H at their hired boatcharging at Buck-port a cargo «»f -alt from Tra- a mi 20 days.
In Rockland, June I, Eleanor, widow of Win. B.
pani, while on her way into port grounded on a
arc instructed not to -e* them ashore near tin*
shoal in Penobscot Bay and lay there some hours.
Robinson, aged s| years and 22 days.
Mub hon e to land a t!-Is, the} a
having paid the This -lionI i- seldom struck by vessels, and only
In North Cnion, June 1, Aaron*15rvant,
aged SO
oyalty exact* d. 'i'iii- *ln*uld l.e inquired into By those of large draught. It picked up an Fug- years.
li.-ii ship about 18 years ago, causing her to leak
In Waldoboro, May 2s, Maria II., widow of Nivan
the hotel men of Bangor. We have other inBadly, thus injuring a part ot tin* cargo.
Burkett, aged 73 years.
!
illation relative to the nut hod.- of booming and
(it U K Vovaiik.
sell Timothy Field (of BosIn South Thomaston, May 2*», Beborah 1L, wife
■v''Tti-ir.g bii.-ine-s at the pool which will be of ton, Capt C M Stratton, of Fumoinc, Me, sailed of William Blake,aged 02 years, II months,2days.
troin Boston March 15 for (jorec, Africa, where
In Cnion. May 14, Mrs. Nancy
-t to the public i «i
Savage, formerly
later.
liaps
-.he arrived after a passage of 25 days; thence proof Washington, aged 03 years.
ceeded to Dakar and Bathurst, landing cargo at all
In Ellsworth, May 27, Michael Sargent, aged 70
these ports; thence to st. Thomas for orders;
years, 4 months and 10 davs.
\ |\ \t.1 iavi s.
A l oat containing five men was
thence to Port de Paix, Jlayti, w here she loaded
In Ellsworth, June 2, Mrs. Mary A. Jordan,
xa:
I.
and hair of tin* party drow ned. The
'!
logwood for New York, arriving there on the 2d widow of Bycr P. Jordan, aged 73 years, S months
ami todays.
i-ted «'f -John smith, aged ;»!>, Harry inst, making the round voyage in 7:* day s, w liieh is
i}
no doubt quicker than any similar
In Bar Harbor, May 3<», Rodney S. Kirkbv, aged
voyage has over
'I* ;._t
_•;*. ifi- brother, William .1. Bishop, 22,
heen made by a sailing vessel.
21 years, in months and 22 davs.
d 1-ellov.
L«ix<; Vovaiik. The British Barque Balaklava
2*:, and George Grant, 2a, the last
In Hi land. May 24, Mrs. Lucinda II.. wife of Robarrived at San Francisco June
ert Snow, aged 03 years.
from London
a
doing sa-vci. Tiie drowned men were Vi
alter a remarkably long voyage of one year and
a
-tone cutters and industrious men.
They seventy-four days. Her misfortunes wen* many.
u
native- of Leicestershire county, Fnglund. There is not a sailor aboard w ho shipped on her
from Fngland. Ten sailors were washed overboard
•d on -initli and Fellows were
married, the wife of and drowned in a storm off <
ape Horn. While at
Die former being in Vinalhavcn, and the wife of Valparaiso for
repairs the remainder of the crew
latter in the old country. Grunt was rescued deserted. The barque was again caught in a storm
after leaving that port and lost two more men.
> D"’ -choonrr Harvester, Captain Roberts, after
Collision, schr. Ftnma F. Hart (of Camden,
iigitig to the boat an hour. The bodies were
Me.), Keen, from Boston for Brunswick, t.'a. light,
put into New London June 8 in tow, having been
-•
I for Mondav but were* not recovered.
"in'

TABLE

A

I* It ICE

-IN--

SARSAPARILLA.

Boston.

energy.

°sll,e tenter thoroughly cleanses the system, is a very mild cathartic, but
powerful
kidneys ; being also a TOMIC, « maintains the strength, imparling renewed rigor

Barrel 40 Gallons.$7.00
#1.25 allowed for empty ISarrel when returned in good order.
Per 5 Gallons In Jug.. 2.25
$1.00 allowed for Jug in good order.
Per 4 Gallons In Jug.
I.SO
80c. allowed for Jug in good order.
Per 3 Gallons In Jug. 1.40
05c. allowed for Jug in good order.
Per 2 Gallons In Jug. 1.00
50c. allowed for Jug in good order.

chine,Fixtures,Furniture,d-c.

Ijrlis

In Its

the

DIRECTIONS FOR

lli Sewing Machines, 1 Button
Hole. Machine, 1 Pressing Ma-

New

Bo.»ton.

ami

on

-AS

"Ho His^

a

a rare musical treat.
The affair is
unde;* ilie management of the Post <i. A. U. and
w ill consist of a
strawberry festival and promenade

r'“ actioH

,ts action

Per

900 Doses One Dollar

POUTS.

■11
.»

Would Call

SPRING WATER!

of Bright’s Disease, Calculi, Catarrh of the Bladder, Inflammation of the Bladtler, Kidney Complaints of all kinds, Rheumatism, Gout, Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Eczema, Nervous Complaints, Salt Rheum, Impurities of the Blood, dc„ dc.
cure

W. A. CLARK.

York, June f>. Arrived sells. Abraham
cemetery
Richardson, Pattershall, Bangor; F. G. Pendleand if the practice is co.united will he dealt with ton, Fletcher, Mobile; Oth, arrived brig Ned White,
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Elwell, Antigua; 8th, arrived sell. M. A. Achorn,
i*• tin* full extent of the law.
The finish on several
arrived bark Hudson,
Achorn,
Vinalhaven;
loth,
hi unmieiits has been broken and
County Coufrrenre.
nearly ruined.
Curtis, Neuvetas.
Boston, June 0. Arrived sells. Harry While,
The Prohibitionists of Waldo County ami ail
'"Mi.TitiM, to Take mi: I*i.ace or tiie Hen
Hopkins, Arceibo; May McFarland, Montgomery, others who believe in our principles, the* rights of
A certain whole number consists of Matan/.as; William
V- rsiioN.
Frederick, Burgess, Charles- labor and sectionalism forever wiped out, are religurcs. lb-move the left hand ligurc and an- ton, s. C.; Minolta, Crocker, Winterport; Dione, quested to meet at the Court House in
Belfast,
Geo. B. Ferguson, FerguHiggins,
Philadelphia;
il t
tin- right hand side, w hen the number
Saturday, June l«th, at 10.30 o’clock A. M., for the
son, Kondout; 8th, arrived sch. Mary L. Peters,
of electing a new County Committee, City
purpose
: inn i will be three times greater than the
Williams, Baltimore: 10th, arrived sells. Lacka- and Town Committee. At i o'clock I*. M. the Conm.iI number. lie«|iiired the number.
wanna, C’losson, Weehawken; Herald, Veazle,
ference will be addressed by Prof. F. W. (iowen,
Rock port. Me.; Mary Eliza, Morrissey, Winter- state
organizer, subject, “Organization and Cam•1-la. I.. Hyde,
cleared bark Fred E. Richards, Thorndike,
Work,” and T. C. Smart on “The Prohibigeneral agent for F. C. Morris & port;
paign
j
Buenos Ayres; 11th,arrived sell.A .llayford, War I tion
<
,\
-nin
Morris A Ireland is meeting with
Party’s attitude towards tlie Knights of Laren, Hoboken; Lester A. Lew is, Pendleton, Port ! bor.” The Conference will close with a
ringing
■at sin i-i-'S in the -ale of tin* Morris safe in this
Johnson; Prescott llazeitine, Kneeland,Nortliport, speech from Yolncy B. Cusliing, candidate for
ieinity. lb -old large numbers in surrounding L I. (at Wovmouth) James Holmes, Uvnn, Bel- Governor. In the evening a Mass Meeting will be
fast.
; -w nii.i< recently delivered om* here to .Senator
held in Pierce's Parlor Theatre. The speaker of
Somerset. June sth. Arrived seh. King Philip, the
evening \\ ill be Volney 18. Cushing. Let every
Nickel- and the town authorities have ordered a
Coombs, from Baltimore via Fall River.
Prohibitionist of the county bo present. Come
tin
one pursuant t«< tin- vote at the last annual
Philadelphia, June 4. Cleared bark J. W. Dress- and let us shake hands and prepare for the tight.
er, Parker, Matanzas; arrived hark Havana, SimT. C. .SMART,
town meeting.
mons, Matauzas; nth, cleared seh. Wclaku, CotChairman of Prohibition Countv Com.
! In concert promised for tin* evening of .July trell, Fcruandina; Oth, cleared brig Katahdin,
Swanville, June ♦*, 1888,
Hayes, Saco; 7th, cleared sch. M. B. Milieu, Dyer,
lili will he
in the Nichols

tu-•miments

STOCKTON
MINERAL

NO LIMIT TO WORK.

i

ARRIVED.

family.

w

last year—Fruit trees have blossomed

I’OUT OF BELFAST.

spiritualist and Hiiieralist Association will

hoy-

j

trip through the town; the
product is a little less

than it

w as

I

i

have

SHIR NEWS.

bold their seventh annual grove meeting in Smart’s
1 ■1
"Ne, Soars)tort, the ‘i.'td a:.d Jlth of this month.
IVopIc front a distance will be provided for over

'Hie

buyers

farmers for this

it.

account of ill health to sell and return

on

here with bis

their annual

thorough

price paid

left here several years
Pres«juc Isle, has been

ago

has attained.Wool

Machine Girls!
Pants Finishers!
Pants Makers!
Vest Makers!
Coat Makers!

i

average crop.Work on the roads is now in
order and it is needed too....Calvin Seal ley lias
returned from Bucksoort and says he is much
pleased with the school in that place.

picked nine from here played the club at
st'M-kton on tlieir grounds Saturday and took litem
a score

good player,

a

at last and the indications

down last

bought of Mr. L«rinncll a

\

into camp with

she

A

I

eon

success.

made

New York.

Harmon J. Stephens, of
week fortlie purpose and
tine family horse.

I

her fourtli

linues to meet with good
success

Ia-i week and left

on

teacher of instrumental music and

A. P.

WANTED!

question bu

improvement

Miss Evie Grant has entered

apt. W. \

at

be

economy of power that its value lies, but it j
economy of money as well, as it is sold very cheap

Inth.

ing

can

wheel Is a deckled
the most of those now in use.

Miss Hildas I.. Carver is spending several weeks
Capt. K. 1>. lllanchard and wife at East Cor-

(

There

success.

th.at this

ith

w

good

with

Look where

I»eavy,
High St,

Belfast,

Me.

1888.—.‘ini 14

BELFAST COLISEUM COMPANY

Latest and

Leading Styles in

MILLINERY!
Hlork Is the hirers! In tkr (Ilf. Murk u<
store ure loo well known loe further details.

Our

Pleased lo see all who are la want or

Hats, Bonnets and Trimmings!
Mrs. 1*. F. WKLLS.

STOCKHOLDERS Of said company arc
Notice of Foreclosure.
hereby notified that a special stockholders
Great
continue to
meeting will be held at the Coliseum llall, Thurs- TTTIKRKAS, TIMOTHY PI.UMKR, late of Monday, the 21st lust., at D o'clock A. M., to act on a ▼ r roc, in the County of Waldo ami State of
be
at
proposition to purchase certain rights in real es- Maine, on the 22d day of November, A. I>. 1851, by
his mortgage deed of that date, recorded in the
Store. Mr. H. Is
re- tate adjoining their property.
Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 75, Page 256, conto me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of
his
stock at these theNotice is also given that the annual meeting of veyed
company will he held at the same place on land situated in the 10,000 acre tract, so called, In
low prices. Now Monday, the second day of July next, at 7 o'clock Monroe, aforesaid, being lot No. 20, according to
to elect oflicers for the ensuing year, and to the survey of Andrew .Strong, containing 40 acres
P.
Is your
to get Href- act on any other business that may legally come and 32 rods, and bounded as follows to wit; Be*
liefore said meeting.
ginning at a stake the northeast of the lot on which
Solomon Twombly formerly lived; thence running
A. F. RICCS, President.
at
class, warranted
south, 20 degrees east, 170 rods to a stake; thence
Belfast, .nine 12,1888.—Iw24
north, 70 degrees east, 48 rods to a stake; thence
seldom offered. If you
north, 20 degrees west, 158 rods to a stake; thence
Notice.
south, 84 degrees west, 49 and a half rods to the
are
for
is to certify that 1 have given to my minor first mentioned bounds; and whereas the condition
SILVER WARE or
son, WILBUR A. M A COM HER, the remainder of said mortgage having beeu broken, now there'*
of his time during his minority. I shall claim none fore by reason of the breach of the condition thereof hi9 earnings, nor pay any debts of his contract- of, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
don’t fall to call.
ABRAHAMPLCMER.
ing after this date.
C. O. MACOMBER.
I
Belfast, June 14,1888.—24tf
Belfast, June 13, 1888.—3w24*
Monroe, Juae 8,1888.—3w24*

bargains
given
Hervey’s Jewelry
constantly
ducing
large
wonderfully
opportunity
goods,
prices
looking
WATCHES,
CLOCKS,
JEWELRY,

THE

Freedom

THIS

-1-'-

wonderful what

izens of tlie town will l>e
cents for 100 or 300 for $1.

al in the State Department to a representative of this paper. “How
many really rich men do
you suppose there arc
:n New England?
Very
few
Hut how manv do
you tlii..k there would be
oflic

supplied w

his health.
in liver regulators he invests Ids

wealth.

THE LOVING MOTHER.

spring, when llowers are waking and arc
shooting up the grasses,
The loving mother gives her children sulphur and
molasses.

itli fish at 50

to

CHEAPER THAH

PRACTICALLY

despair.

AMATEUR

In the

dressed
be has his last year’s overcoat
sponged and pressed.

>•»

repaired

J-.

tamr

I ?’

Age.

Why -hould we longer wait ?
The shifting seasons still will eome and go,

The sun will scorch in summer—and the snow
Will load the air, what time the north wind- blow
Why should we wait ?

Have

goods than they
get into their large store,
and must sell at some price to
more

can

make

for NEW GOODS
on the way.

room
now

by.

Why should we longer wait ?
Around us breaks the old unceasing din.
The empty w ar of seltishness and sii.;
Groans from the fallen—shouts from those who
win—
Why should we wait
Why should we longer wait?
The senses mo\e within a narrow bound;
We catch dim glimpses of a world around.
And life goes on like some confusing suuitdWhy should we wait?
Why should we longer wait?
For earth-horn hopes no more can ha\c their
In lonely nights, w e wait the breaking day.
Nor do we wish the morning hours to sta;
Why should w» w ait ?

SEIDGEPCliT. coni:.

We are agents tor me While Bronze Co. and can
show you some elegant designs and sample monuments' of their goods. We also have on hand the
LA lid ES V and BEST SELECTED stock of

city.

to be found in the

Bouquet Holders, &c.,

“Square Dealing

and

Low Prices!”
Is Our Motto.

J. C.

Thompson

& Son,

30 MAIN
TKEET.
Belfast, May 17, lsss.—:ini*2o

]

play.

Xow opening one of the most extensive lines of Parasols ever offered
in the city, which we will sell
CHEAP. Also

1

Parasols

-AT-

B. F.

Wells’.

Attention to our Comploto
Soleetod Stock of

xlettsirc linen

Comprisintj

of XE WEST and

Sold

Hair Vigor,

pr.uggisbs. and. l.Vt.turners.

Pimples

and

Blotches,

Si,.disfiguring to the fa. e, forehead, and
neck, may be entirely removed by the
use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the best and
safest Alterative and Blood-Purifier ever
discovered.
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold

by Druggists; $1; six bottles for $5
Iyr27

OH! MY HEAD.
The

pain from Neuralgia an<l
companion disease Rheumatism

its
is
excruciating. Thousands who could
be quickly cured are needlessly suff ing.
Ath-lo-pho-ros will do for
others what it did ldr the following

parties:

Wi"i

m«p«»rt. Tnd Oct.

1W7.
Having h«*su .-.itlicted with nwtiralgia for
th<*iMst i'»ury«*#.-s am! trying almost everything, but in viin I finally heard of AthlojihorTi’s Alter taking one bottle 1 found it
to l.« helping mo. ami after taking four lintties of Athlophoros and one «>f 1 ill*. I found
that I was entirely well. 1 think the medicine is positively a sure cure
Chaunuky B. Reddick.
Mt Carmel. 111.. I>p<* 26. W7.
I have used Athlophoros in my family and
f.nd it to 1>« the greatest medicine for neuralgia in existence and having had its fangs
fastened upon me for the past .'ki years I know
whereof I speak.
Mns. Julia Chilton.
Send 6 cents for the hcautiftil colored pic-

ture, “Moorish Maiden.

THE ATHLOPHOROS CO. 112 Wall St. N. T.

Ve

are

manufacturers Ajents

the

—FOR-

Master

Workman,

Richmond,
Pride of

Virginia,
and Merry War

TOBACCOES!

DINING
Miscellaneous
Hv-

:m<l

Cm-tnll^’

And

sal you RESPECTABLE GOODS CHEAPER.
We doidri if non ran
will in*/ to meet our prices on same quality of goods. In order to make,
ro'.m o r .«>/,• \E II’ G OODS ire are
offering some of our old stork at prices REGARDLEss *)E ('<»ST ! Call and see for yourselces. They are BA RGAIXS in curry sense
-of the word.
Ask to see our|
mm

fio! tiny

t‘ii>

Indestruetable % Fuel

I»ut is this all? We pray and wait,
Is there no recompense,
No sweet reward for soul and sense
IScyond the mystic gate?

Xo jierson after

and & Fire

ADJUSTABLE
we

are

LARGE LIXE

«

WINDOW

--

selling very loir.

db Co.

NOTICE!
-Having purchased

the

Interest of-

BEN HAZELTINE
-IN THE-

COAL and WOOD BUSINESS !
-1 shall

keep on

hand

a

full stock of-

Coal, "Wood, Hay & Straw,

Charcoal, Kindlings & Shavings.
-All

-OR

F.

of

-ever

Spring St.,)

H. FRANCIS &.

Co’s

lj

you are in want of AXYT1IIXG in OUR LIXE call and yet
N.l VE YOU MONEY and give you REST QUALITY.

Trleph.ae coaaectl.a with .Bee ul
hMMC.

ware*

The ltockland Opinion, Hem., thus ventilates
tits-‘personal liberty" elmnipioit of Belfast and
his sole follower:
The aide, astute and dignilied William -M.
Bust „f the Belfast Age. trailing along as usual
several years heuiitd the times, has just got
up
near enough to tlieprocession to perceive that
Democracy and prohibition are inconsistent,
and that the Maine prohibitory law is bad for
the cause of temperance and morals, wa-lefii!.
injurious to legitimate and honorable business,
and promotive of hypocrisy, perjurv and
political corruption. Having at last got'these facts
into his great but somewhat
torpid brain, Inset out lor the Augusta convention with the
design of instructing the party in these newly
discerned facts and of conferring upon it the
boon of being its candidate for governor on a
platform demanding the immediate repeal of
tlie law. Totally oblivious to the fact tiiat
repeal is impossible since the constitution of
the state now requires the prohibition of the
liquor business and forbids am sensible restrictive law, not having yet caught up with
events to that extent, lie pranced into the convention witli his impracticable proposition as
gallantly as the- Knight of file Sorrowful Countenance ever charged on a windmill, closelv
foilovved by a squire whom lie had picked nil
at Washington Mills, possessed of all tlie virtues of the original Sancho Panza. The chivalry and courage of tlmse doughty but crankv
warriors was recognized bv liberal
applauses
luit none would accept their idea of demanding
tlie simultaneous repeal of the constitution anil
tlie statute, and, alas, everybody
laughed at file
idea of Mr. Bust's candidacy. Indeed,
though
tile Democratic party is as solidly "agin"
prohibition as ever, it is not disposed to ask for
another vote of the people on the constitutional
provision, which would lie the only practicable
way of opening the question. So Don Quixote
and Sancho I'anza returned home, somewhat
bruised by tlie violence with which
they were
unhorsed and somewhat gloomy in
temper.
But their kicking does not hurt a little hit;
everybody laughs at it.

■ 1A
W ■

|

III

All Patent Medicines
•OLD AT REDUCED PRICES RY

-HOWES A CO.-

prices and

our

we

New

WjM

WS*

■r

We

sol!.

&

ALTERATIVE.

Actingmildlybut surely on the bowels

These are our regular
Hoots that we have
sold so man) of and have given such great satisfaction.

$2.00

Rood

cures habitual constipation, and
promotes a regular habit. 11 stlengthens the stomach, aud aids digestion.

DIURETIC.

style ar»d all solid leather. A Croat Hargain.
Li see. Hoots, ulf solid

leather,
1,00
Men's Seamless Calf Hutton,
Luce and Congress Hoots,
equal iu style, fit & wear to many
of the advertised $3.00 Shoes,
2.00
j I. a dies'

line

extra

composition the best and most
active diureticsof the Materia Mediea
arc combined scientifically with other
effective remedies fur diseases of the
kidneys. It can be relied on to give
quick relief and speedy cure.

A no

Hundredsof testimonials have boon roceiw-1
from persons who have used this remedy with
remarkable l>enetit. Send for circulars, giving

The DEBILITATED
The AGED

Children’s

i.r all kituls of

Caif £ Kangaroo

in stock.
before

Call and

names,
trated

an

Illus-

_„T r„
ever

Pamphlet1
H

after

—-has lilted it up for

As

a new

a-

£ Lunch Room.

feature i shall

use

use.

First-Class Cake «C* Fancy linker
am

now

prepared

t<»

furnish you with all kinds of

PASTRY, CRACKERS & PILOT BREAD.
FROSTING & ORNAMENTAL WORK
specialty.-

a

The BREAD CART "ill he on the route
about the MIDhLI] OF MAY everv afternoon
(Sunday excepted). Ncarsport, Tuesday and Saturday forenoon as in tiie past.

A.

IP. liIGGS.

ANOTHER

..

THE

TiK (ilVKN A WAT AT TIIK

TO

Boston 5 St 10 Oeit Store.
Remember any one billing OXK DOLLAR'S
worth «T good* or more at any one lime has a
-rhanec.—I keep constantly on hand Ihe largest line of

MOST WONDERFUL

FAMILY REMEDY

Crockery, Glass, Tin,
Granite Iron & Wooten

_

IF USED UP
With the below mentioned diseases

buy

a

It is warranted to

cure.

Appetite, Short

Breath

or

Ware,

TO

HE

EOINI) IN THE

H.

_20
a

91.00 AT AM. DRUGGISTS’.

->wis

-PROPRIETORS,

Helplessness Caused by Paralysis,

Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Liver, Kidney and Bladder Troubles, Chronic Bronchitis and
certain forms of

Dyspepsia.

Send 15 cents fora copy of "ion Emergencies and I!«.\ t.»
Treat Them, or What to Do Before You Get the Doctor.”
:•!.
ly bound and
illustrated. A “Treatise 0:1 Apoplexy”
will oe mulled free to any address.

profusely
Iyr32

-THAT

SARSAPARILLA I
everythin;/ but takes llte

LEAD as the BEST
BLOOD PURIFIER!
-AND

LOWEST

OOc.

u

BELFAST,

IN TRICE.-

Bottle.
MAINE.

19tf

Trunks and Valises
ALL

KINDS!

The limit stork la the city. Trask rata ay oae
■Ifht treat laaMe.

B. F.
2yrs50

The undersigned will sell ills
farm, about 20 acres of good farming land (1 mile from l’ost Ollier
on Belmont road) at a great barftOin. It has a good l>arnon premises .lix.30, nice well of
water, and cuts from 14 to
IS tons of hay. Inquire of
WM. BURKETT,
Corner Main and Cedar Sts.
s

OUR-

COFFEES!
Are FBESII BOASTED every week anil
that we. yet them of the LABGEST Coffee

-House in New England.-

HOWES iL CO.

..

...

Or (.. \X

IT

Mala

WELLS,
Street,

Belfast.

a very desirable
place in which to foster
trout or other sorts of tish. Any one
desiring such
will do well to call at the P. O. in Monroe
Village,
Me., for further particulars.

The two
story, double tenement
house, situated on the corner of
Union and Commercial streets.
This house Is in good repair lias.
an excellent well of water, land
for gardening, and will be sold at a reasonable,
price. Apply on the premises.
MRS. L. T. COTTRELL.
Belfast, May 25, 1888.—22tf

For Sale.
The subscriber offers for sale
his dwelling house on High street,
Belfast.
The house is in good
condition and pleasantly located.
Terms easy.
O. W. FRENCH.

work In my vest shop, one
who has had aomc experience in examining
and bushellng vests. Address

ABUSHELER

to

T. A. ELLIOTT, Brooke, Me.

MOVED!

RICHARDS has removed to Ffe. 18 Maid
W1I.Street,
Kean's Hat Store, where he will
to
all of his
•

be
of

pleased

over
sec

old customers and lots
new ones.
Call and see his large stock of Sewing Machines, and if you don't wish to buy bring
in your old one and have it cleaned and repaired.
Oil, needles, and parts for all kinds of machines.

Belfast, Feb. 2,1888.—5tf

••

I\ r4:i

(genuine (gas
F^ed H tin tag on

a

Boston

Lowi'si

SuniiiMM' Service

to be tlge sou. :st
and rgost lasting piece
of Standard Chewing Tobacco

Commencing Wednesday,

on themarKet. Trying
a better test than any

it is
tral K
about it. Give it a fair trial.
Your dealer has it.

:tljs4 th&'&o

K*'Stan, daily » \> |>t ma 1.1
it ;
I-<»r Cnni'lcii ami lb-, klan
'.a.
I" v M
and -JAn e. M.
K«*v V>rth|»»rt. daily c\.-cj.t mi:.-!;
F.>r M-ar>|M'H. daily except
-...
\. M.. nr
tr* u. \\
•.|■ <ti an i\ :d >d st» ana
F. r lin.'k'i'i.rl. \\ intc rj*■ I. Han ;
n
yi-r atA. .M
daily except Monday. :n d
\i
daily except Minday
Fort Point and "umly Faii.t. d.. a. ix
day, at :> -_’o e. m.
I .*r

c

it i n

tyr’d

■

RETURNING

the market.

glossy,

They
and

so

Masary’s

best-fitting and

CALL

E).

C.

of

dyed

most

P.

id

OF

am

April *2<l.
<-n

the

tho best black Half-Hose in

a

as

are

fast and

unfading color, soft

not to be tender.

SHAWKNIT, which

are

Must Successful and Must

laity.
l.i niianJ »...

ular

Range

comfoiiabie of Half-Hose.
SALE

BY

-'"Jl

MASS.

Pop-

Hurnliaiu.

in the Market.

I
i'

Co.’s Hoisting Engines.
DIFFERENT STYLES AND SIZES.
New York Safety Steam Power t’o.’s Horizontal
and Yertlcal Automatic Engines.
Specially adapted for Electric Light duty; higla ->
grades of workmanship; over-4,duo in use.
ATLAS ENGINE WORKS’ STATIONARY AND PORTABLE BN G INKS.

•; .1

\ti<1 \.
»i ooK-.in

WOMAN OK CHi: :)
who is not hies; ml with
a fair, healthy Skin,
i 51roub!e '1 w i th 1 ; r.o r s

HICHLY ENOORSF

6

{-. SUin-Siu'i

ilru:-;

Al

\

Palni'-r' It* mi*

Harry
has tor sale

xi.

PrujUtflM* report

Staples

Stilts
"old

nice open Wagons, Carriages,
which he will sell :i( as good bar-

>kin-mu

Ill'll!
at

druy

e-s

of IF II. M.

slot.

Mielelons,
gains as can be obtained in Waldo Count).
ami

A

hii'id

MetReuI

V.'orSi

f«v

OR. P. E.
PHYSICIAN &
BELFAST.
llerxe)*s

Oxer

MAINE,

Jewelry

store.

No.

HTimii One >1 ill inn

103

general pra*-tie»

N.

shall open in eoimeeiion with mv
a
I’KIVATK DISPKNSAKV. Forthihall he in my oiliee e\er\ Tuesday and
saturda) Irani it) A. it., until 1. i*. >1., wiien
will main* all examinations and consultation-;
<>i'< fmr<i>.
At all other limes mv prices for prole-sit.nal 1 -iI and eon.-altation- x\ ill conform i<• the
seiie.iido c-taldishe i b> tlio Waldo Co Medical
As Miei.-niois.
Beitast. Mav b). I»S.— l.uf
i.

iij'i,

I

.Specially.

<>l

1

|

1

lioetoii,

Proprietor.

Formerly of Steamers Cambridge and Katahdin.

CLOSED OTTT !
just
HAVING
FRED G. WHITE,

closed out. our business to MR.
of this eilv, we would
earnestly request all parties holdingelaims either
for or against us to present the same at the earliest
possible moment, as wc intend leaving town soon.
Farties wishing to settle accounts can do so by
calling cither at our olliee at MESSRS. F. II.
FRANCIS A CO., or at the lower olliee at store-

^°Hc!fast, Way 1st, isss.

HAZELTINE.

F. L. BANKS,
Attorney & Counselor at Law,
MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.
Collecting anil Conveyancing « Spccioty.
March

MRS. 0. L.

HARRIMAN,
Stockton, Me.

«<nn tn «qnnAB?ONTH can be made by
^lUU III 4>uUU working for us. Agents pre-

ferred who can furnish their own horses and give
tSietr whole time to the business. Spare moments
way be profitably employed also. A few' vacancies in towns and cities. B. F. Johnson a Co.,
4wtK
I’abUslrerg, 1001) Main St., Richmond, Va.
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PORTLAND,

Printed

MAINE.

Best facilities for instruction in Academic studies,
with Military Drill. Faculty: Then. F. Leighton i
(Yale), Joshua lb Crane (Brown), Head Masters;
( lias, lb ('ushing (Yale), Fdmund A. Dcbanno
(Hamilton), Masters; Prof. li. F. Klonncr, Tactician and Instructor in the Modern Languages.
Boarding Student- admitted on anv date. For full
information address cither of the llead Masters,
‘mil

One Pair fdaiGhed Speedy Drivers!
Bt SINLSS
stock.

HP2 A

BROS.
I1U

BONDS

IlOltSKS & MARKS,
which has colt by side, all Provincial
One second hand grocery wagon.

yiehliny from
will be foiniil
which will be
ention.

Carriage

.7 /

to

ti per rent,

monthly list,
fiirnisheil on ii/ijition

our

SALK !

fFIlK subscriber has for sale cheap a good second
i hand TOP CARRI Afilb For further particulars enquire of F. M. Lancaster, at his store. Main
Street, or of J. L. Sleeper, with It. H. Coombs A
son. Main street.
Belfast, May l.'», ISSH.—20tf

HINDERCORNS.

The only uaro Cure for Corns. Stops nil pain. Ensures
comfort to the feet. 15c. at Druggists. Hiscox A Co., N.Y.

From its combination of valuable medicines, is superior
the essence of (linger In the cure of Cramps, Colic.
Dvspcpsia and Bowel disorders, and Is Invaluablo for alt
Tnrontand Lung troubles. I so it without delay if you
liavu Clough, Bronchitis, Asthma, XVeok Lungs. Me, & |1.

to

Congress M., Portland, >!»•.
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INVESTMENTS.

good

Second Hand

BANCROFT,

&

IVi1 offer for sale a
hoirr Selection of Mnnicifxil mnt Unit rouil
Itonils suit able for Surint/s Itnn/.s,
Trusters anil I'oiiserrnlirr llni/rrs.

HORSES!
Several
one of

EASTMAN

in

■_

n

rnm sum
Al.,y, Paiu

he

the
exactly as represented l:y the sample,
ptirelui.se money w ill ho refunded.
l’lease give us a trial and or how o.i m i. ;.. .u
do your shopping in tlii.- \v;»y
P»\ hcic -archil
to state in your hdter, as marly a
m. |hc
kind of goods y ou do-ire. y our ordci w ill n ooi\ o
more prompt ami satisfactory attention.
to

i.
,

Qatar ft H

f-ly s

t ■;
record of the pit turn!;. IA
yvaibusiness speaks for us. If you w ml anv atti loin
w
t..
our line, plea-e w rile to us. -lai :i<
hat pat
I.it
kind of g.Is you waul, and wo wi'l -ond y.>u
Samples, by mail, free, w ith pi i> ..mi k- d a

.i-

$1.00 V l» 1 \ l

J. F. MF.RR0W & CO.,

our

l».

PL AM.

I.'imm-all large aval ci.mli.i iah!<
'.ill bat.
at tael ie.l
ample pa! i:
mi'ii
e.ife and billiard ••.•m a
a
in even respect.
\\

Our

May 7, l.*S8.— PJ

l.'Olf

Boat for Sale!

aieI M

f.n

depots,

not

IS, 1888.—(hull

DOUBLE END CENTER-BOARD ROWING
BOAT, with mast and sail, for sale cheap by

l;

STRICTLY ONE PRICE BUSINESS.

the American
rales from

il.

| allUH'lnr 'I

Ut iiitMlfiiiMi,

We have the large-t -!"• k
Poods in tin* state. We do a

City.

anil European
Elan.
June to October.
J. ALONZO NUTTER,

weII

i•

EUROPEAM

max
Sibley\s

V 'll
I

i

bought at going prices.
Belfast.

.V Co.,
stamps to A. I’. « >nlM
he L medieal \»-wk puh i hoi-

lyrl:>

SAiLMAKER !

Swan A-

-lit

,‘m'iiu

maker or Awnings, Carpets, Tents, Hammocks, ami ever)thing manufactured In a llr.stclass sail loft,

on

1.1

I
|

Also

Place of business

.i,

I

T. Osborn,

old 'JUXK a

pb

lyrJI

XV.odd a ■- to bis friends in Belfast and virinitv
that be ha's leased the SANKOKN lltUSK STAKLK,
and will be plca.-cd to w ait on all \v i-hing to stable
or to*, d horse- w bile in the. eit\.
lie also lias a few
good teams t > let at reasonable rate-. NORSKS
KOI (.111 AM) SOLI).
•t he promising voting P ITCIIK.N STALLION “TORNADO;* may be found at this table. Young Tornado is t w e:11
three months old, fifteen and onehalf hands high, weighs eight hundred and seven
live
pounds. I- a son ol (Uadstnnc l‘atehen, he
ty
a
grandson of (b.dfrcx Patehen. Dam the well
know n iiideon Mare Nettie Rice, bred by Warden
Rice ol Th'imast.on, owned at one time in Belfast
bv (b*o. (>. Bailev, S. W. Johnson, and more recently bv F. II. A. i »oody, of Brooks. Young Tornado
has a slacking gate and can trot one half mile i:i
one thirty without a skip or break.
Ib lfa i, March *2h, isss.—tf|:{
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XV. T. HOWA11I).

\ Special

..

LUCE,
SURGEON,

pairing.

434 Fifth Avc., New York

Yons:::

Men.

line is kept constantly on hand.
Iir.».*ks Village, May I. l»s.-:imIS

THE

marc;

I

EXHAUSTED VITALITV

It Is

lor jour Interest to rali and see him at Ills new
repository, where a good variety of stock In his

undersigned are prepared h* make contracts
to build or repair buildings <.f every dc.-crip
tion. Competent workmen and designers t'urni li
ed at short notice. In addition to lumber of c\ cry
description we tire prepared to rui n';-'.: workmen,
staging, and everything needed in IntildinL- and re-

ST.

Ikdi

iv

some

How.
(Mice hours from 7 to i> A. XL, and 2 to i l*. XI,
Olib e open evenings from 7 until !1, except when
prolessionaily engaged.
Night call- promptly answered from the with -e.
1 >;-ea,o. Women ami Children a >peeia!ly.

HOTEL

•>

FOR rough or seaty
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless aso Preservati\e.
Pc rfeet as a healer.

Phoenix

All Mmettn Shades, Plain
or Decorated, arc
unsurpassed in Beauty,
and
Finish.
Mounted cn firstDurability
class Spring Roller ready to
hang.

:

/.

sQTby*
Medical Profess'on.

Oliire

>n all colors.
and Transparent.

...

;:.

01,000.

dm If

AT AUCTION !

^Shades
The Art Shades
Decorated

•: 11
t\ J-

to any ivta::.

BANGOR, ME.

Tilt: well known ( apt. i:. I'. < I'WlNt.il AM
L farm, containing one hundred acre.-, situated
in Norlhport on the shore road, ahoiit. tu« milefrom the city of Belfast, will be sold by publie
auction, on the premises, June 30, |svs. at 10
o’clock A. M., together with the farming tools, tin
less sold by private sale before that time. Thenarc on this estate about forty acre- of the most
desirable shore lots for summer cottages on tinPenobscot Bav, which will be sold separate!’, it
desired.
<11 As. BAKER, Aguit.
Belfast, June I, KSSS.—lw>

Marks !
of the bent American <(■ Italian MaroU
Also Marhic Shelves always on hand.
Any one in want of Cemetery work
1 dense call tit my shop ami examine my new stock
of line finished Marble of elegant patterns, in
Langworthy Building, nearly opposite Ellis
-ml& Ginn’s Store, Belfast.
1 warrant every job to give satisfaction ami will
sell at prices lower than can be found in tin- state.

1.*.

WOOD, BISHOP & 00,

Valuable Real Estate

MAM TACT!' Kill:

i.ul

Palmer's SklibSuccess
Face, m-.i!p .R.
This is Wok tit

St- and 159 Friend St..
OiuT!
BOSTON, MASS.

Monuments, Tablets

j.»

foj erupt ions

J. H. HOUGHTON,

3VEAR3LE

;;
us

alt it..|n
■'
\ |;.
i*' ii.l. In
t i•
i:1 -!. an-... |n
up am! tin-

ham

in.

•1

loo

arr
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n
a.in.
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1

Wire Rope, Etc.

a

l.i

\\

uniliam. > .'«•
.mi
••umml'-i.
nit\ .i.:
:
’in>ni*iikt\.

straitrht pa-'-cnsjei tram-.
I.imited tiekets for BoMon av i- u
from Belfast and all stat <■» <■: IT
Through tifkets i<» all ]**.•! t«. U «•-! a: \ t;
ia all rentes for sale M I I.. row !.•
i.
\..•
fast.
|
\\ i: .booth! n.
iv\Y-n\ thki
: tieidl l’a->. and I irk. t \.;t.
(.• ,i‘i Ma
Bel ta.-l. Mail’ •»:. l»s
:

Plain side valve and automatic. Nearh i;,nun hi use.
These engines arc sold for lf-'S no»::i-> than an.
other engine of e«pial value. A full line <1 tinabove engines in stock.
Boilers of every description, Stone Crushers,

Shingling Made

.?c«

11*

Lidgerwocd M’f’g
300

,u_. :

aif

Closets, Klevnied Shelves, land
Tank, t icket Poor and Pedal
attachment. In fact, every variety
or style wanted.
Faery Kamre warrant*-*!.
For sale l»y all lirs|-* ]as^ il-ahrs.
Man-

BROOKS SARRIAGES.

t

n

■

—

iimniin-

m-

Its irreat superiority Y a■•knowl !_■ 1
hy all experts and tie* ‘nan;, thoimm
who liave tills ramie in use.
Made of t1
very hot materials hy thorough m
elianies.
We
the
warrant
Poval
Clarion to comprise more impr«>\
incuts than any other make.
We furnish
ihetn
with
Plain
Loirs, Cabinet
15as(‘, Top or Low Hot

KALISI1,
PALMER,

LOWELL,

BURGESS.

Tlmrniiiki'

the

SHAW STOCKING CO.,

MAINE.

The irreat sal*-s of lit* Koyai (Yuan:;
prove the fact that it is the

I .11.

>

i:

n

ufactured and for sal*1 hv

Canal

TIME!

HI 1.1 AST.

Hi* 1 fast.TO.*.
< it\
r■ int
T l«>
W;iMo_

3I YKK AINDUKWS,
And the trade generally.-

"a

COLISEUM BUILDING, 47 MAIN ST.,
BELFAST,

ami after
1. will un

Gn

—,

SIDMOV

Colors."

goods.SEE ME.
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The SNOWBLACK

Gunpowder.
“

l EL FAST.

Maine Central R. R.

•

hl&'&kc W'liack‘\$tocki!iii

The SNOWBLACK

s.

Mitts"

Powder

CHANGE

a.in.

titan Heady Mixed Paints,"
Oriental

TO

I

■

The mos t popular Range ever sold

I ! !\ I.

oj' tlo

/ shiil/ continue the agency for Ho sab

.J

From F»a-ti>n. daily • xcept Minday at '• r. \!
Fi an Id <« k la ml. daily e xccpt M a
a.
(> •: \. \<
and daily except smiG.iy ;il 1 r w.. -in iiii _■
intfi mediate landing-.
I
m m
Searsport daily except s
I
in lki lie-, r. r <1.1 1 line at I
lainpdnn \\ 11 '• -ra
and Ihn k.-poit, dail\ except Minda\. at
A \ M
and II v. M.
Fi ;n "and y l’nint a!
I
i. M
11
i it ’■
\. M..
daily except "in d
I Fin i> w mil:. Agent. !-.
WII.I I AM I! nil I.dlM i:
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♦0/£ y/ayA j iv&W'il Kiri-

Surplus Stock,
give
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of thesr in-o in no stocks
tlo hll't/est stocks of poods in Hit 'vi/.'

mg customerthe hem jit

June 1 a.
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I
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/ shall

will W:i\c licitasi

>li .inters
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I'l-icc.s !

And in Order to Reduce

11®*.

edged

Wm. C. 5IAUSIIALU.
Is--'.—li
ttelra-t. March

The consolidation
om of

Bangor

■

-line at the-

Very

&

sTKAMsmr < <>mr i .v \.

e\/ery plug.
Old Honesty is acif--.wi-

j

say that / shall remerc my i.rhnsm .-!■>,-J: to th>
(foliseum lluildinp soon, irhen / am iir-p.nd
yire them (,‘OOJ) HAUH l/.V.s' in ali po,-ds in my

Belfast, May 20,1888.—22

MOVED!

Ofl ESTY

respectful It/ invite ail custom- ,v •m>i frit Is of
the oh! jinn to continue tlo ir pat m-unpt at H< old
place. To mil ohl fricllrls and citshnihrs / iroitld

__

Monroe, Me., May 31,1888.—23tf

WANTED I

and 83 Main St.

For Sale.

MR. J. BtJSSY
to Inform the public that lie lias three
WISHES
his farm in Monroe which
living springs
would be

Bitrkktt, 81

Belfast, April 20, J8SS.—tf 17

Uirnese*
of Northern Iowa. Southwest,
East Control Duke; to VaterP vca. Sju t Lai;.
Sioux Falls and many then, vv a.
at’
a:;
A ..a
The Short Line v in Sour-:
i:
la..a.:
superior facilities to trim 1 to.
>
apoli3, Cincinnati and et.b.For Tic kets. Mcpc. F-lde.'
o*
I. k
Of*
tiou, apply at cav Cou
J S
!I.
A.
iSCLBRc
E. ST. JQHB,
C-o.. 1 Tk:.
Pas
Gen'l Manager.
Ar t
CLIC-AC, ILL

/

^

on

OB’

CJo.

Farm for Sale.
...

Remem'beR.

Don't cure

Howes cfc

ENOSRI R4.II FALL, VERMONT, F.S.A.

WM. O. POOR & SON,

When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Cast aria.

JUST B.ECE1VED BY

_

DR. F. S. HUTCHINSON & COMPANY.

I

3UILD1NG,
Vo. 47 Main St.. He!fast, Mr..

COPELAND,

Wheezy Breathing.

..

-rn

COLISEUM

HIGH

STREET._
CORDS

the favorite between Chi'-mro. Rock i.-i c.d,
Atchison, Kansas City .aid Mu re a .-'.is w. St.
PauL Its Watertown branch travels s the a

‘•WHEAT AMD DAIRV BELT'

Co.,

CITV.

Remarkable Cares

which have been effected bv Hood's
Sarsaparilla are
sufficient to prove that tins medicine does misses*
peculiar curative power. In tin- severest eases of
scrofular or salt rheum, when other preparations
have been powerless, the use of Mood’s .Sarsaparilla has brought about the floppiest results.
The case of Miss Sarah (;.
Whittier, of Lowell,
Mass., who suffered terribly from scrofulous sores
that of Charles A. Huberts, of Hast Wilson, X. Y.
who had thirteen abscesses on bis face and neck
that of Willie Duff, of Walpole, Mass., who had
hill disease and scrofula so bail that
physician.*
said he could not recover, are a few of the many
lustances in which wonderful cures were effected
by this medicine.

The author of “Cape Cod Folks" Is now the
mother of twins. The howling of the critics probably seems to her, about tills time, like the soft
susurrus of a wind-stirred lake.

W. K. Morison Sc

Mrs. <■. A. Stevens, of Stockton, got Ihe lamp
drawn May 31 si. Who gets this one?

G.
Symptoms that indicate the use of AN'TI-A 1*0Pf.KC’TIIVE:—Dizziness or Pressure in tin* Head, Spots before
Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of the Heart, Pain in Kej>ioi
al Heart with
feeling of Suffocation, Kinging Sound in Ears
Numbness and Prickly Sensation of Limbs,
especially the Arm
Pain between Shoulders and in Side,
Dry Cough, Flatulence
Sour Stomach, or if suffering from General
Debility with Los4
of

& irons, &c.

Croquet Sets, Ice Cream Freezers, Carts,
Bird Cages, Lunch Baskets, Vases,
Toys, Hanging Lamps, 4c., 4c.,

bottle of

HUTCHINSON’S ANTI-APOPLECTINE.

Xo cause for complaint.—Professional
ssociate
(to legless man begging on street eoruerl -“How’s
business?” Legless Mall—“I can’t kick.

If you arc weak and weary from some so-called
chronic disease, don’t give up. .Sulphur Hitters
lias given hoiic to many invalids, where hitherto
there was nothing hut despair. It will build up and
renew your whole system.—Editor Weekly Ameri-

Carriage Woods

Ilaviup bought flu rutin' stork, ji.ctnres, poc.d /rid,
-of the lute jinn if-

HALL aV COOPKK.
Belfast, Sept. 15, 1SS7.—:J7

All who

The Famous Albert Lea Houto
Is

\y i t.m:smost :

Don’j forget Ihe place, «1 Main St., next door be-low Locke's Jewelry Store.1 al.o wish t-i extend thanks for vour liberal
patronage in the past, and hope hv fair dealing and
strict attention to loudness to receive the same in
the future.
-2mLS

Kansas & NcJ)rasl'-i f* y

-.

Frown e It. foaled in I'-c,. !,y Kaiser. b\ Dcorge
W I k»'s, eolieeded to he 1'he (.ivate.-t IT*.*t t
illg >iie
•lam Mary Wither- uln> took a premium at Fan
g-u* as a 3 years ohl' by Den. Wither-. 2d dam,
KMeen.
The dam of Kaiser was b\ Dictator -ire of Jav
2d dam by A h
Fy* See 2 In. Phullas 2.13’. etc.
moiit: 3d dam b\ Zenith. -"ii of A meriean F.elipse;
otlier dams for t:\ t* generations thoroughbred
This eolt i- of tin* very highest breeding and a
gvhi:in.' W likes. That he will be a trotter every
horseman prediets. A long price could have been
obtained from an Ohio breeder reeentlv. but lie imvded here. Fook full.

WINDOW and PICTURE GLASS,

66

the

the finest in the market. Call and see it in
Having secured the services of a

LYNN, MASS., I

OF THE LARGEST NTOl'KS OF

Paints, (s, Farniste,

McDowell Portable Oven,

from

Ilclfasf. I

moil stbeet.

Wishes to inform the people of lied fast ami
vicinity that he has leased the store formerly
occupied by Mrs. MrCAIJTlIY, Main St., and

Bakery

KALISH,

EAR SWiiRS,

A.

ASA F. RIGGS

thank

their lucky stars.
buy or order direct from us. and request it. shall receive a certificate that the
money shall
bo refunded if not
abundantly satisfied. Retail price. 35 cts.: C bottles. S2.00. Express prepaid to
ouy part of tho United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. P. o. Box 2118. Boston Mass
....

goods

see our

purchasing.

COLBURN,

-made

m IN™L

NSO

to

when we cross the Isthmus to the Paoilir, do we have to wait long at Colon for Hie
steamer?” “Certainly not; I thought everybody
knew that Colon wasn’t a full stop.”

TWO

Shoes

New Bakery.
First Class

GOODS.

Consolidation j i

The

gentlemen at very low prices. All
the new styles in
Ivitl
ISiitton stiicl

constantly

BURLINGTON. VT.

Cures Diphtheria. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pj eum
>nia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough. Catarrh, Cholera Morbus. Dysentery, Chronic Dicontaining inforarrhcea, Kidney
mation of very
Troubles, and
great valuo.
EvSpmal Diseases.
erybody should
We will send free.
liav. this book
postpaid, to an
and those who
who send their
send for it will

Steamship Etruria, which arrived at New
ork at it o’clock,
Saturday morning, June 2d
made the trip from Queenstown in Sclavs and
2,i hours, the quickest passage on record,*

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,

SIDNEY

cheap.

very

Chicago,

“Great Rock leler.c! Rout:."
Extends West and Southland St. Joseph to NELt'O.
VILLE, TOPEKA. IIKdl.
in
HUTCHINSON. CALDWELL.
KANSAS AND SOUTHER: aSPSASKA
and beyond. Entire puese:;cuirvr.ter.t
celebrated Pullman mam.bu av. All can ty ,.p
pliance3 and modern improv

Dark hay, 15'.,' hards, foaled in is.-;,. !
Judge
Advo«*ate
-in* of Thornbe*rry 2.21 >. 1>\ Messcnirer Duvoe
-ire »•! tifteen 2.30 trotters,' l>\ Hamblctoitian.
Dam, bay marc Kathleen by ilamblctonian Chief
.-iie- of Deorgc *«.. 2.24' L '. by Mietdlctown by
llamblctemian ; 2d dam tjuecn.
Judge Advocate was bred at stemy Forel Stock
Farm, N. >
when* tlu* great California stallion
Llectiemeer was raised. His dam is the dam of
Admiral, .-ire "I sister 2.21'.,, Huntress 2.2.-' and
was by fa.-.-ius M.t la\, whose son is the sire- of
Flre-tionccr’s dam.
This young .-tallion is an inbred Hamldotonian.
uniting*- the Ilamblctonian and ( !a\ Mood .Me
b1 >"*d ■11 Deo. Wilkes and electioneer in his sire
with the ilambletoiiian and Star blood tlu* blood
of Dexter. Dictator. &<*., is his dam.
This colt in form and structure unite- line linisit
with g**eat power. Though he \\ill not he 3 yearold until next >eptemher, In* can now show a.3
minute gait.
Terms 15.

and

Shoes

particularly large aloek

Fine

wells. Richardson a co. Prope

iy*

I

soft

and

Kid Hutton Hoots
2.00
Ladies' Kid Hatton Hoots
1.00
Ladies' Crain Hutton Hoots
1.00
Ladies' Cood Serge Congress
Hoots
7~,
Misses' Crain Hutton Hoots, a
good school shoe
,1)0

In Its

TVT C' DI7ATTO
IN Hj rv VUUO

2.00

1.15

Men's

it

t

Cry

j

JUST EECJEIVED AT

Men's Calf Hoots reduced to $1.75

■>

ItL VKIt L GOD !

4S Main SI rot,

Wo have just returned from market with the
largest assortment of Hoots & .Shoes ever brought
b* Hclfast.
These goods were bought for cash
down, at a much lower ligure than bu vers oneredit
could |>ureliase them, and will he sold at accordingly low prices.

(see

«

£»ou.

Shoes

W. T.

LAXATIVE.

UT

pay you to examine our goods and
prices before purchasing.-

j

Stock!

Roots

tiw22

It drives out the poisonous humors of
the blood purifying and enriching it.
and so overcoming those diseases
resulting from impure or impoverished blood.

years <>lil record, •J.J'.'C.'
1.-S4. by Prescott—dam (Jueon

-IN-

-OF

will

inare the best and safest
Nerve Tonics.
It strengthens and
quiets the nervous system, curing
Nervous Weakness, Hysteria, Sleeplessuess, &c.

A

II IVy^

1*. T. Barnum has presenteil a .*230.000
gift to
tho Fairfield Historical Society and the Bridgeport Society jointly, in commemoration of ?ds
seventy-eighth birthday. The gift consis’s of a
stone and brick building on .Main
street, too
feet square and 10 stories high.

for Pitcher’s Castoria.

It Hill

Latest Styles!

Front Liior Bools

gradients,

m

-will be found at the old stand.-

Belfast, May 2,1888.-M8

one we

Woodcock
Belfast, May 17, ltsS<.—Sir.lj
1>.

for young

EVER KNOWN.

■ft. N. E. KEENE

7. G. WHITES.

WARRANT every

of--

<3 NERVE TONIC.
Celery and Coca, the prominent

The Democratic Don Quixote and Sancho
Panza.

Children

all to he the best.

miilimock-s block.
Hclfast, May 10, isss.—(hull)

I,n fairer lands, unniarred bv paiiv
And all the pangs of earth,
Thy ransomed soul shall limI it- worth,
And Heaven sludl lie thy gain.
til I S N. l'ACKAl:!!.

can.

-will receive prompt attention.-

acknowledged by

31.

shown in this city, and they are RARGAIXS that cannot he heat.-

m

Don’t Despair.

AT-*-

prompt-

FURMSHING
is

-BaUy Carriages!-

Tlnui who boldest in thy newer,
1 lie dearest gifts ol' Heaven,
t ntn tills foot-sore friend be riven
Tliy richest, sweetest dower.

orders left at the-

WAREHOUSE, (foot

SCREENS I

--

Slmll aspirations blighted here.
Anil liuds whose fullest bloom
Lie withering in the silent tomb,
t oil nf sweet fruitage there!

The

will have them

Novels i! Periodicals!

a

of-

Also the LARGEST and REST line,

“Captain,

-also-

Kindler !*$-

trying it would In- without il.-

one-

-He have just received

-which
work unfinished, pulseless biva-f,
And eyelids closed in sleep,
No sound can wake thv slumber
deep.
No voice disturb thy rest.

Furniture!

—THE III PRICES II! ARE II! LOW !—

sell them to traders at
RCTTOM
PRICES ,and consumers can SAVK MONEY ! rapidly progressing.
-by buying of us.-

Howes

us

—

and

SUITS,

('OilIIECT STYLES of the season in oil XE II’ DESItlXS of
—-WOODWORK and UTIIOLSTE11YI-

the Chicago Times, the disintegration of the Knights of Labor in Chicago is

can

to

-Iv tilled.-

MOS T 11SIIIOXA IS L E

showing

arc

Thy

According

sending orders

^

ready for
Country

Men's Scared Caff Hoots
Men’s l\ Calf Hutton Hoots

**

Ayer’s
by

nines

we are

good.

ivsx.

For the Journal.
’Tis finished now'. The
struggle oYr.
The gallant spirit free,
The silent form alone we see
At rest forever more.

Don’t Wait

is close at hand and

FINE LINE of the BEST GOODS.

a

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R
Its maiu linos and branches intitule CHIC AG*.
PEORIA. MOLINE. ROCK ISLAND. DAVENPORT. DES MOINES. COUNCIL BLUFFS. MUSCATINE. KANSAS CITY. ST. JOSEPH. LEAVATCHISON. CEDAR RAPIDS.
ENWORTH.
WATERLOO. MINNEAPOLIS, and ST PAUL,
and scores of intermediate cities.
Choice of
routes to and from the Pacific C> ast
All transfers in Union depots
Fast trams of Fine Day
Coaches, elegant Dining Cars, magnificent Pullman Palace Sleepers, and (between Chic:
Sc.
a
Joseph. Atchiscu and Kansas City) L.
Chair Cars. Seats Free, to holder.; of thn a d
ilrst-class tickets.

I’reseott is by Harold, .-ire of Maud S. (record
-’.ns V and his dam was hy Alexandci ‘s Abdallaii,
-in* of (dohUmith Maid,* 2.14
as is the dam of
Princess, -ire of Twiuket 2.14, and of more 2 30
trotters than any other stallion at his
age has shown.
Ilaroldson i- 15.21. hands high, cherry hay, has
ni«*<* mam* and tail, a faultless form and perfect
trotting action. Ii•* trotted last season for the roll
.-take
at Fairlield and at the* State fairs and at
Monroe
l races in all—and won every heat easily.
He alse* w on the 3 vears ohl stalliem cup at Lewis
ton—in other colt elat
ing to compete, ile was dc
date'll to be' tile' bc.-t tl*e>tting3 cat* old— NclseHl c\
eepted—that was ever bred or trotted in the* state*.
That it is within ids capacity to trot in 2.30 this
sea-on is
wry evident.
Terms—$35. Application, to make sure, should
be made at onre as Ids book is lining last and his
number limited.

-FOR-

Men’s Top Sole Calf Hoofs,

—

Until your liair becomes dry. thin, and
gray before giving the attention needed
to preserve its beauty and
vitality.
Keep cm your toilet-table a bottle of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor—the only dressing
you require for tin* hair—and use a little,
daily, to preserve the natural color and
prevent baldness.
Thomas Monday, Sbamn drove, Kv.
writes: “Several mouths ago my hair
commenced falling out. and in a few
weeks my bead was almost bald.
I
tried many remedies, but they did no
good. I finally bought a bottle of Ayer's
Hair Vigor, and, after using only a part
of the contents, my bead was covered
with a heavy growth of liair. T recommend your preparation as the best bailrestorer in the world.” *
“My liair was faded and dry,” \ rites.
Mabel C. Hardy, of 1 Vlavar.., III.,
but
after using a bottle of Ayer's Hair Vigor
it became black and glossy.”

CLOTHING!

-■

WITHERS !

H.t ROLDSOX
Foaled in

W, T. Colburn's,

-><
7,

REMARKABLE BARGAINS! |
-IN-

Children !

for

our stock as soon as possible
will offer some-

-AND-

MAKE-HOME-BEAUTIFUL

Let us depart from hence!
\N «■ have outlived our little
eartidy day ;
All things are ready—we would lice an;
l nto that land where sin has no ueuv shV
Let us depart
[Lev. I. N. Tarhox, I >. i >.

April

-we

Parasols!

which not only cures kidney diseases,
mujority of ail in*-nts which really come from!
unsuspected kid noy disease.

?

Let us arise and go!
All that we are to Christ otir Lord
belongs,
And we would join with the unnumbered
throngs
1 hat girt 11 is throne with everlasting-mgs—
Let us arise!

Rest.

it with

Mark Wood & Son,

CURE,\
but the

Wo Invito

order to reduce

BASE BALL!

we are

-! FURNITURE SI-

Let us arise and go!
The night is well-nigh spent—the day at hand!
We catch some whisperings from that other land.
We hear the music from some a» avl-bandLet us arise!

At

In

embraces every variety from 35c. to

season

selling at prices that defy competition.
By calling we can convince you that we stand by
what we advertise.

and

Summer

SUITS!

city.

$l.*25. After looking elsewhere you \\ill be satis-lied to come and buv of us.-

The

on

wait

Our stock

Also

Murble Shelve®, Vases,

j

PRINCE

(3 years old record 3.02.)
Foaled in 1883, by Gen. Withers, son of Almont,
(sire of Westmont, pace, 2.13*4, Fanny Witherspoon, 2.1««4 and 32 other 2.30 performers*, and of 27
sons sires of .‘>7 performers,) the greatest
grandson
of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian.
haul ldaek mare Queen (record 2.42—time in race
2.38), by a son of Black IMamond, (sire of Clara
d., 2.28 and others, and of Nigger Baby sire of Bay
Fanny 2.28, Seiota Belle 2.28). Imp.'French Canadian; 2d dam Morgan.
Prince Withers is a very handsome horse, 1(>
hands high, weighs lino lbs.",bright bay in color,of
line form, style and carriage, has heavy mane and
tail and extraordinary hone and muscles, lie has
taken premiums at the State fairs at Lewiston and
Bangor in competition with the best stallions of his
age ever exhibited in the state. His ctilts take
alter him and are all as good as can be found any
where. < >ne of them received lirst premium at the
last Comity fair.
He has always shown great
natural speed. Though not trained last season he
showed quarters in 40s.
Terms—$20 to insure.

abi»ve.)

Finisbei American & Italian Marie

PgRALYSI S and in women FEMALE
BLES. The secret of good health then lies in
inthe kidneys veil. If you don’t, you
can’t cure any of the above diseases. They
may not suspect it, but eight persons out of
every ten have some form of kidney derangement. The only scientific blood purifier is the
famous WARNER'S SAFE

So come and get prices. We
Why should we longer wait?
shall give GREAT BARGAINS Those
we ha\e loved ha\e journeyed
bef-uv;
They wait our coming on tin further shore.
for the next thiriy days.
And earth is vacant tor us, evermore—
we

in the

WINDOW SHADES!

MONUMENTAL bronze company,

—

Why should

goods

—

—

I

Best Assorted

MANUFACTURED EY

TROU-!

Why should we longer wait?
The things that are, are things that have gone
There are no wonders mole oi eailn or -k-. ;
Let us depart—the time has come to die
Why should w e w ait >

new patterns ami
keep the-

-claim to

STREET,- We give particular attention to these, and
HEADACHES, AGUE, CHILLS AND FEVER, -NO. 28 HIGH
try to
IVIPOTENCY, BLADDER DISEASES, LAME
(opposite C. X. Black’s Stove Store.)
keep a FRESH and ATTRACTIVE LOT. Look over
1SS8.—1(5
Belfast, April ID,
BACK, NEURALGIA, NERVOUSNESS, BAD
our counters and see if
you don’t see something to
EYES, ST( MACH TROUBLES, BOILS,
-suit you.CARBUNCLES, ABSCESSES, APOPLEXY,;

Why should wo longer wait ?
These mortal years grow weary in their round ;
They wheel and roll from goal to outmost bound.
With one recurring tide of sight and sound
Why should we wait?

Spring &

constantly receiving

are

save money l»v ilnding out wlmt it is
-before purchasing.-

thereof. WHAT IS THIS SECRET? Ifyou
soak a sponge in oil, the sponge will have in it
all the peculiarities of the oil. So every organ
in the body contains all the peculiarities of the
Mood. If the kidneys, the unly blood purifiers,
do not clean the blood of the waste of the system, then the various organs will give out and
you will have RHEUMATISM, MALARIA,

3!f\vlS

Old

Owing to the backwardness of Ihe Spring season,
-we Had ourselves overstocked with

and you may

sriscKox <1 .n'i. VV. A. Hammoxd says we
can each prolong our life if we learn the secret

number of convicted rum.sellers is a topic much
discussed. Why should the law be allowed t<> be
trifled with? The criminals were under conviction,
why were they allowed to c-capc unpunished?
Wiil somebody explain? (Temperance Record.

Christian

We

lot of these

and

we perceive that in the
spring, when buds
adorn the trees,
Tis in our nature to display our
idiosyncrasies.
lloston Courier.

a

Article.

M. P. Woodcock
Remember We Have But One
Price for All!

THE MORAL.

The failure of the oflieers and power- that be at
the last session of s. J. Court at Belfast to puni.-h

Column

!
——-

—

array.

Kxpianalion (ailed for.

Next

1 Circulars.

spiing, the maiden's fancy turns to colors
bright and gay,
And in the spring* she decks herself in beautiful

The students at Wellc-ley College gave their
annual “June float” on >aturday evening. Each
of the classes and tin? specials wi re represented by
crews and boats. The crews formed near the
shores in circles and gave a very enjoyable concert.
(Boston Journal June 4.

tli«*

Send for

fashionably

Thus

lioittl

--—-

[price List A

in MAH

INTRy Alt;
UNACQUAINTED WITH TH E GEOGRAPHY OF '-f
OBTAIN MUCH INFORMATION FRi'V a ST JL y O; !hi
OF THE

cfc son.

In the

The Wellesley “June Float.”

j

STONE.

THE MAIDEN.

pounds, and are very game. The Record also reports excellent trout fishing, some of the fry caught
this season weighing over three pounds. Jordan's
Pond and Bubble l’ond are furnishing great sport
for the anglers, and the brooks on the i?dand seem
to be teeming with the little beauties.

An

Htniu Msis!

Room Papers!

J

the vouth is anxious to he

spring,

any

f

Over COO
Beautiful
Designs.

GARDENER.

THE YOUTH.

a

■

[

Mestrsctibis

spring, the husband fools around with spade
and rake and hoe.
And plants and sows a lot of things that never,
never grow.

delicate morsel for his table.

a

SCIENTISTS AS

In the

day passes but some fellow has a run of
luck and brings home from twelve to twenty
pounds weight of fish. They average about two
pounds each, and run from one and a half to three

Hardly

BETTER AHD

In the spring the house needs cleaning, cellar,
garret, room and stair.
And dear wivesproceed about it, driving husbands
TIIE

the fisherman and

ENDORSED BY

HOUSEWIVES.

The Bar Harbor Record says that the land looked sain on placed in Eagle Lake three years ago
have grown amazingly, and now furnish sport for

New England
people are arrive, restless ami ambitious, ana
therefore neglect themselves. Not one man
or woman in ten is in perfect health.”
“Official figures show this, do they?”
“Precisely. There seems to be aK w England disease. People do not seem to think that
headaches, or tired feeling.or ‘blues,’ or loss
of appetite, or nervousness mean anything,
Then,the first thing they know they are in bed
and on theroa d to death.
“Do many die of this disease?”
“Thousands. Henry Wilson, Charles Sumner, Wendell Phillips and Governor Bodwell
Janies G. Blaine is
are among the number.
also on the road, and his trip abroad is in the
of
health.”
recovering
hope
“But what do you find to counteract it?”
“Very little. Tiic only reliable medicine so
far discovered is Hunt's Tb mody. The faculty
of one of our leading medical c..lieges, knowing the composition of this medicine, have been
recommending it fi r some time, and the reknow three,
sults have been v-#mlcrful.
ladies and one gentleman (one of the latter a
State officer), who have been entirely cured by
its use. I wish everybody might know more
about it and use it.”
Such fads and figures, and from so high
a source, should prove invaluable to thousands
whose success in life would be much greater,
were they physically and
morally Bound and

surplus

Iii the

tribe.

vigorous?

GENTLEMAN.

spring the old man’s fancy turns to things

anent

And

The young fish at Enfield hatching works are
reported by Commissioners Stillwell and Stanley
to be in line condition. The fish at these works
will make quite an addition to the Penobscot river

if people were physically
and mentally Bound anil

vigorous’

Tin: OLI*

Iii the

The selectmen of Waldoboro have decided not to
sell the alcwivc fisheries for this year, and the cit-

figures will show.” Such
was the remark of a high

,

sport in

Fish Commissioners Stillwell ami Stanley are
visiting the different hatching houses in the State.

[Herald.]
is

Sprlig Fairies.

Returning fishermen report excellent
the Moosehead Lake region.

What m High Official lias to Say Aboct
the Condition of the* IVoplo—Some
Serious Facts and Figure*.
“Ii

and Fishing.

Fish

STATISTICS.

STARTUNC

Priuciji.il and interest both fully yu.ir: mt cd by l‘a pi.
mil Surplus of Sjd.lUiM tii. In .-rvi-ntc, n
moss we have loaned SI 1,404,000, paying fr.
■

tal
bn-

_

£l

Q

/

u/

/O

3.1

COMiltKSS STKKKT. ROITOJi.

"Cooley

i:ml5

Creamers”

Still lead. Better and cheaper than any others.
Tanks ami cans greatly improved and prices re
flured. COOLKY CANS «).'!» KACII. Special rates
to Butter Factories. Semi for circulars ami price
list* to
A. L. ft K. F. GOSS, or
dm IP
I. V. BICKFORP, Lewiston, Me.

B WJ

1

/O

hi\

been returned

to investors without delay or tho loss Of a dollar. Heal Estate
First Mortgage and Hebenture Bonds and
Savings Certificates always on hand for 6idc
In Savings Departments, in amounts of $5 anil up
v aid
in the Mortgage Department, S3Q0 and e.p
ard. Full information regarding our various securities furnished by

«/. B. WATKINS LAND MORTGAGE CO.
Hew York

j

O

■

interest. JjS7.Uf.rt.-ni ..f
UA interest and principal

LAWRENCE, KANSAS: or
INaao'r, HCMY OICKINSON. 319 Broadway

HIRE WHITE

m%

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.
Our manufactures tire fully warranted, and are
Ivr:*
unsurpassed by any in the market.
Lowest market prices for goods of ojual ipialifv.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
F. A. Himwn Treas.

SALEM, MASS

Republican
VOLUME GO.

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

Maine Matters.
NEW S

AN1>

a

GOSSII*

FROM ALL OVER THE

other time, I shipped on a deep-water craft, a
bark from Belfast, she being bran new. We
were going to Orleans, and then across the
pond, and when I bid good-by to Mary Ann, 1
didn’t expect to see her nor’the kids*for two
years or so. V/eil, we ran out atween C’astine
and Islesboro, and down the eastern bay, when
a thick fog shut in.
There was some new gimcrack steering gear aboard, and this drew her
so
Mwas
about
two p’ints off, and that
cumpus
evening we piled her high and dry, and piled her
up for good. When she come off, she was
kindling-bits. A schooner come along and took
us off, and landed us back in Belfast, near Little Itiver. I walked up town, and you can bet
Mary Ann’s eyes bulged out when she seen me.
She t hought I was a ghost.
No, young fellow,
you can’t tell no more about a vessel than you
can about a girl baby.
Maybe they will live
loug enough to get useful and earn something,
and maybe they will kerllumux the first season.
Vessels are mighty onsartiu. and I suppose that
is why they call them ‘She.’ ”

STATE.

hit or Maine history.

A livelier or more interesting chapter of
Maine history could not be written than one
treating of the British occupation of eastern
Maine, in 1S14-1">, when Captain Barrie and his
men sailed up the Penobscot and ravaged Bangor and Cen. Corselyn took possession of Castine with his troops. One of the strange results of this occupation is told by Joseph Williamson. Esq., the well known Belfast historian,
in the current number of the Bangor Historical
Magazine. All our American ports were then
closed to commerce with England, and the
English Admiral had issued a proclamation declaring the country east of the Penobscot a conquered province and forbidding communication with any port but Castine. Thus Castine
became a place of very great importance. It
was practically a British port of entry and the
only place in the United States which could
trade with England and her colonies. A large
temporary commerce sprung up; and the peculiar fact which Mr. Williamson brings out is
that l>a]hou>ic University, one of the most
prominent educational institutions in Canada,
was founded with the money derived from the
customs duties collected by the British ill Castine in this period.
Nearly $">0,000 was set
aside for this pu rpose.
A very large income also accrued to the
American government from this traffic. The
American custom house was established at
Hampden, up the river. Business was so brisk
that duties amounting to $l.r>0,000 were received at Hampden during a period of five weeks,
and twenty to forty teams found constant employment in transporting goods across the
country. As American paper money was not
current, traders from Boston and elsewhere
would pi' U up eastern bills and require their
exchange for gold ami silver. It soon followed
that every bank in Maine became compelled to
suspend specie payments. A committee of the
(Jeneral Court, appointed to investigate the
condition of those institutions, reported in December. 1*14. that their bills, to the amount of
three-fourths of a million of dollars, had been
retired from circulation by reason of trade
with the British. At about that time, however,
me

.-ecieiarv

«u

me

1

military possession of

reasury

neiti

TIIE 8TAKN’-CROMWELI. CASE.

Lewis A. Barker, counsel for Stain, Attorney
General Orville I). Baker, ami County Attorney
Appleton met at the residence of Judge rotors
last week and decided to have a hearing in
Bangor Tuesday. July 3, before the Chief Justice, when all the witnesses who are able to
appear will be summoned and give their testimony in open court. There are quite a number who cannot be present ami these will be
visited and their depositions taken. Attorney
General Baker with Mr. Barker and Buel
•Smith, Esq., the official court st» nographor,
have gone to Massachusetts where they will be
employed some time in taking new testimony.
They arc to visit Medfield and all the other
places where witnesses reside, and mean to
work thoroughly. The case will be argued before the July term of the law court in Portland
and it is expected that the arguments will be
The attorneys have been
very exhaustive.
ordered to notify the counsel for the government by the third Tuesday in June of the
names of their witnesses, and the nature of
their testimony and the government must then
present to the defence its objections to the
motion for a new trial.
THE GRANITE INDUSTRY.

The granite business U opening well in
Franklin this season, four or five different
companies operating on land of Mr. Samuel
Springer, besides the older quarries. With an
apparently inexhaustible supply of the white
and black granite, it seems as though Franklin’s
stone quarries compare most favorably with
more pretentious plants.
[Vinalhaven Echo.
The Bodwell Company has secured the contract to furnish the granite for the Methodist
Bible House to be built on the corner of Fifth
avenue and Twentieth street, New York.
The
granite is to be of Jonesboro red, first two
stories rock face and the remainder hammered.
The Maine Granite and Improvement Co.
are making arrangements to do a large amount
of stone cutting at their yard in Waterville this
season.
Men enough to cut a car load of curbing a day will immediately be put on.
On the Jonesboro granite quarry a larger
amount of work than usual will be* done this
summer and sixty quarrymen are to be em-

mai as me

a part of our territory
by
could not be* judicially recognized,
< astine
still remained amenable to United
States laws, and therefore*, no vessel from there
would be permitted to engage in coasting business without a United States license or to pass
into another collection district unprovided with
regular custom house documents. This decision, although terminating the somewhat equivocal practices at Hampden, did not interfere
with smuggling. Many devices were used to
elude the vigilance of the revenue officers.
Wagons with double bottoms, affording a place
for secreting silks and laces were successfully
used until detected. It is related that Moses
Adams, Esq.. Sheriff of Hancock county, residing in Ell-worth, on bis wav to Boston*, chanced to stop for the night at Wise asset. A peculiarity about his wagon attracted attention, and
two bottoms were discovered, between which
was concealed a quantity of valuable English
merchandise, which was seized and condemned.
Occupying a high official position, and being a
prominent member of the federal or antiwar
party, the affair created a great sensation in
Ids Province, and even reached the Boston
newspapers.
A graphic w riter about these stirring times
says: “It was not unusual to see a portly gentlemen drive up to a tavern door nt dusk and
take quarters for the night. A rigid examination would have led to the discovery that the
plump saddle on his horse's hack was stuffed
with sewing silk, that silks and satins were bidden between the two backs and fronts of Ids
sleigh, that the false crown in his hat concealed
a pound or more ol needles, and that his trunk
contained nothing beyond a lot of old newspaper-. Tin* lean, lank, shad-like guest who appeared in the early morning would hardly be
recognized as the portly gentleman of the night
preceding, and the increase in the weight of
hi-trunk was truly miraculous! It was a siggular fact that travelers of this character invariably took the back route from the Penobseot for the West. All the revenue officers
were stationed on the shore route."
And all the while a gav troop of British officers were fiddling, and dancing and flirting
with the buxom Maine girls, in the transformed town of Cn-tinc. which bail suddenly become a miniature metropolis.
:tn

fiiciuy

tiir.

<

ployed.

AMCSEMEXT NOTES.

The Bangor Opera Company has nearly determined upon the east for “The Two Vagabonds” which they are to bring out in June.
Mr. F. A. Owen is'to plavBobcrt Maeaire while
the part of Jacques Strop pc, the other thief,
is to be taken by Mr. Ben Lodge, tilt' inimitable comedian of the Bennett A- Moulton Opera
Company. Miss Gertie Madigan of the same
company will play the part of the Princess.
Both have presented these characters many
times. Miss Annie Chester of the Boston Museum Company, will play Fanehon, Miss Carrie
Hodgdon will do Jtosalie, Mr. George T. Moody will play the Marquis and Mr. Frank II.
Davis will play Gigot.
Madam Janauschek is to appear at the BanHer engagegor Opera Douse early in June.
ment will be for two nights and she will present Mother and Son and Mary Stuart.
CHASE GOES TO JAII..

Chase, the murderer of Mrs. Ida Stevens,
was taken to the jail from the hospital Thursday. Nothing was said to him about the change
until a few moments before the ambulance
came to take him away, though he has been expecting something of the kind for some time
past, lie appeared surprised for a moment
when told that he was to be taken to jail, but
said nothing.
A sheriff's officer went with
him iu the ambulance, and delivered him over
to Sheriff' Webb.
He talked very freely with
the officer and the driver of the ambulance on
his way, speaking about indifferent matters
with composure. The only thing he never
talks about is the murder. He is iu good health
now, sitting up some seven hours every day.
It is reported he will not be tried until next
term,
f Portland Press.

<>\<;itegati< >nai. c<inkkhkxce.

Following i> tin* programme of the State
conference of Congregational churches to be

held at Rockland. June 19. 20 and 21:
Tuesday, June 19. 11 a. in. Organization
and reports from delegates to corresponding
bodio. 11.30 a. ni. Necrology. 2 p. in. Report of corresponding secretary followed by
dUeii*sion. 3.W p. m. Conference sermon hy
Rev. Ceorgc Lewis of South Berwick. 7.30
p. m. Salutation from fraternal delegates. 8
Address, Foreign Missions, by Rev. C.
p. in.
< Creegan, 1). lb, of New York.
Wednesday, June20. G. a. m. Prayer meeting. s.3(j a. m. Devotional service. 9 a.
m.
Anniversary Maine Missionary Society.
Sermon by
President Hyde.
lleport of
treasurer and secretary. *2 p. m. Educational institutions. Bangor Seminary, Bowdoin
College. Hallowed Classical School. 3.30 p. m.
Maine Branch College and Educational Society.
4 p. m.
Discussion, “How Shall We Increase
Our Church Benevolences?” Opened hy Rev.
<
<*. McCully, of Calais. 7.30 p. in.' New
West educational committee. Miss Hunt. 8.1o
p. m. “Attractions of the Ministry, and how
to make them effective-upon our young men.”
I >r. Field, of Bangor.
Thursday, June 21. 0 a. in. Prayer meeting. 8.30 a. in. Devotional exercise. 7 a. in.
Discussion, “The Relation of Pastor and People: bow shall it be made more effective by the
Pastor, how by the People?”
Rev. G. M.
Rowe, Prentiss Oaring, Esq. 10.30 a. m.
American Missionary Association. Secretary
Ryder. 11.30 a. m. Maine Congregational
Charitable Society. 2. p. in. Reports of committees and other matters. 3.30 p. ill. Communion service. 7.30 p. in. Sunday School
work in Maine. Rev. B. P. Snow. 8 p. m.
Discussion.
“Every church a Missionary*
church.** Opened hy Rev. K. P. Wilson. Ad-

journed.

Women’s meetings will be held as follows:
Wednesday. 2 p. m. Women's Maine Mis3. p. in. Women’s Aid, A.

sionary Auxiliary.
M.A.

Thursday,2
THANKS

to

p.

in.

Till,

Journal

Maine Branch, W. B. F. M.
WOOIUU UY AND DALLAS.

At a recent meeting of the (iovernor and
< oiincil the following resolutions were
presented b\ Councilor Warren, of Castine, and passed :
Resolved. That a vote of thanks be and hereby is extended to the officers and crews of the
l\ S. Steamers Levi Woodbury and A. J. Dallas for meritorious conduct in* saving life and
property during the winter of 18S7—8.
Resolved, That a copy of the above resolution be forwarded by the Secretary of State to
the Captains of said Revenue Steamers.
The cruising season of the
Woodbury and
Dallas begins Nov. 1st and ends April 1st.
Their work extends from St. Croix river to
Cape Elizabet h, Me., covering the most dangerous coast in the Fnited States.
From the middle* of January to March these cutters have literally steamed through ice from one inch to
seventeen inches thick. The sudden dosing of
the harbors in the island districts found the
people in that vicinity totally unprepared for
such a serious winter, and, but for the assistance rendered by these steamers, must have
suffered terribly for provisions, for until the
ice was broken by tho Woodbury many people
hauled their supplies 30 or 40 miles to keep
from starving. About the onlv ports open to
navigation were Castine, Rockland and Portland. The Woodbury has rendered assistance
to 292 vessels, cither disabled at sea, stranded
or ice bound, valued at $3,000,000, and has
spoken and boarded 180 more and warned them
of the danger of ice, etc. The Dallas assisted
172 vessels in much the same way. The severity of the duty may he imagined when one
thinks that nearly ail this service was performed with the mercury at or below zero.
“VESSELS AUK MIGHTY OKSAKTIX.”
A Vinalhaven skipper, interviewed at Bangor, said: “Once I took a vessel from Camden,
went to Belfast, loaded and sailed. In seven
days from the time the new craft left Camden,
she had been sunk in a gale off Hatteras, and I
and the crew were sailing up the Jersey coast
in a steamer bound to New York. Then an-

THE LATE JARVIS RATTEN.

Mr. Jarvis Patten, wlio died in Washington,
D. C. May 10th, was a native of Bowdoiuham,
and when a young man began going to sea in
the employ of G. F. & J. Patten of Bath. Ho
commanded a number of vessels owned by that
firm. About the year 1805 he left tin? sea and
established himself in Bath as a ship broker,
and later carried on the same business for
about two years at Liverpool. He afterwards
returned to Bath, where he remained till about
seven
years ago, when President Arthur appointed him Commissioner of Navigation, a
position for which he was well fitted. He held
the office about three years, until, on the incoming of the present administration, he was
removed, and Charles B. Morton appointed as
his successor.

j

MAY

24, 1888.

nor expects to attend the Chicago republican
convention and from there go to visit friends ;
in St. Louis, Mo., consequently be will not re- j
turn in season to attend the dedication at
Ilouiton.
At the dedication of Wording Hall, Jticker
Classical Institute, Ilouiton, on the last Tliursday in June, Dr. Pepper of Colby, will deliver
an address.
Hon. H. F. Webb, ot Waterville, !
will report for the building committee, and !
Hon. Moses Giddings of Bangor will deliver !
the keys into the hands of the principal.
An item is going the rounds that President :
DeWitt of Portland carries the largest life insurauee of any man in the State, his life being
j
insured for $00,500. The writer should have
looked farther. Mr. F. 1L Burpee of Bangor i
is the heaviest insured man in the State, he I
carrying $150,000, more than double tiiat of the
Portland gentleman. Mr. Arthur Sewall of
Bath has his life insured for $50,000.
The officers of the senior class, Bowdoin
College, are as follows: President, F. L.
Smithwick; Vice President, C. B. Brown;,
Marshal, J. 1,. Doolittle: Chaplain, W. W.
Woodman; Orator, 31. P. Smithwick. The )
following programme for exercises under the
oak has been prepared: Opening address, T.
II. Ayer; prophet, II. C. Hill; historian, F. K.
Linscott; parting address. F. S. Bartlett; committee on arrangements. G. II. Farrabee; com- ;
mittee on pictures, C. 'I'. Carruthers; odists. A.
W. Tolman. M. P. Smithwick and W. W. !
Woodman.
Fetters have been received at New York
from Mr. Blaine’s party in Europe, indicating
that the ladies will not take the coaching trip
in Scotland with the Carnegies. 3lrs. Blaine
expects to sail for home by the French line on
June lb. She will be accompanied by her
daughter, by Miss Abagail Dodge ((Jail Hamilton j, and by Misses Elkins and Davis. The
two young ladies last named have been making
a tour covering a period of nearly a year, and i
extending to Turkey. They joined Mr. Blaine’s j
party in Home.
The Nevada City Herald tells us about live
sisters, natives of Maine, one of whom lives in
that city. Having married and gone away
from their Maine home they found that they
were getting careless about writing to each
other. One of the sisters thereupon wrote a
letter and scut it to another with the request
that she should add to it and send it to a third.
The letter thus started kept on until it went
round the circle, and the custom has been kept
up ever since. Now the children of these sisters have taken up the custom and tin: letter
circulating among tin- cousins contain contributions from fifteen to twenty individuals.

Political Points.
West Virginia Republicans
Blaine delegation to < hieago.

have elected

a

The Tennessee republicans, in State convention, declared for Blaine and elected Blaine

delegates.
There are now two Presidential tickets in
the field. They are Redstone and Colvin, and
Lockwood and Love.
The republican territorial convention of Dakota, chose delegates to Chicago, Thursday.
All are in favor of Blaine except one.
A democratic Congressman from Indiana expresses his conviction that if Mr. Cleveland is
to be elected this fall, it will have to be without
the electoral vote of Indiana.

Judge Kelley of Pennsylvania thinks Judge
Gresham is likely to be nominated at Chicago,
and that Levi P. Morton of New York may be
given second place on the ticket.
In the Virginia Republican convention a
heated contest arose and John D. Wise and
150 of his followers withdrew.
Quiet then
reigned and delegates to Chicago were chosen.
The Cumberland Valley republicans in Pennsylvania whoop it up for Blaine in great style.
They have already indulged in a torchlight procession at Carlisle, composed of nearly all tlie
republican clubs in the valley.
With free whiskey, tobacco, sugar and lumber in its platform and almost everything else
taxed, the Equal Rights party seems t<> have
been wrongly named. The lumber and sugar
men will be asking where the equality comes
in.
When Gen. Mahone called to order the

re-

publican State convention of Virginia, at noon,
Thursday, he was greeted with cheers, but before lie could speak a word, some one cried
‘•Three cheers for Blaine/' and the delegates
yelled lustily.
Tennessee is in good condition to be made the
fighting ground of a vigorous republican campaign. The protection sentiment is strong,
the republicans are better organized than in

southern states, and the recent democratic
convention developed such rancor that
300 delegates refused to vote for (iov. Taylor
on the final ballot.
most
state

The united labor single tax convention,
Thursday afternoon, nominated Robert II.
Condrev of Chicago for President of the
Cnited States, and \V. II. T. Wakefield of
Council Drove, Kansas, for Vice President.
Condrev is a native of Indiana, is a chemist,
and is editor of the “Druggists Journal.*' Ho
left the republican party in isTfi. Waketield,
who is a lawyer, was horn in Kentucky and
was one of the original Kansas pioneers.

j

NUMBER 21.
Fish and Fishing.

Generalities.
The government has
launch Stiletto.

steam

purchased

Chairman B. F. Jones was interviewed Frion arrival at l’ittsburg from tlie east.
lie
said: “M r. Illaine lias not appointed a residuary
nor
a
legatee
expressed
preference for any
candidate. His wishes are that the best mail
may will. Jlr. Illaine will not write another
letteratlirmingor withdrawing his declination.
That was intended as final.
I believe Mr.
Illaine would have been nominated !>y acclamation if he had not withdrawn. 1 do not know
what Mr. Illaine would do if lie should receive
tlie unanimous nomination liy tlie convention.
I should think it would lie hard to resist the
demand of a party which had so highly honored
him. I think these questions are not for me
nor even Mr. Illaine to answer, hut for file Republican party, in assembly met. There is no
truth ill the report that a few of Mr. Blaine’s
close friends had taken concerted action for
the purpose of putting him forward again as a
candidate, nor any truth in the report that Mr.
Blaine had relented and would now like to
have his name go before tlie convention. I
have had conversations recently with White law
lteid and Mr. Klkins, and no mention was
made of forcing Blaine’s name upon the convention. nor was anything said relating to his
possible candidacy, except tlie expression of
wonder at the remarkable uprising in his favor
ill spite of his letter of withdrawal.”

day

are

11,808 bones In each

shad.
Mr. S. 1*.

Strikers on the Burlington system are trying
the boycott.

Gilmore, of Belfast, caught a salmon
weir, Thursday night, that was only five

In his

to renew

length.

inches in

The Methodist Conference concluded to appoint women to act as deaconesses.

The first salmon of the
taken in the weirs

Chicago feels nervous over the discovery of a
dynamite bomb of improved construction’

fishermen

are now

now being
Croix, and the Calais
all ready for the fly fishing.
season are

the St.

on

Jones’ Sons of Bangor, had four lobsters
come from Jones port, whose combined weight Is
51 pounds. The largest one weighs IS.', pounds.
Alfred

The supreme court of New York has sustained the conviction of hoodie alderman McQuaid.
Abolition of
slavery throughout the empire
of Brazil is to be celebrated by festivities lastthree
ing
days.

No mackerel were

seen by the crew of the schoonSchuyler Colfax In a cruise from Cape Ilatteras
to Block Island, and it Is believed the fishery tills
spring is a failure.

er

Baron I>e Hein, oneof the chief justices of the
Austrian empire, has seventeen children, nine
whom are girls.

of

A Bangely despatcli says the
Mooselookemcguntic Lake as far

ice lias left the

up as the eye cau
to leave Bangely Lake

Robert G. Arnold, a New York broker, shot
himself Friday night at his residence in Summit, New Jersey.

reach, and it is expected
this week. A number of sportsmen have already
arrived and have had good luck fishing, they say.

The Local Option law of Michigan has been
declared unconstitutional on technical grounds,
the title being faulty.

The Fish
iu the

mou

Commissioners have 380,(K)0 young sal
Knfield hatching troughs from a week

defalcation to three weeks old. They are in the “yolk” state,
swells the j and about forty days will be required for the fry
to reach a sufficient development for planting,
It is announced that the French Republic when they will be liberated in the Penobscot river.
has decided to annex the Island of Raratongo, The commissioners have received numerous applione of the Cook group, in the Pacific.
cations for fish ways, but for a lack of
A supplementary report on the
of Tate, the
Treasurer,
amount of his shortage to $247,000.

Kentucky

appropria-

Pao Yun, president of the Pekin Academy
is translating Shakspeare for the benefit of the
youthful princes of the Chinese imperial house.
New South Wales has determined not to
admit any more Chinese laborers to the colony
unless they conn* provided with naturalization
papers.
Colonel Frederick 1>. Grant, talking about bis
father's "Memoirs," is quoted as setting the
prolits thus far to .Mrs. Grant from that source

$411,000.

at

Dr. Tanner, of fasting fame, has established a
foundling hospital in New Mexico. It is to be
conducted on vegetarian principles and will
hold forty infants.

>

tion for

locating and surveying sites, they

A chart which will be of

Helena, Mont., is not a very large city, but it
has twenty-seven millionaires. An enthusiastic Helena man says that millionairism is a disease that is very catching out there.

and from the Grand Bank lou. 50

deg. W. to Ion.
provincial coast upon which fishermen of the United .States have the right to take
fish of every kind under these treaties is marked
in colors, as are also the unsettled bays, harbors
and creeks wherein they have the right to dry and
(58

deg.

W. Tiie

fish.

cure

Belfast
List of

phia.

Kobert Smith, who was placed in the lockup
Thursday night at Cairo, 111., in an intoxicated condition, set tire to the place Friday and
was burned to death before aid could reach
him.

FICTION.

Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn....‘.248.25

Hawthorne, Julian. An American Penman..244.17

Heavy,

Great Bank Robbery... 244.15
Tragic Mystery....'.244.HI
Oldbury.157.23

Annie.

JUVENILE.

Adams, W. T.

(Oliver Optic.)

lioat Club
Series.
All Aboard.315.8
Little by Little.315.12

Xowor'Never.315.9

Poor and Proud.315.10
The Boat Club.315.7

Again..315.11
Try
and
(Oliver
Optic.)

A despatch from Woodward. Indian Territory. says that a party of vigilantes overtook
and captured four men driving a herd of stolen
ponies in No Xian's Land on Thursday night
and lynched them all.

Two Harvard Freshmen, J. T. <L Covle of
Boston and C. F. Belknap of Brighton, are under arrest in Cambridge, charged' with stealing
valuables from the clothing of fellow-students
in the gymnasium lockers.
American waters will be graced by nearly
100 Burgess boats this summer, lie ought to
be called Admiral Burgess and put in charge
of the tleet.
What a beautiful sight it would
be to have them all together.

Despite the protests of Vale boys and men,
the historic fence which has been the roosting
place for thousands of studeuts is doomed, the
corporation deciding that it must he removed
to

make

room

for

a new

recitation hall.

Andrew Carnegie has sailed for Europe, and
will meet Mr. Blaine and family in London on
dune b. The party will then start on a coaching tour through England and Scotland, embracing seven hundred miles, over an entirely
new

route.

l he Rhode' Island chief of state police made
raid upon Dodge ,V Cantield's large grocery
in Butler’s exchange, Providence, Thursday morning, and seized 21 barrels of tine
liquors, mostly imported, all on tap, and therefore seizahlc. The value of the liquors seized
must he close upon £000(1, and it will all be

Young Lieutenant.315.3
Alger, Horatio, Jr. Hugged Dick Series.
Ben. the Luggage Boy_310.5
Fame and Fortune...310.2

Mark, the Match-Boy ...310.3
Ragged Pick-*.310.1

Burnett, F. 11.
Fosdick, C. A.

Signal,

State

wonderfully.

This is the novel way that a San Francisco
nautical paper gives notice of an old sea-captain’s death: “Captain B. 11. Sharp, the veteran navigator,has gone aloft, where lie can now
live among the stars he loved to speak about.
No more lunar observations, nor plain sailing
will the old mail lay out to aspiring young captains or mates, lie has let go his anchor, and
the cable is all out to the bare end, and that has
slipped through flic hawse-pipe.”

v.

NFW8PAPK11S.
7—lo. 1840-1849.

TRAVEL AM»

R. L.

DESCRIPTION.

Brigham, W. T. Guatemala; the Land of the
547.13
Quetzal..
Richardson, 1>. N. Girdle Round the Karth..517.19
bood

Templars.

secretary Brackett went to Portland
yesterday to be absent until Friday, making preparations for the Good Templar anniversary, June
Grand

12 13.
The 3htli anniversary of the introduction < f
Good Tcmplary into Maine will be duly celebrated
at Portland June 12-13. The Com. will arrange
for the exercises at a meeting this week. A grand
Good Templar jubilee is expected.
A committee to

aid in the enforcement of the

Prohibitory law was raised at the last session
the Grand Lodge, consisting of A. S. Bangs

of
of

Augusta, Dr. J. C. Stewart of York village, and
Rev. B. C. Wentworth of Belfast.

They

will be

heard from at the terms of S. J. C.

District Lodge a* Stockton
Saturday promises to be one of the
best eyer held, which is saying a good deal. We
see by the hist. See.’s call that the local Lodge,
The session of Waldo

village

next

Penobscot, will furnish all refreshments and the

delegates fiom every part of iiie county are
fraternally invited to conic and test their hospital
ity.

Valley Lodge No. 100, of Monroe, is the banner
Lodge in membership in Waldo District, having
returned 144 members for the April quarter. The
following officers were installed by F. I.. Palmer,
Deputy: W. II. Robertson, C. T.; Mabel Webber,
Vice Templar; Clara Dickey, See.; Ldwln Lufkin,
F. S.; Belle J. Palmer,Treas. They propose send
ing the banner delegation to Stockton to l)lst.

Lodge

next

Saturday.

Thief Whose Specialty Is Overcoats.

A
The

Bangor Commercial

of Saturday says: J. C.
Chandler, the fellow who was written up in the
Commercial a few days ago for the larceny of
three coats at the Bangor House, has come to grief.
He went to Winterport from here and after stop
ping there at the hotel four days skipped without
paying his bills. Last night he returned, ragged,
hut with lots of money, lie paid his bill and early
this morning left with a valuable overcoat belonging to a drummer named Hanson. He came up

here on the Buc.ksport train and after ordering
three or four breakfasts at different restaurants,
for some of which he never waited, left on the Bon
Ton for Brewer. Out in the river he got them to
put him aboard of the Cimbria for Bar Harbor.
This was done and he left at llampdcn. The ofIleers here heard of his movements and Officers
Gilman and Knaidc were just leaving here to arrest him when he drove past the Bangor House in
a team.
He had begged a ride to Bangor with Mr.
Merrill, of Winterport. He was iminedlatelv ar
rested and taken to the police station. Mr. f\ o.
Beal was there to identify him and Chandler paid
some $21, the amount of’hoard he owed the Bangor House. He now lias left about $191.29, and the
officers would like to know where he got it. He
was dead broke when here and
think Hint he
got it in some crooked manner, lie will be kept
iiere until Monday on the warrant tor stealing the
coat ;u Winterport. Chandler had four coats on
when i.rrested, three of them good overcoats. Ills
shirt was In rags and he had hardly any shoes or
stockings. He is a tine looking fellow, well appearing, and an accomplished organist ami pianist.

they

a

Miss Gabriclle Greeley, the daughter and
only surviving child of Horace Greeley, is living a quiet ami useful life at her country home
near < happaiiqua, N. V. She is a well
developed. strongly-built young woman, with a bright
and beautiful face. Her features are classic,
and her brown hair is drawn back in the simplest manner and tied in a plain knot. She
usually wears a wide-brimmed Gainsborough
hat with floating plumes that becomes her

Rough and Ready.310.4
Rufus and Rose...310.0
Sara Crewe.... .350
[Harry Castle mo n.)
Joe
at Home.344.1
snagged and Sunk....344.2

Wayring

Transfer? In Real Estate.

store

destroyed.

Army

Nary Series.
Brave Old Salt.315.0
Fighting Joe..315.5
Sailor Boy.315.2
Soldier Boy .315.1
Y ankee Middy.315.4

*•

on

Frederick Marsden, playwright, forty-live
years old, wa> found dead in his room in New
York, Friday morning, having, it is believed,
committed suicide during the night by leaving
the gas turned on.

Library.

Clemens, S. L.

con-

Mr. Claus Spreekels was given an impressive
farewell reception by his S00 San Francisco employes and their families on the occasion of his
leaving that city to make his home in Philadel-

Free

books added May 8—24.

Alfred I.ovc. the equal rights nominee for
President, is president of the American Peace

A special from St. John, X. B. states that
(icorge Francis Train has abandoned expatriation and is going hack to New York and to
the children and birds of Madison Square.

value to the

just been published by the Hydrographic office, V. S. X., showing the limits under
the treaties of 1818 and on the provincial coast.
This chart shows from La Have Bank to Labrador,

Professor Virchow, after careful examination of Kmperor Frederick’s throat, reports
that he finds no proof that cancer exists and
many reasons to doubt its existence.

association. Several votes were cast in the
vention for Mrs. Cleveland for President.

particular

fishermen has

M. l'helps, the inventor of the stock indicator and electro motor and of many other
electrical devices, died in ltrooklvn, Friday
night, at the age of (SO years.
Gilmore and. Tompkins, managers of the
Academy of Music, have made a contract with
Margaret Mather, who will hereafter make a
tour under their management.

are un-

able to attend to many of the demands.

Geo.

Leopold Morse incidentally served to illus’I’lie will of the late Samuel Dennis Warren
trate a powerful point on McKinley’s tarifi* contains no public bequests, bis entire estate
this
afternoon.
Mills
had
asserted
that
speech
being left to bis family and relatives. The will
it was necessary for a laboring man to work bears date of
May 10, 1SK2, and Samuel Dennis
twenty days at* a dollar a day to buy an all Warren, dr., and Mortimer B. Mason are namwool suit of clothes which lie ought to* be able ed as executors.
to buy for $10. Mr. McKinley therefore drew
VIEWS OF EX-SENATOR BRA DUCKY.
from’under his desk and exhibited a suit of
Escaping gits in the basement of Ike First NaThe New York Tribune says: Ex-Senator clothes
exactly the same that Mills described, tional bank at St. Cloud, Minnesota, exploded
Bradbury, of Maine, was a striking figure in and read a receipted hill of Leopold Morse & Friday evening. The building is a total wreck.
the corridor of the Fifth Avenue Hotel yester- Co. for the suit. The bill was $10, retail
price. The front was blown across the street, shatterday, with his neat black broadcloth and long The House was convulsed with laughter, and ing the buildings on the opposite side. Many
snowy hair. He talked quietly about the poli- Leopold Morse, who stood in the area fronting people were hurt, live seriously.
ties of the day, and said about the one topic of the
Speaker, much confused, said: “The hill is
The International Exhibition in Copenhagen
absorbing interest: “The position taken by correct.*’ So Mr. Morse, who will support the
was opened May 17th by the King of Denmark.
Mr. Blaine in withdrawing from the contest for Mills bill, no doubt furnished a
strong practical All the
members of the royal family were prethe Presidential nomination was entirely lit and argument against it. [Washington
Special to sold. The
buildings of the city were decorated
nroper. It was the right thing for him to do. Boston Journal.
with Hags. American ami German men-of-war
Yet I can see no impropriety in bis acceptance
a
At
tendered
him
the
of a nomination, if the party shall now see lit
reception
by
Republi- were in the harbor and tired salutes.
can National League in Washington last week,
to give him the banner to carry. He took himThe suit of inventor Edison against the Unitself out of the struggle and left the party free Senator Ingalls said: “The democratic party
to choose elsewhere.
If it still wishes him to has fatigued public contempt and condemna- ed Slates Electric Light Company for infringebe its nominee, I do not see how lie.* can refuse tion. It is not a party or an organization, but ment of patent, begun three years ago anil on
an aggregation of vice, ignorance,
the pressure.”
imbecility, which 2d similar suits depend, has been
cowardice and disloyalty. Slavery, secession, decided in New York by Judge Wallace in
IN GENERAL.
State rights, tin.* rag* baby and free trade and the United States Circuit Court in favor of the
The next session of the Governor and Coun- whatever the American
people have got done defendant.
cil will be held June 5th.
with are the main features of the democratic,
The President does not expect to take his
Maine and New Hampshire commandcrics,
It
is
not
platform.
strange that a party thus vacation until
At that time ConK. T., will visit Charleston June 17.
constituted should have such a leader as it pos- gress will have September.
adjourned, leaving him free to
Senator and Mrs. Frye expect to go to their sesses. The
election, or rather alleged election, run ut> into the Adirondaeks and indulge in a
camp in the Kangeley Lake country this month, of (irover Cleveland in 1884 was strictly logifew weeks id' hunting. This is his programme
for a two weeks’ rest.
cal, Init it is without parallel in American his- so far as outlined,
although open to some modFive hundred thousand feet of lumber were
tory. That a man without recorded opinions ilications in the interim.
washed out of II. Stevens & Co.’s dam at Fort on
any known subject of public interest should
Fairfield, last week, by the freshet.
have been selected as a leader of this aggregaJoseph W. Fifer, the Kepuldicau candidate
Dr. Jay W. 3Iorrison of Springfield, III., tion, however, is not so
very surprising after for governor of Illinois, is six feet tall, spare in
recently met^ Mr. Blaine in Naples, and says all. Nor is it believed that even uu to this day flesh, of a swarthy complexion, with keen black
that the ex-Seeretary seemed in superb phys- his
opinions upon any political subject are more eyes ami a heavy head of coarse black hair that
ical condition.
than matters of conjecture, even to his most is now tinged with gray, llis carriage is erect,
Senator and Mrs. Hale will spend the sum- intimate friends, if lie has
any such. 1 do not ids movements elastic, and his weight is about
mer at their
elegant new home in Ellsworth. bhune anybody for getting angry when they lot) pounds.
lie possesses great phvsical
Mrs. Hale is expected to sail for home about are called a democrat."
strength.
the middle of
June.
The mystery surrounding the death of Hobart
Hersev, who committed suicide at Bar Mills,
has been solved.
The physicians’ autopsy
proved be was temporarily insane.
Hon. S. W. Matthews left Thursday morning for Indianapolis, where he will attend the
convention of Chiefs and commissioners of
Labor Bureaus held in that city on the 21st and
22d. His daughter accompanied him as far as
New York.
The Bowdoiu and Maine State College base
ball nines crossed bats at Brunswick, Friday.
At the end of the 4th inning, the score stood*0
to 5 in favor of the state College nine.
The Rockland Opiniou says the lime manufacturers of Knox county have formed an association again. Mr. John Lovejoy has resigned
his position as station agent of the Knox &
Lincoln railroad to accept that of secretary of
the new association.
During the year 1887 there was not a death of
any member of the G. A. R. nor of anv exsoldier within the jurisdiction of Douty'Post,
G. A. R„ which includes Dover, Foxeroft,
Barnard, Atkinson, Sebec and we believe Guilford. One death has occurred this year so far
—William Perhatn, of Bowerbank.
Governor Marble and staff have been invited
to attend the dedication of the Ricker Classical
Institute at IIoulton, June 28th. The Gover-

A fish dealer says there

HerreshotPs

The

following

are the transfers in real estate, in
county, for the week ending May22d: G.
L. Boynton, Bangor, will, to Louisa M. Boynton

Waldo
A

als.

same

town.

Edward

Bridges, Liberty,

to

George O. White, Montville. David Drinkwater,
Northport, to Jos. L. Drinkwater, same town.
Caroline M. II. Dudley, Winterport, to Edwin M.
Curtis, same town. Joseph II. Eaton, Waldo, to
L. A. Webster, same town. Jesse II. Frye, Montville, to V. B. Paul, Morrill. Rebecca Graves,
Burnham, to Rufus Gilmore, same town. Caroline
Hunt A al., Burnham, to Ephraim Hatch, Farmingdale. Moses Larrabee, Frankfort, to Adelaide M.
Bachelder, same town. Nancy R. Morton A als.
Melrose, to James B. Crockett, same town. Marion
Mathews, Searspnrt, to Win. C. Mathews, same
town.
Abby Ncalley, Winterport, to Hugh M.
Smith, same town. K. C. Pendleton, Belfast, to
Jos. B. Pendleton, same town. Nathaniel Treat A
als., Orono, to Elizabeth Page, Frankfort. Wilson
A. Whitten, Montville, to Charles W. Talbot,
Vinalhaven. Charles O. Dickey, Northport, to L,
A. Knowlton, Belfast.

A Great

Speech by

Hon. T. B. Reed.

THE MILLS TARIFF HILL CRITICISED.
PROTECTION THE BEST POLICY FOR AMERICANS.

Hon. T. B. Reed of Maine addressed the
House on the tariff question Saturday. The
Boston Herald correspondent says:
“Mr.
Reed, whose desk bore two bunches of roses,
wras in perfect condition, and made the best
speech he ever made, and the best (McKinley’s
not excepted) made on his side during this debate. He was listened to with tbe closest attention, ami excited frequent laughter and ap-

plause.’’ Mr. Reed began speaking at noon
and finished amid applause at a few minutes
before *2 o’clock. The following is a synopsis
of his remarks:
He said that he purposed to discuss some of
the general principles which underlie tin; two
modes of national action, which were cont'essedly in dispute in Congress and in the c ountry.
He would treat the bill as in their hearts the
leaders of the other side treated it, as a step
only in a particular direction. I low important
the propositions at issue were, the intense interest already excited by the pending measures
on two continents bore the strongest witness
that could he Iconic Icy men. Those who. living on this side of the ocean, grew articles
which were necessary for the comfort and
happiness of the people of the United States
were on one >ide of the question, while the
foreign manufacturers, foreign political

econ-

omists and foreign statesmen were all on the
other. This, however, should not prejudice
the question.
If it be true that by having
their iroods manufactured abroad the people of
the United States as a whole would become
richer and more prosperous, would have their
houses better furnished, their tables spread
with finer linen, ami covered with more healthful food, if their bodies would be protected by
warmer woollens from the cold of Maine, and
by liner clothing from the burning .*un of
Texas, if they would, on the whole, and from
generation to generation, enjoy more of the
comforts and luxuries of life, and would themselves he more intelligent, more independent
and better fitted to be the citizens of a republic
already great and destined to be mighty beyond
all former dreams of empire, then by all means
sink national prejudice, burst the barriers of
provincial narrowness, and with one accord
adopt not merely the present bill: but such
legislation as would treble the spindles of
Europe and destroy our own, such measures
would
itt oct ocn furnaces

and illumine those beyond the sea. Napoleon
was right when he said that Europe must be
Cossack or republican. Lincoln was right when
he said the United States must be either free or
slave. The house divided against itself had to
unite or fall. The revenue reform argument
was either false pretense or covers the whole
ground. Protection was either, in its essence,
a benefit or a curse.
You cannot dilute a curse
ami make it a blessing. The President was
the leader of the democracy. He was also the
dispenser of patronage, and as he was rapidly
shaking the dust of civil service reform otl his
feet he was assuming control over his party.
There was but one free trade and the President
was its prophet.
Whoever fell in battle in the
service of this new Allah and its prophet, for
him shall open the shining gates of the heaven
of foreign missions and federal offices. There
are remarkable figures to be deduced from the
President’s message, figures which must light
up the pathway of Democratic duty with the
electric light of conscience. In i$iS7, forty
millions of woolen goods were imported, paying $27,000,000 of duties, 40 per cent, on cost
and duties—this went to the government.
Three hundred and fifty-six millions of domestic woollen manufactures were bought that
same year by the impoverished American people. Under* the radiant light of the message,
it would be seen that $142,000,000 of tiiat
money went into the gaping pockets of manufacturers, and was lost forever to the downtrodden people.
We imported $31,000,000
worth of silks, we manufactured $40,000,000. of
which $10,500,000 lined the purses of the plunderer*. The same story could be told of ever}
protected industry, until the total of more tbaii
$1,000,000,000 of the people’s money goes into
the pockets of these
LICENSED ROBBERS OF THE POOR.

If this message from our ruler be true, every
factory is the abode of a robber baron, more
fell and sure than ever swooped down a European hillside to harry a cavalcade of honest
merchants.
In every mine lurked a mere
dreadful giant than ever before smelled the
blood of an Englishman.
If the President was right, and gentlemen
did not dare to doubt him, an annual tribute
was paid protected manufacturers out of the
pockets of the people more impoverishing than
ever was exacted by an oriental despot. In the
face of duty to free the people from this iron
yoke you gentlemen stand haggling about the
amount of the tribute,
i nstead of $47 for every
hundred, they propose to give $40 of the people’s money, and throw into the trade the
markets of the world. If it were a tribute, be
bold and sweep it away. Why did they hesitate? Was it because they dared not be caught
lowering the wages of the laboring men who
have votes? Have the courage of your leader’s
convictions, for lias not the gentleman from
Texas, god fa tlier of this bill, who has promised
to bring it up in the nurture and admonition of
the Lord, loudly proclaimed to the open day
that tariffs have*nothing to do with wages? fs
it out of mercy to the capitalist that you falter?
Do you say there is capital investedunder our
laws, and we must keep faith with those who
have invested it? Whether faith should be kept
with such vampires is for you to say. But
surely no better faith need be kept than to pay
back every cent they have invested. It had
survived the assaults of all the professors of
the “dismal science” called political economy.
On the face of the earth today there were but
two sets of people who
BELIEVE

IN

FREE TRADE,

whether pure and simple or disguised as revenue reform, anil those two arc the masked
majority of the committee of ways and means
and their followers, and the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, with Ireland
suppressed. Russia, the granary of Europe,
had abandoned free trade, with tlio striking result that, whereas, in l*7fi. before the duties
were
raised, she bought s,000,000 hundredweight of British metals, and paid $30,000,000
therefor, she got the same quantity in lss4. and
paid only $17,000,000 for it. Austria, tiermany, Italy, Mexico and the Dominion of
Canada, that child of Britain herself, had all
joined the army of protection. It was the instinct of humanity against the assumptions of
the bookmen. It was the wisdom of the race
against the wisdom of the few. Here in the
United States were 00,000,000 people, with all
the varied characters their numbers indicate.
Some had faculties fit for farming, some for
the management of machinery, some for invention. The problem before* Congress was
what system would get from all these creatures,
so different from each other, the maximum of
work and wealth, and wisdom. There was
only one way to get the best work out of men,
and that was to give each the work he can do
best. You can only accomplish this by diversifying industry. To diversify industry comin a country such as ours, there was
mt one wav given uuder heaven among men.
To enable the American people themselves to
supply all their wants, you must give and
assure to the American people

fjletelv

THE AMERICAN MARKETS.

What did this phrase mean in practical life?
It means that we, the nation, say to capital:
“Embark yourself in the manufacture of such
and such articles, and you shall have a market
to the extent of the wants of the American
people.” C apital then said to labor: “Go with
me into this new field, all of you who like tins
work best, ami we will share the results.”
Then began a new industry. Multiply this by
hundreds, and you had a community where
every man honestly minded would get what,
on the whole, suits him best, and the nation
would get the greatest amount of work from
the greatest number.
Continuing, Mr. Itced said : “Monopoly,” said
Iloraee Greeley, a doctor of laws, anil’ once a
candidate of the Democratic party for the
presidency, “monopoly is. perhaps, the most
perverted and misapplied word in our much
abused mother tongue.” liow verv lame this
language is! I suppose that during the 111 years
last past I have listened in this hall to ’more
Idiotic raving, more pestiferous rant, on that
subject than on all the others put together.
And vet. outside the patent office, there arc no
monopolies in this country, aril there never
ean lie.
All! but what is that I sec on this far
horizon’s edge, with tongue cf flame and eye
of tire, serpent-headed and griffin-clawed. Surely It must lie the
GREAT NEW

CHIMERA, “TRUST.”

Quick, erics every masked member of
and means. Quick! l.ct us lower
ways
tariff. Let

the
the
us call in the British.
Let them
save our devastated homes.
Courage, dear
brethren. Be not too much disturbed. The
Lord will reign even If the board of mayor
and aldermen should adjourn.

When the ilay comes that this republic cansave itself from a dozen of its own citizens
without aid from over the sea, 1 hope to lie
buried a thousand leagues under some respectable and permanent mountain range.

The

not

A DOZEN MEN FIX THE

rm:

representative Republicans in every voting
precinct in t!:e city and State of New York to
ascertain the political preferences among the
people. No candidate’s aspirations were sought
to be served, and the men whose opinions were
a*kcd are for the most part unconnected with
the party management. However, the views
of all the party managers, from
Congressmen,
National Convention delegates—all of which

have now been chosen, except tlie two in the
Twenty-sixth Congressional district—down to
county and township ('hairmen. were obtained.
Of the lOOiJ wards and townships in New
^ ork, outside of New York
city and Brooklyn
every one, save six in the Adirondack region,
was hoard from.
In the large counties hundreds of votes and opinions were obtained.
Added to these are the preferences in the

|

since similar views were obtained in
March.
\t that time the feeling stood on first
choice bn-the Presidential nominee:
1 *1*] H »V
lil;:.nc.
Hiscock
>ln final).
Lincoln.
Allison.
I law lev.

n>

was even more

:;k;
172
124

Conklin#.

Id
id
Id
12
12

Foraker
The Nominee.

so

Phelps.

Kiimtimls.
Hearts.

ss

7s
7S
:»(» !

:{i»
24

scattering,

Allison.

j
j

s

Total..1,112

HI.A1XK AXI> DKI'KW.

To-day there are practically hut two men
considered hy Empire State Kepuhlieans. The
"aim- nu n who reported in March now declare
that the sentiment of the State for first place i
on tli" Presidential ticket stands:
iwaine. IV2C, Any p»oi| man.
"4
i)i‘|n*w. *>:»4
lliscock.
*2«J
Total...1,5<;U !
Sheridan

9

—.

.'lost ol these Blame

townships say they favtheir man whether he declines or’not. Some
iro as far as t«> say they had rather lose with
Blaine than win with anybody else. In every !
instance the second choice of the Blaine districts is Depew. but the Depew districts do
not return the compliment, for many central
counties in the State and several precincts in
New York city that favor Depew want Sherman or Lincoln if they cannot have their first
choice.
Depew is strong alonj; the line of the
railroad of which lie is President, the sentiment culminating in Buffalo, where lie is a
-feat favorite.
It is declared in the latter city
that Blaine would lose on his 1 s*4 vote, but it
is also aimed that Cleveland would also lose.
The district delegates from the Buffalo district
>ay they favor Dept vv. The alternates say the
or

same.

Blaine's votes conic from Brooklyn, New
York, tin- Hudson River counties! except
(iicene end Albany, tin* Southern Tier ami
most of the northern districts.
Onanda«ro
county, the home of Senator IINeock, has instructed 1‘or Blaine.
The few Hiscock votes
conic from bis home county—but outside the
city of S\racus(—and the sht ridan votes come
from Lrie county, where one of the Buffalo
papers i- championin'; his cause.
WKI.I.

SUKKMAN

Hot

<iII I

OF.

The si coin!
the preference
the way. Not
far as they did

choice represents nothing but
with Blaine and Depew out of
all voted oil the question, but so
the result stands:
lolin Sin-Dim).
42
Alger.:

Hi-cork.
Lincoln.
Harrison.
(irosli.'.ni
I law lev.
A!li>on.

111)
1o I

!».">

s'-2
r.l
4o

Sheridan.

Ingalls.
IMielps.
Any good man.

4n
.{«;
|<i
14s

Total.1,119

Mierman

tceling of small dimensions in lie money quarters of New York. In
some .sections of the Twenty-seventh < ongressional District—Cayuga, Oswego and Wayne
counties there are many Republicans who'’demon* they will not support Blaine if nominated.
This i- true in Northern Cayuga and Western
< Kwogo.
There is something of tlie same feeling in (ireene county. The party in Albany,
as one of the most prominent Republicans
there puts it. is “between the devil of Democracy and the deep sea of disorganization.”
Lawyer Braman of West Troy, who is one of
tlie d'elcirat. s to Chicago, thinks the taritl'inight
help Biaine out if nominated, but if it did not
be would lose heavily in the Nineteenth District.
'i'lic district is for Depew and so are the
National < on volitional delegates.
hen*

is

a

VICK l’KESIDF.XT.

tie question of Vice President so much
depend" upon the choice of the head of the
ticket that but little is said, ddie following are
tie* votes:
Lincoln.KM Sheridan.48
1 larrison. ...Ill# Foraker.40
Hawley.117
(Iresliam.
114
Total.0.»0
Alger.«;s
On

Do you approve of Mr. Maine's letter dehe a candidate for the Presidency?

O, no, it olVends us to tilt; soul.
W liy tloes it otlcnd you to the soul?

A.

Ileeause it

rings

hollow.

Q* Wherein does the hollowness with which
ii rings consist?

Ill I: <<>NhUN<;

A. It consists in its want of eamlor. If we
had written the letter it would have been ever
so much more specilie.
(J. lias Mr. Maine made the slightest effort
to obtain the Presidential nomination of his
A.

Not to our knowledge.
lias lie so much as intimated to any person that he intended to run or wished to run
for the Presidency?
A. Not to our knowledge.
If. then, there is nothing in Mr. Maine's
conduct, that invalidates his Florence letter,
what, if you would please mention it again, i>
your precise reason lor condoning it?
A. Well, if we had written it. we would not
only have declined to run, hut would have instructed the Republican Convention to that
effect.
Q. Then a letter of declination of a candidacy which is not also a letter of instructions
to a convention is your idea of a letter that
laeks the necessary candor?
A. It certain I vis.
(J. You are very particular about letters,
are you not?
A. We are very particular, very particular
indeed.
You cannot tolerate, can you, a man convicted of writing a tricky letter, an cva>ive
letter, a letter that laeks candor?
A. We cannot tolerate such a man. not for

tj.

VPOCl

moment.

plank favoring high lioption, or at least some
restrictive clause in the platform against
the saloon power.
Let the question alone
a temperance
cense and local

Total.

The Maine

A.

^-es, he did.
Q. And nevertheless, in the face of this letdeclining on high public grounds to run for

day

party convention

in

Portland,

“We don’t find fault with the Republican
Three-quarters of them are prohibitionists. But their leaders rule them.”
The mistake of the average third party mind
is that this whole question is one of
leadership.
“Quit the wicked Republicans and follow
where we lead,” is their motto. Republicans
act from fixed principles and with an
eye to
the general good. And this is the one grand
reason why they are not. and will never
lie,
third party factionists. [liiddeford Journal.

<M4

14 so

j Poston Journal.

ter

At till! third

Tr.MI’HKAXCK PLANK.

!'<>r

try?

Hen. Neal How paid the following cheerful
compliment to the intelligence of the rank and
tile of the Republican partv:

A

There is
growing feeling among the Republicans of New York that some action ought to
l>c taken by the party on the temperance question. The action favored is a plank in the national platform favoring the submission of the
whole matter to popular vote. Prohibition is
not urged, but rather a firm control of the saloon power. Many believe the question one of
State and not national concern, hut. even this
class say the sentiment among Republicans in
their locality in favor of taking some restraining action against the saloons is growing rapidly. High license is favored in ail quarters.
The following question was asked:
“In order to be strongest in your district,
what stand, if any, ought the National Convention platform to take on the temperance question r>
The vote in reply stands:

<2- Then, of course, you cannot tolerate
Grover Cleveland?
A. Grover Cleveland! Whv, he is our patron saint.
Hut did not Grover Cleveland write a
letter, in 1884, virtually declining to he a candidate for the Presidency in Jsss?
A. Y-es, be did.
<J. Did he not write, in 1SM4, that the eligibility of a President for re-election was fraught
with danger to the best interests of the conn-

President in ISSN, is not (inner ( lovekind toan avowed candidate for the Presidency?
A. Y-es, lie is.
Q- Have you heard of any Mugwump upbraiding him for being so?
A. We have not.
Q. Have you heard of anv Mugwump denouncing his letter of J.XS4 as a tricky letter,
an evasive letter, a letter lacking candor?
A. We have not.
Q. Hut it was a tricky letter, an evasive letter, a letter wanting candor, was it not?
A. Wcll-er-cr-er-huin, let us coniine our attention to Mr. Blaine’s letter. [N. \. Tribune.

JUTTF.PNKSS IIK a UXd,

Oneida county, the home of the late Sena'onk’ling, it is repeatedly declared that the
local issues are buried and that any good nominee. he bis name Maine, Depew or Sherman,
can win back the lost ground of 18x4.
There is much bitterness against the Mugwumps. who are mans times told that they are
not wanted, whether Maine or .somebody else
is nominated. There is a particularly bitter
feeling against George William Curtis, who
was not wanted among the New York delegation in the Chicago Convention.
iii
tor (

party?

party.

The second choice
thus:

Sherman.
Lincoln.
Harrison....
Hawlc.
Iliseock.
Lrcskani.
shorn Ian.
Warner Miller.

Mugwump Catechism.

(J.

one

Harrison.
10
4n:{ Conklin#.
12
7i Sheridan.
12
4S Foraker.
4
is, (iresham.
4
ic
17
Total.1.120
41.4

!>o}»o\v

clining to
A.

wards of New York and Brooklyn, which
bring the total number up to 150!). This total
covers every nook and corner of the State.
It i" found that the political sentiment in
New ’i ork has crystali/.ed to a remarkable extent

*-

D*

The Claim of the

of

Tilt MINIM I'M OF StjrAI.UNli.
You ilon’t mean to take feathers out of tin;
American goose ami deny him the privilege of
noise. No, if our proud"bird ought lo su'rronder leathers, he is plucky enough to surrender
like an eagle, and if it is a tax alone he I*
a
right to see* just what leathers go. The ion
fathers of these Democrats saw this, and, like
the honest men they were, clamored for direct
taxation. They were right.
Whv do not vou
act like them? W hy not he bold?’Why do
you
hesitate? It is because 117 years of knowledge
divide you from them. In your heart of hearts
you suspect your own logic: you dare not. You
may well hesitate. Whoever takes down
map of lsiio and the map of isss will look upon the most wondrous growth that ever the
sun shone on in all its myriad course* around
the earth, it is a marvellous spectacle. It inot alone the great cities, horn like exhalations,
which llash prosperity over the great lake-, tinbroad plains, the mighty liclds. rich with verdure or teeming with uncounted harvest, it
is not alone the piled-up billion- under which
tin* greatest national debt and war expenditure
combined the world ever saw, litis melted like
an iceberg under a tropical sun. It i- not alone
in the rejuvenated South turning it- face t<» itgreat future. Xay. it is not even all of these
combined. It i< the* fact found by the most
cultured Englishman of our day that all this
wealth and prosperity has been -0 shaped that
it seeks the comfort, not of the rich, not <>i the*
lounging owner of tixed income, not of the
pampered minion ol‘ governmental power, hut
of the* plain people whom Ahraham Lincoln
loved, and who are of right the chief glorv of
this republic.
Mr. lleed finished his ,-pce-ch at 1 ;.V» o'clock
and was greeted with rounds of applause, and
made* the recipient of hearty congratulations
from hi* party colleagues.
At various time*
throughout the* speech he was inti rrupted with
applause and laughter, in which the audience
in tlie galleries loudly joined.

A

State.

campaign—pkobabjliPOSSIBILITIES.
The Empire State is admittedly the
pivotal
political battle ground in the approaching cam\\
ithin
the
week
paign.
requests were made

I'UICKS

for 00,000,000 free men. They can never do it.
There is no power on earth that can raise the
price of any necessary of life above a just price
stud keep it there. More than that, if the price
is raised and maintained, even tor a short time,
it means ruin for the combination and still lower prices for consumers.
That is one of the
laws of (iod working for bis children. Comwith
one
of
laws
of Congress, it i>
pared
your
a leviathan to a claim
But if the revenue reform orator ou the monopoly is terrible, like an
army with banners, there is' a theme on which
be can take up the notes of the dying swan.
How we do love to hear him on the impoverished farmer! Then he is not sublime, be i> pathetically great. I beard him first ten vears
ago. To me, innocent, untravelled, it .seemed
as if the western farmer was the moM woebegone, downtrodden, luckless,
unsuccessful,
dispirited devil on the face of the earth. The
eastern vampire lias mortgaged bis farm and
thrown down bis fences, and scattered hi> substance wantonly to the winds.
In t!»«* fulness
of time, I travelled West myself. You may
well imagine my astonishment, who had never
seen ten acres together in corn, to behold fields
of that great staple stretching away out to the
horizon’s edge, to see tracts of land which
seemed to have no boundaries but the visible
sky: land so rich that if we bad an acre of it in
Maine, we would have sold it by the bushel:
while on every side were the great brick bouses,
such as only the squire lived in in our villages.
After some days of this I became sulkv. I said,
gentlemen, of course we have robbed you.
Your congressman would not lie about triiles
like that. But what disgusts me is that we do
not do it more thoroughly. The gleaning looks
bigger than the harvest. 'Then they eoniided to
me that the western congressmen were
great
orators, and did this for practice. Since then I
have not been so much moved by it. Mr. Kurd
then dwelt at some length upon “tin* markets
of the world,” and argued that the best market
in the world was to be found where
people bad
the most money, and that was in tin Vnited
States after 27 years of protectionist rule. Concluding, lie said: We have now spent 20 davs
on the discussion of the Mills bill.
Have you
noticed what lias been the most utterlv insignificant thing in the discussion? Tin* most utterly iusignitieant thing in the discussion has been
the Mills bill. How do you account for it? 1
will tell you. If the principles you have enunciated arc true, it is unworthy compromise
with satan. If the principles we have Mated
are true, it is an
unworthy ambuscade, and you
know it. You mean this merely for one step.
You mean to cut deeper next time. You mean
the destruction of the system which now exists. The whole ease can be put succinctly in
a few words.
If the principles you announce
be true, you must have direct taxation. If the
dollar you pay the custom bouse on the import
is followed by a dollar to the manufacturer lor
everv like quantity of domestic gooijs which
your tariff accidentally encourages, fin n that
manufacturer is a misfortune. It takes dollars
out of the farmer or lawyer without return, ii
is no reply, under this government, to say that
the indirect collect ion of s2, one-half of which
is lost to the people, is easier because the poor
fools don't know it. That i- the old quotation
made from ( olbcrt by the gentlemen from West
Virginia. Surely in'this country vou do not
avow that you are trying to get tin* maximum
of feathers out of the geese for

Empire
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Delegation to Chicago.

Augusta, Mo., May 18, 1888. The Maine delegation to the Republican National Convention, at Chicago, June loth, will leave Boston, Friday, June
15th, at 7 I*. M., from the Boston and Albany station, proceeding by the wav of Albany, Syracuse
and Bulla lo, arriving in Chicago on Sunday morning.
Fares for the Bound trip From Houlton, Maine,
$34.40; Calais, $33.85; oldtown, $29.05; Bangor,
$29.25; Skowliegan, $28.50; Waterville, $27.75; Augusta, $27.00; Lewiston and Brunswick, $23.00;
Bath, $20.25; Rockland, $28.00; Portland, $25.00.
sleeping Car tickets, $5.50, or $11 round trip.
The headquarters of the Delegation at Chicago
will be at Parlor 11, Brand Pacific Hotel.
The assignment of rooms at the Brand Pacific.
Hotel to the members of the delegation, including
alternates, will be made cn route. Other rooms
have been engaged for persons accompanving the
delegation, which will also lie assigned at the same

time.
Tickets will he good until June 3oth, and may lie
obtained by any person desiring to accompany the
delegation by that train.
Delegates and others are requested to apply to
F. L. Boothby, Portland, Me., for tickets and car
berths, on or before June 5th.
J. Manchester IIaynks,
Member National Committee.

An

Arithmetical

Problem.

liquor dealer pays $1000 for a license, how
much water will lie he obliged to put into his stock
to come out square at the end of the year? And
how high must the license fee be to make his liquor
all water, and so bring about prohibition without
losing anything in the way of revenues? [Boston
Transcript.
If

a

Brig Xenophon.

We are indebted to Capt. Charles II. Wording for u copy of the petition tiled in the U. S.
Court of Claims May II, 1888, in behalf of the
owners of brig
Xenophon of Belfast. The
particulars of the ease are set forth in the
petition, which Is as follows:
Your petitioners, Charles II. Wording; .Margaret M. Ilazeltine, administratrix of the estate
of Prescott Ilazeltine, deceased;
Mary M. Hull
administratrix of the estate of Josiah Farrow,
deceased: Martha Doak: Martha II. Wording;
Kdward Sibley, administrator of the estate of
Iteuben Sibley, deceased; Lewis Bean; Dwight
P. Palmer, executor of the estate of L. It. Palmer, deceased; Margaret S. White,administratrix of the estate of (ieorge F. White, deceased; and .John ({nimby, executor of the estate
of Daniel Fannie, deceased,
respectfully represent that they are ami always have been loyal
citizens of the United Stales, and all citizens'of
the State of Maine,
except Marv M. llall, who
is a citizen of the State of Massachusetts; that
in December, A. D. 1S(>1, and
up to and including, April, 18112, claimants were owners of the
of
brig Xenophon,"
Belfast, Maine, each of an
undivided interest as follows, that is to say :
Charles 11. Wording, one-eighth (1-8).
Martha 11. Wording, one-eighth (1-8).
Prescott Ilazeltine, one-eighth (1-8).
Leonard B. Palmer, one-sixteenth il-lti).
Josiab Farrow, one-eighth (1-8).
•Martha Doak, one-eighth (1-8).
Iteuben Sibley, one-eighth (1-8).
Lewis Bean, one-eighth (1-8).
Daniel Faunce, one-thirtv-seeond (l-:ig).
(Ieorge F. White, one-thirtv-seeond (1-.T2).
That on or about the loth day of December.
181,1. Darius Doak, as master of said brig, and
as agent for the owners
thereof, entered into
a contract with the United
States, by Paul It.
Assistant
(ieorge,
({uartermaster of the United
States, whereby the said vessel was chartered
to the United States for a voyage from the
port
of Boston to any ports or places in the United
States, the ulf of Mexico, or the West Indies,
which the depth of water would permit, and
back to Boston, at the rate of twelve hundred
dollars for the tirst month and one thousand
dollars a month afterwards till termination of
t he charter party; that
among other stipulations
entered into it was understood and agreed that
if tin \essel should be damaged in conseouence
oi
exposure to some extraordinary risk, and m
pursuance of the orders of the agent of the
l nited States, then and there representing the
1'nited States, and again>t which the master
protested at the time, then the I’nited States
should he liable for such damage; all questions
on tliut article to he settled
by reference to arbitrators, to be mutually agreed upon by the
parties; that in pursuance of said contract and
orders from Maj. (ien. Butler, issued to tiie
master of said brig, dated Boston, January 2u.
1*02, lie proceeded to Ship Island. Mississippi
‘Sound, and there reported to the agents of the
l nited States, as by the terms of said charter
party required; that being directed to move
said brig in near the beach, head on, the master
of said brig protested, which protest was
duly
acknowledged by the agents of the I’nited States February 20, 1*02; that said brig
was
used for lightening th« ship Idaho,
aground at Cat Island shoal, by the United
States, against which the master thereof protested, under date March *, 1*02; ami again
under date of March 14, 1*02, the master of
said brig again protested against the use of said
brig in receiving and landing the cargo of the
ship Idaho; that said service, against which
said protests were made, was extra hazardous,
and exposed said brig to extraordinary risk,
such as, by the terms of the charter party,
rendered the United States liable for all damages happening to said brig in consequence
thereof; that while so employed, and when at
anchor in the harbor of Ship Island, being
there by orders of the agents of the United
States and against the protest, of the master of
said brig, the steamship Mississippi, a vessel
then under charter by the United States and
entirely under control of the officers and
agents of the United States, came in collision
with said brig on the 20th ami 21st of March,
1862, causing great damage to said brig, fnilv
set forth in Surveyor's Report, dated March
27, 1*62.
which survey was ordered bv
Maj.-Gen. Butler: that the damage to said brig
could not be fixed without actually making repair'; that after said collision, when the master of said brig had partially completed such
temporary repairs as would enable him to proceed to Boston, said brig was seized
by order
of Maj.-Gen. B. F. Butler, her sails taken on
>hore and used for covering merchandise, and
her running rigging removed to steamers and
lighters belonging to the United States; that
said brig was appraised by order of Maj.-Gen.
Butler; that it was appraised in its then damaged condition after said collision and seizure;
that protest wa“ duly made by the master of
said brig against said seizure and against an order from Major-General Butler, directing the
said master to designate an appraiser, and
against the act of appraisement, and every act
on the part of the United States done in‘connection with the taking of said brig, and it> appraisement; that in its then damaged condition
said brig was appraised by the United States by
appraisers selected by agents of the United
States, and under and in accordance with orders of Maj.-Gen. B. F. Butler, then in supreme command, and while the master of said
brig was under duress and said brig was und< r
the control of the United States, at the sum of
four thousand dollars; that said sum was paid
to the agent of the claimants on or about the
nth day of January. 1863; that said vessel
faithfully performed its part of the contract of
charter up to the date of its seizure as aforesaid; that the damage to said brig was not settled under and by the terms of the said charter
party ; that said vessel was actually worth at
the time of tin* collision with the Mississippi
the sum of ten thousand dollars; that there is
due to the claimants, in accordance with the
terms of the charter of said brig herein set
forth, the difference between the sound value
of said brig and its appraised value in its damaged condition; that there is due to the claimants the sum of six thousand dollars, with interest from the 15th day of April, A. I)., 1*02.
That the said claim was referred to this
court on the 27th day of March. 1**8, by the
Committee on War ‘Claims of the House of
Representatives; that prior to such reference
the said claim had been duly presented to and
prosecuted before the office of the Quartermaster-General in the Department of War, hut
that said claim was not allowed.
Wherefore, claimants pray for such proceedings and (hidings of fact by the court as will
support a recovery of said amount.
J. M. Vai.k, Attorney for Claimants.
••

Grant’s Luck.

The Democratic

in Favor of Free

Party
Trade,

AN ILLINOIS M. U. DUMPS INTO
1'OKTliV.

Iii the tariff dehate in the House
Friday, Mr.
Mason of Illinois read from
speeches of Mr.
Mills aud other Democrats,
showing, as he
said, their desire to purchase where
they could
purchase the cheapest, and proceeded: "I

therefore charge that the Democratic
party is
in favor of free trade. The northern Democrats. however, say: ‘We arc not in favor
of
free trade.’ But the tail
goes with the hide."
He cited the deadlock of a few
weeks ago upon
the direct tax lull,
stating that northern Democrats said they would rot in their
seats before
they would he hossed by the southern Di-mocracy; hut when King Caucus tapped the bell
tlH* DollKKTUtS IIIi SCOOttll.
"The brigadiers ring the caucus
bell,
1 be doughface erics, ‘For
shame,
I ii not be bossed
by the brigadiers,’
But be gets then- just the same."'
f I .slighter. J t\ hen the Democratic party gained possession of all branches uf the
government
and announced the doctrine of free trade, the
northern Democracy, which was hut the tail to
the great Democratic dog would meekly fold
Itself between the hind legs of its owner and
wait for instructions from the business end of
that dog, whether to wag for
protection or free
trade. Mr. Mason attacked the Mills
bill. „:n"ig that it was in the interest of trusts aiid
syndicates, and cited the sugar trust, which, lie
said, was one of the largest trusts in the world
that alluded the price of any of the m
crssilieof life. He said that, while the Democrats
were denouncing syndicates and
trusts, they
had the power to take oil' the tariff on relincd
sugar, and thereby compel the trusts to compete with the markets of the world. But, instead of that, the Democratic partv had not the
courage to do it, but, under the Mills bill, bad
left the duty and the tax on sugar
practically
as high as ever, and was.
therefore, directly in
the interest of the Mills bill. He
suggested t„
the gentleman front
Mississippi (aTiT-ii) that
the comic opera he quoted from was not suited
to Ins style of voice ami form, tun!
suggested
that instead thereof he should sin^:
“l*ook-a-sugar trust, you’re on the tree top:

While we are in power your cradle w ill rock ;
I»iit if tin: tariff busts, your cradle will
fall,
A ml down will conic sugar trust, Mills hill and all."
Or. if lie insisted on
to that

rising

higher

realm of “Mother (ioose,** he would suggest:
Little boy blue, come blow your horn nice;
blow shoo!
rice.”

out

of mutton, hut do

not

touch

<

nr

[Hreat applause ami laughter on the Republiean side.] He also suggested that the gentlehold the infant trust in his hand, and sav :
“Darling, I threatened to roast you the other
•
lay. hut that was a bluft':” and that he pass the
infant sugar trust to Mr. Mills, who would
fondle it and sa\ :
"Raby, dear, don't cry.
) on f'hall have all the sugar in the I'nit.’d
States.
IheCohden hovs can have everythin-'
else hut sugar."
And then he would pass it to
the gentleman from
Kentucky, who would say :
“Do not cry. little popsie-wopsie. If
your poor
little popsie-wopsie should die. we wouldn’t
have anything else to throw at the
Republican
party.*’ The gentleman from Mississippi complained bitterly because the cows in hi- Stale
do not give as much milk as
they do in New
hngland. and the hens do not lay as many eggs.
It there was anything under the heavens
that would stop a laving hen. or drv up a row.
it was to he brought under the intbieiice of
free trade.
He then attacked Mr. Dock, reposition, which meant free ships. He i Dockhad
ery)
.prayed that he might, see the American Hag in
every harbor in the world. That,
said Mr. Mason, was a very
pretty, lmt verv
soft and senseless, sentiment, lie never wanted to see an American Hag
masquerading on an
Mr. Mason declared him-elf
Knglish ship.
free
against
whiskey. Whiskey was not onlv a
pauper breeder, lmt a multiplier of Democrat.-.
Attacking the committee on ways and mean-,
he said he had been informed and believed, and
thev had not denied it, that an
agent of the
Knglish manufacturers had been in consultation with the committee, and had been intluential in fixing some part of the Mills hill. He
said that "if it is true that
any representative
of the Knglish manufacturers had secured the
adoption bv the committee of one item of this
bill, then the man who consented to i; upon
that committee is as much a traitor to the industries of his country as his ancestors were
years ago who tried to destroy the Inion. but
without the redeeming feature of luavc:\.
[Hisses on the Democratic side.] You charge
me now with drawing sectional lines. I
deny it.
I simply call attention to the sectional lines
which you have drawn. You have drawn this
bill in every particular, attempting to benelit
the people of the South, wholly regardless of
the interest of the North, Hast and West.
man

Hotels and saloons iii Keene, N. II.. which
recently raided for violations of the liquor
law, elo>ed Monday.
Miss Lillian K. Scofield, of New York, was
on Friday released from
custody on the ground
of irregular committment after the death of
broker Hatch.
were

Reports of the damage by the heavy rain- in
Arkansas-how the los- to property to have
heavy. Railroad traffic i- entirely
stopped in some sections.

been very

Somebody near (Jloueester, Mas.-., who obto the noise of tie* whistling buoy off
Fasten Point has stuffed it full of carpeting.
A boat's crew, hearing no sound from tin buoy,
investigated the matter.

jected

Vice Chancellor Bird of New Jersey ha- declared void a bequest of money to Henry < ieorge
aid in the circulation of bis books. He said
that the court would not sanction the spreading of such dogmas to destroy happy and peae»
fill hollies.
to

The jury, in suits against the Allan Steamship
Company, in Boston, have disagreed. Tinsuits were brought by persons who alleged that
they had received injuries and had m*t been
given proper food while steerage passenger011

the Prussian.

A despatch from Chicago states that the investigation into the death <»f (ieneral Beam by
the I’nited Veteran club ha- not only confirmed the theory of suicide and the truth of Mrs.
Beam's story, but has shown the deceased to
have been a swindler. His victims were mainly widows, orphans ami old soldiers.
At (Juiney, III., the Mississippi river is now
higher than ever before known excepting durRailroad communing the great flood of
ication with the West is entirely cut off, the

Leonard Swett told an interesting story the tracks of all roads on the Missouri side of the
river being flooded.
Bridges and tracks are
other day, illustrative of Genera! Grant's tra- held down
|
by trains of Hat ears loaded with
ditional good luck, as well as his lack of what railroad iron.
is called shrewdness in commercial dealings.
A desperate dog light took place in tin; >uWhen Grant was engaged in writing hi« memoirs the Century Company, which had been ; burbs of Boston Friday night for $100 aside.
The
contestants were Jack, a yellow hrindle
publishing some of his war articles in the Confrom Montreal. and
tury Magazine, offered him $10,000 for the ! that wasofrecently imported
Boston, a yellow and white. Before
manuscript of his hook. Webster, the pub- : Jimmy
-lack
the
pit
weighed 47 pound-, aid
lisher, also had his eye on the alert for the entering
forthcoming work, and one day called on the Jimmy tipped the scales at f>:> pounds. The
(ieneral to inquire about it. Grant, was seated j Montreal dog killed the Boston “purp."
at his desk, about to attach Ids signature to the !
Dr. MeGlynn and the I'nited Labor Party
Century Company's contract, which lay before leaders passed through Pittsburg Saturday,
en
him. It had apparently never occurred to him
route to New York.
Dr.
said. **Wc
to ask more for his literary production.
Web- will smash the DemocraticMeGlynn
party in New York.
ster intimated that he would like to make an
There is no doubt that the Republicans will
offer.
that
State.
We
have
nothing to do with
“If it would not he impertinent,” lie said, i carry
Henry George. He is converted to Cleveland
would like to inquire how much the Century and
the Democratic party. Ills following will
Company agrees to pay you?”
be exceedingly small.’’
“Ten thousand dollars,'* (ieneral Grunt said.
“Then I wouldn’t sign that contract just yet,”
The New York Sun says that a syndicate of
said Webster.
publishers has perfected arrangements tlr.it are
not?”
calculated
“Why
practically to give them a monopoly
“Because I will pay you $50,000.”
of the business of reproducing in America
(ieneral Grant opened his eyes in amazement. European books. The syndicate lias made
It had not occurred to him to set so high a val- three years' contract with a company controllue on his work; he had not thought of dickering the process for reproducing and is fitting
ing beyond the tirst offer. But lie did not sign lip an extensive plant in New York. It is asthe contract.
serted that the company can reproduce plates
Afterward Mark Twain, Webster's relative at a cost of three and a quarter cents a square
and business partner, called and told the (ien- inch.
eral that none of the publishers had offered him
The celebration of the Anniversary of the
what his manuscript was worth. “I will give
Battle of Gettysburg!), will be opened by the
you $100,000 and a roy alty.” he said. So Webat 1 r. M.. at the spot
ster & Co. became Grant's publishers.
The* First Corps. July 1.
firm has grown rich out of Grant’s hook, and where (Jen. John F. Reynolds fell. The prois
an address of Welcome, by Gen.
gramme
(i rant’s family has been paid over $500,000.
“And Grant's hook,” said Mr. Swett. in con- Abner Doubleday; speeches by War Governors
clusion "will become a classic more valuable A. G. Austin Blair, J. Gregory Smith, S. J.
Kirkwood, Frederick Halbrook, William Sprathan ‘Ciesar’s Commentaries.’
1 consider it
(
the greatest achievement of (ieneral Grant's gue. Frederick and Smythe, Generals John
wonderful life to have written Mich a work Robinson. Janies Longstreet. Lucius Fairchild,
J.
H. Stine, General .lames A. Hall. Joseph
with death looking over his shoulders.” [ChiDickinson, and J. P. Rea, < 'ommandcr-in-t hief
cago Times.
of the U. A. R.
A

Divided

Bell.

The Kennebec Journal Is not
the belt

large

Maine

permitted to hold

eggs, without competition. The
Republican Journal says: “Mr. Isaac Jackson, of
this city, exhibited last week a hen’s egg that measured nine and a quarter inches around the largest
part, and seven indies the other way, and weighed
live and a half ounces.” Tills measures slightly
more than our largest one, but falls half an ounce
below it in weight. Cnder the circumstances, however, we feel that the holt must he divided with
our Belfast brother.
[ Kennebec Journal.
on

At

Insane

Hospital.

special meeting of the Board of Trustees
held May 10th plans and specifications for a new
building, prepared by Architect Coombs, of Lewiston, were examined and accepted. Bids will be
received until Monday, the 2Sth inst., at 4 p. m.
There is a steady increase of patients and the
Hospital is becoming crowded. There were f»sr» at
a

the above date.

